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Preface

In order to achieve economically viable high-performance aircraft of the future, an integrated aircraft design (lAD) process is
required. Integrated airframe design embraces the concept of bringing together all of the aspects of airframe design, including
various disciplines such as structures, materials, aerodynamics, controls and manufacturing, from conceptual design all the way
through manufacturing. It also includes the sub-disciplines which are involved in each discipline and the interactions these have
with one another. Moreover. an LAD process also affects the organizational structure of personnel. Typically, many
organizational units are involved in the design process. An IAD approach increases the interactions between these organizations
and changes the way they interact with one another. In contrast, the conventional design process is basically sequential or
hierarchic in nature and is broken down into many steps which are loosely coupled to one another (i.e., there are few iterations
between design steps and limited interaction between organizational units). Moreover, the organizational structure is set up to
mimic the conventional sequential design process and it too is sequential. Hence, an lAD process is radically different from the
conventional design process.

There is also considerable discipline related advancements that wi!l enable IAD. These fall into two categories: those which
reduce engineering time and those which reduce CPU time. In the first category are new modeling techniques which allow rapid
construction, refinement and modifications of models. Presently, complex models take exorbitant amounts of time to create
and'or modify. This must be reduced through innovativc mode!ing -C :hniqucs. Also in the first category are improved pre- and
post-processing capability to reduce the time needed to understand the output. In the second category are those algorithms
which speed up solution times and take advantage of evolving computer technologies and architectures.

It is strongly believed that the recent and future advances in high-performance computer hardware and software systems provide
the opportunity to create an IAD process that will allow the process steps and disciplines to interact with one another. Moreover,
comprehensive data bases will provide organizational units access to one another's data and models, thereby promoting more
interaction between organizations and moving toward a concurrent engineering environment for airframe design. Co-location
of personnel with different discipline backgrounds will be required, however, this may take the form of "virtual co-location'"
brought about by high-speed computer networks and audio-visual aids.

In order to provide a broad-based approach to evaluating and identifying future research and development directions required
to provide IAD technology, the First Integrated Airframe Design Technology Workshop, sponsored by AGARD, was held in
Antalya, Turkey on April 19th-20th, 1993. This document summarizes the output of that workshop. Presentations are
categorized as those on: recent and on-going developments in integrated airframe design at participating aerospace
organizations, manufacturing simulation, interdisciplinary integration and developments in computer hardware and software
which enable integrated airframe design. In addition, a panel session which capped off the Workshop is also summarized.

Sam Venneri
Chairman
Subcommittee
Integrated Airframe Acce .,i
Design Technology . . . . .
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Pre'face

Lindustrialisation des futurs aeronefs a hautes performances dans des conditions economiquement viables depend de la mise
en place d'un procede de conception integree (LAD). La conception integree des cellules englobe le concept du rassemblement
de l'ensemble des aspects de la conception des cellules, couvrant diff~rentes disciplines telles que les structures, les maternaux.
I'aerodynamnique, la fabrication et les contr~les, et ceci des etudes conceptuelles jusqu'a la fabrication.

Elie comprend egalement les sous-disciplines qui font partie de chacune des disciplines, ainsi que les interactions entre celles-ci.
En outre, le procode lAD influe sur la structure hierarchique du personnel. Typiquement, le procode de conception mobilise
plusieurs differentes unites structurelles. Lapproche LAD multiplie les interactions entre ces unites et modifie la faqon dont elles
cornmuniquent entre elles.

Le procMd6 de conception traditionnel est, au contraire, essentiellement de caract~re s~quentiel ou hierarchique. 11 est compose
de plusieurs etapes qui sont plus ou moins reli~es entre elies (c'est ý dire qu'iI y a tr~s peu dl'iterations entre les phases d'une etude
et que les interactions entre les unites structurelles sont limitdes). D'ailleurs la structure organisationnelle imite Ie pmocedc
sequentiel traditionnel de conception, car elke est, elle aussi. sequentielle. Le procode lAD est donc radicalement different du
proc~d6 de conception conventionnel.

Des progr~s consid~rables ont 6galement &6 r~afis~s dans des domaines lies ý cette discipline. cc qui autorise l'application de
l'AD. Les progr6s sont de deux sortes; ceux qui permettent de reduire le temps passe par les bureaux d'6tudes et ceux qui
reduisent le temps du traitement informatique. Darts la premire cat~gotie se trouvent les nouvelles techniques de modeisation
qui autorisent A la fois une realisation rapide. de Ia sophistication et la modification des modeles. A Fheure actuelle. i.. creation
et/ou [a modification de modeles complexes demande des d~lais exorbitants. 11 s'agit de reduire ces; delais par le biais de
techniques de modelisation novatrices. A Ia premi~re categorie ii y a lieu de rajouter une meilleure capacite. tant avant qu'apres
le traitement, pour la reduction du delai n~cessaire A la comprehension des r~suhtats.

Dans la deuxieme categorie se trousent les algorithmes qui permettent d'acccderer le processus de resolution et qui bencficient
de 1l6volution des technologies et des architectures informatiques.

Nous sommes convaincus que les avanc~es r~centes et pr~visibles des syst~mes informatiques a hautes perforrnances
fournissent I'occasion de creer un procod6 LAD qui permettra I'interaction entre les disciplines et les differentes etapes du
proced& de conception. De plus, des bases de donn~es exhaustives permettront aux organisations d'acceder les ones et les autres
aux donnees et aux mod~Ies; existants, encourageant ainsi une plus forte interaction entre les organisations, ce qui laisse prevoir
une ing~nierie commune concurrente pour Ia conception des cellules. La co-localisation de personnels de diff~rentes disciplines
sera n~cessaire. mais ceci pourrait se faire sous Ia forme d'une "co-localisation virtuellc" gr~ce aux rcseaux informatiques A
grande vitesse ainsi qu'aux moyens audiovisuels.

Le premier atelier de travail sur les technologies pour Ia conception integree des cellules a cet org~inise a A ntalya, en Torquic. du
19 au 20 avril 1993, afin d'61aborer une approche tous azimuts de V'idcntification et 1'&valuation des voies futures de recherche et
developpement dans le domaine des technologies lAD. Ce document resume les resultats des travaux de cet atelier. Les
communications pr~senties sont class~es scion les categories suivantes: les developpements recents et en coors dans le domaine
de Ia conception int~gr~e des cellules au scin des organisations a~rospatiales participantes. la simulation de la fabrication.
Vint~gration interdisciplinaire et les developpemnents inforniatiques qui permetIront ia conception int~gr&e des celloles. Ce
document contient aussi le r~sum6 de ]a session de travail do Panel qui a cl6tur~e ]'atelier.
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Technical Evaluation Report

J. Housner J. Krammer
Mail Stop 240 Deutsche Aerospace AG

NASA Langley Research Center Munich, Germany
Hampton, Virginia, USA 23602

interact with one another. Moreover, compre-
Ioductin hensive data bases will provide organizational

units access to one anothers data and models,
In order to achieve economically viable high- thereby promoting more interaction between
performance aircraft of the future, an organizations and moving toward a concurrent
integrated aircraft design (lAD) process is engineering environment for airframe design.
required. Integrated airframe design em- Co-locaton of personnel with different disci-
braces the concept of bringing together all of pline backgrounds will be required, however,
the aspects of airframe design, including this may take the form of "virtual co-location"
various disciplines such as structures, mater- brought about by high-speed computer net-
ials, aerodynamics, propulsion, controls and works and audio-visual aids. This will make it
manufacturing, from conceptual design all the possible to create a more concurrent aircraft
way through to the final product and its repair design process and consequently, shorten the
and maintenance. It also includes the sub- design and manufacture process.
disciplines which are involved in each
discipline and the interactions these have with In order to provide a broad-based approach to
one another. Moreover, an lAD process also evaluating and identifying future research and
affects organizational structure of personnel. development directions required to provide lAD
Typically, many organizational units are technology, the First Integrated Airframe
involved in the design process. An lAD Design Technology Workshop, sponsored by
approach increases the interactions between AGARD, was held in Antalya, Turkey on April
these organizations as well as changes the way 19-20, 1993. The workshop consisted of two
they interact with one another. In contrast, sessions; one on the state-of-the-art and
the conventional design process is basically future directions and the other on the design
sequential or hierarchic in nature and is process itself. Altogether, fourteen present-
broken down into many steps whicn are loosely ations were made and a panel discussion con-
coupled to one another (i.e., there are few cluded the workshop.
iterations between design steps and limited
interaction between organizational units). The purpose of this report is to evaluate and
Moreover, the organizational structure is identify the technology needs and issues that
typically set up to mimic the conventional must be addressed in order to achieve inte-
design process so it too is sequential. An lAD grated airframe design as surfaced at the First
process would be radically different from the Integrated Airframe Design Workshop. The lAD
conventional design process. It would permit Workshop identified several technical needs.
many disciplines to operate in parallel thereby These appear to fall into three categories.
reducing design cycle time. First, the need was identified for new metho-

dologies which would be used to provide more
It is strongly believed that the recent and accurate data and predictive capability early in
future advances in high-performance com- the design process. This category includes
puter hardware and software systems provide improved load definition, manufacturing sim-
the opportunity to create an lAD process that ulation, fluid-structure interaction and treat-
will allow the process steps and disciplines to ment of design details. This will require new

single and multidisciplinary methodologies. A

Technical Evalultion Report on AGARD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe Design Technology; April, 1993.
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second category were those computational util- the development process, the geometric design
ities required to enable an efficient integrated must use feature modeling in which parts are
design system, such as better pre- and post- defined by their features (e.g., sheet, hole,
processing capability to achieve a user flanged edge) and no longer by geometric
friendly environment, improved algorithms primitives (e.g., points, curves and surfaces).
which take advantage of emerging computer The integrated analysis tools have to use design
hardware and architecture to produce quick variables defined by CAD properties and not
turn-around solutions, and modularized soft- FEM properties to handle shape and topological
ware that can be updated/replaced as new optimization issues. lAD should also be ex-
software modules are developed. Third, there tended to cover other disciplines such as flight
were those needs related to a concurrent mechanics, performance, propulsion and flight
engineering environment and those of an control systems. As addressed by M. Molzow
organizational nature, such as co-location of and H. Zimmerman of Deutsche Aerospace
multidisciplinary and multi-function person- Airbus GmbH (10), control systems must be
nel. The remainder of this evaluation report is incorporated into an integrated design system
divided into these three areas. both from a performance and loads point of

view. As shown in the presentation by C.
Earty Design Needs Chamis of the NASA Lewis Research Center,

(13), integrated computerized simulation
There are major benefits in developing meth- capabilities for the propulsion discipline are
odologies which permit more comprehensive rapidly developing.
and in-depth analyses early in the design as
addressed by J. Coyle of the McDonnell Aircraft As pointed out in the paper by Laan et al of
Company (8). The sooner design issues are Fokker Aircraft (9), better loads definition is
uncovered and addressed within a discipline, one of the practical needs of lAD. It requires
the less impact they are likely to have on their improvements in the load definition process so
own discipline and other disciplines. This can that prediction of loads is more rapid and more
reduce costs dramatically. Methodologies reliable at an early stage of design. As the
which make it easier to examine design details design process progresses the loads definition
should be included in an lAD system, since it is should improve with the design definition. It
often the tedium and length of time required to does not make good sense, nor is it good
perform the appropriate computations that is business, to optimize a design with a severely
prohibiting. Also, methodologies which lead to in-accurate loads definition. As they point out,
better loads definition early in the design factors of safety are primarily driven by the
process are needed The theme of meeting early uncertainty in the loads definition. A well
design needs kept recurring throughout the configured lAD system can do much to improve
workshop. this situation, since it will result in better

models earlier in the design process and hence
An overview of the actual state-of-the-art in better load definition. This theme was also
lAD in connection with the process chain was seen in the presentation from the McDonnell
given by Petiau from Dassault Industries Douglas Corporation, (11).
(14). This presentation explained the current
airframe design methodology for a combat The McDonnell Douglas Corporation presen-
aircraft. Emphasis was placed on the necessity tation by Schofield and Giesing, (111), re-
for efficient computational tools: a CAD tool viewed the work being done in developing an
(e.g., CATIA) with a common data base for the lAD system for future large transport aircraft.
geometrical data, an integrated analysis tool Their presentation highlighted the development
(e.g., ELFINI) for managing aeroelasticity, of an Aeroelastic Design Optimization Program
loads and, stress and strain coupled with CAD (ADOP) which represents an important step in
and controlled by a mathematical optimizer. lAD. Their ADOP code utilizes finite element
For the design process of the future he gave modeling so as to achieve a single master model
some trends of the capabilities of new design throughout the design process. As with the
tools. To achieve cost and time reductions in presentation from Fokker Aircraft, they show

the need for better load definition early in
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design. They have included aeroelasticity into early in the design process to trade-off manu-
ADOP since structural flexibility strongly facturing costs with aircraft performance and
affects loads. An integrated , stem should also other issues, and to identify manufacturing
aim at using CFD capl*".-Y coupled to FEM innovations to make a weight or performance
structural capability. By introducing FEM savings feasible. Virtual manufacturing capa-
early in design, a master model can be first bility would therefore answer questions such
assembled early in design and then evolved as, "Can X performance be built for Y cost"?
from conceptual design through manufacture. The benefits of such a system are predicted to

be a 50% risk reduction through producibility
Apr!,ration of Computational Fluid Dynamics verification.
(CFD) codes in lAD was covered in the joint
presentation by Schmidt and Rubbert, (3), of The necessity of taking into account the
Deutsche Aerospace AG and Boeing Commercial manufacturability early in the design process
Aircraft, respectively. In order to make better was also highlighted in the paper of Krammer
decisions early in the design process, aero- and Ruettinger, (5), from Deutsche Aero-
structural coupling must be accounted for, space. They pointed out that for an efficient
since aero generated loads depend on wing integrated aircraft design, the introduction of
deformations. Design of economical high- sophisticated software tools in the different
performance aircraft will require coupled CFD disciplines is necessary, but not sufficient. To
and structural FEM analyses. It was suggested increase the overall productivity it is nece-
that use and acceptance of CFD generated ssary to analyze first the existing processes
results may be greater in Germany than in and then redesign them and support them with
other NATO nations If so, sharing of knowledge adequate design software (e.g., the Lagrange
with other nations would be beneficial. Pacing structural optimization program.) They show-
technology items in CFD are turbulence and ed that the inclusion of manufacturing con-
high angle of attack simulations. CFD codes do straints in the optimization loop, generated by
not replace prototype aircraft nor wind the simulation of an automatic tape laying
tunnels, but augment experimental data to process and the simultaneous consideration of
provide insight and understanding, and when other relevant design requirements such as
coupled with FEM structural models, provide stress, static aeroelastics and flutter, makes it
aeroelastic loads and flutter instabilities. CFD possible to get manufacturable structural de-
codes are now being coupled to flexible FEM signs with minimized weight.
modeled structure. The developments in this
are must be a part of any lAD system. Capabilities to provide sensitivity type infor-

mation are also highly desirable. These include
The need to consider manufacturing issues methods to compute sensitivity derivatives and
early in the design process was another thread probabilistic data. Probabilistic capabilities,
that ran throughout the workshop. Shumaker which were addressed by C. Chamis of the NASA
and Hitchcock from the Wright Laboratory (2) Lewis Research Center, (2), represent an
stressed the need to think through design and emerging technology which provides more
manufacturing considerations, identifying high information than traditional sensitivity deriv-
risk areas and show stoppers early in the atives because they allow the consideration of
design process. Also, computational tools exist large changes in design variables, tolerances,
for detail design, but few exist for conceptual loading unknowns and other uncertain quan-
or preliminary design. Computational capa- tities. These methods provide reliability data
bility should be established which allows to identify those manufacturing and design
design detail to be incorporated earlier in the items which significantly contribute to per-
design process. Design details strongly influ- formance risk and cost. Then those elements
ence manufacturing and hence, if not identified which will likely have the greatest payoff can
early, can lead to potential difficulties arising be attacked early in the design process. Of
late in the design process where they can course, generation of reliability data requires
become quite costly. In addition, capability is more input than a comparable deterministic
needed to create "virtual manufacturing" sim- code, however, studies have shown that with
ulations so that manufacturing can be placed
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remarkably little additional data, much val- front-end pre-processor with graphical cap-
uable information can be extracted. ability to verify modeling. Model mesh gen-

erators presently exist although there is some
Deutsche Aerospace Airbus GmbH in, a tuning still needed in order to avoid severely
presentation given by Werner and Evers (7) distorted finite elements. Adaptive meshing,
shared their experiences in developing and where the mesh changes with structural
working with their Integrated Structural behavior are presently being developed, but
Mechanics System called ISSY. This software need better error and refinement indicators
system provides integration of stress and before being placed into an lAD system. These
strength analyses with a structural data base. capabilities are very much needed because
They found that integration eliminated much engineers still spend too much time modeling
overlapping and duplication in the design instead of analyzing and designing.
process. For example, by changing a design
quantity in ISSY, appropriate changes are made An integrated system will require a
to FEM models used for stress analysis and considerable amount of input data, but it will
models used for strength analysis. This is also generate enormous amounts of output data.
accomplished through software module trans- Engineers need new utility tools to assimilate
lators. For strength analysis the translators all this data. Virtual reality may be an
reference separate frame, stringer, skin panel emerging technology which could be adapted to
and other component special purpose analyses an lAD system to provide new ways of
and models while for stress, the translators examining output data. The form that future
reference FEM node geometry and element computing hardware systems will take, will
designators. play an integral part in identifying how to put

together an integrated system.
Another important aspect of IAD was presented
by Deutsche Aerospace GmbH (10) which ad- A look at the future computing environment
dressed the importance of aeroservoelastic was provided by Noor and Housner (1) from
effects and its multiple interactions in the the University of Virginia and from the NASA
design of an actively controlled transport air- Langley Research Center, respectively. Future
craft. The influence of an electronic flight computing systems will likely consist of
control system (EFCS) on loads and flutter heterogeneous workstation clusters closely
velocity was shown. The challenges in connect- networked together in concert with a massively
ion with system failures were also discussed, parallel computer for those operations which
It was pointed out that for a future multi- can benefit from parallelism. Execution time
disciplinary optimization process, data for on the massively parallel computers is ex-
stiffness, aerodynamic and control systems pected to exceed one trillion floating point
must be better synchronized in the early operations per second (teraflop) capability by
design phases in order to obtain a balanced the end of the decade. Communication between
design. It is necessary to predict the effects of workstations will likely be through Fiber
each discipline on the aircraft's handling Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) operating at
qualities, loads, flutter, structural response 100 megabits per second or High-Performance
and control systems. This is an ambitious task Parallel Interfaces (HIPPIs) operating at a
for an automated integrated airframe design gigabit per sec. Wireless Local Area Networks
system. (LANs) may also become a reality in the near

future. Graphical display capability will also
increase enormously and new display tech-
nologies such as virtual reality will be util-

Computational Utilities for Inteorated ized. Developments in computer hardware and
Deg software have already made "paperless

aircraft" a reality for some organizations. It
Since an lAD system is for the use of is expected that this will be true of all aircraft
engineering practitioners, it is imperative organizations in the near future.
that it have a user-friendly "windows-like"
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Environment ind Oroanizational revealed the present state of integrated
Structure for Integrated Airframe airframe design. Well established software
D codes like the ELFINI code of Dassault, the

LAGRANGE code of DASA and the on-going
In order to integrate the data which are development of McDonnell Douglas' ADOP code
produced by the different disciplines and to point to the importance of such software
optimize the design process, a relational systems. The use of these and other corn-
common data base for lofts, loads, aerodynamic putational tools in the early phases of the
data and other engineering data was imple- design process was an identified theme of the
mented at Alenia (12) as discussed by L. workshop. Computational tools are needed
Chesta. They created a distributed workstation which can incorporate manufacturing and de-
and X-terminal environment especially suit- tail design considerations in the conceptual and
ble for the interactive handling of data such as preliminary design phases where about 70% of
the generation of the geometric model (e.g. the design decisions are made. For example,
CATIA) or the pre- and post-processing of FEM the incorporation of manufacturing simulation
and CFD generated data. in the early design phase was strongly

emphasized.
Integrated airframe design also requires
changes in organizational structure. Shaw It was also the consensus of the attendees that,
from British Aerospace (5) provided insight whereas new individual computational tools are
as to what they are doing to bring about lAD needed, the integration of the computational
through a concurrent engineering environ- tools is a critical need. Indeed most of the
ment. Concurrent engineering requires an presentations in the workshop addressed inte-
organization composed of multi-disciplinary gration. Interfaces between tools in different
and multi-function teams which employ com- disciplines must be developed. For example,
puter aided engineering tools to make design the interface between structures and man-
decisions. Because of the multi-disciplinary ufacturing at the conceptual design phase needs
and multi-functional character of the teams, to be addressed so that weight costs of struc-
design issues, which conventionally are con- tural design decisions can be traded-off with
sidered sequentially, are instead considered manufacturing costs. A key factor in tying
concurrently. The currently engineered design disciplines together is multidisciplinary de-
makes possible early decisions concerning sign optimization.
trade-offs between materials, structural per-
formance, cost and manufacturing, thereby The rapid developments in computing hardware
avoiding expensive design changes, whose need coupled with advances in new discipline
would otherwise become evident later in the methodologies and numerical methods will
design process. allow enormous strides to be made in pre-

dictive capability. it will be possible to handle
One of the organizational changes discussed by more complex behavior earlier in the design
several speakers was the need for co-location process in a user-friendly networked work-
of personnel who must form the multi- station environment with high-powered gra-
function, multi-disciplinary teams required in phics to help assimilate the enormous amounts
a concurrent engineering environment, of data that will be output from future
Advances in multi-media communication may integrated design systems.
make the concept of virtual co-location a real
alternative. One final important item emphasized by the

workshop was that organizational changes will
SummmX be necessary to get the fullest benefit from the

interdisciplinary integrated airframe design
A dosing workshop panel session helped to system and that in some cases, co-location to
summarize the workshop content and to form interdisciplinary teams may be
identify the direction and needs in integrated necessary.
airframe design. The content of the workshop
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For future workshops, it is recommended that, 7. "Integrated Stress and Strength Analysis of
(1) the interaction of engineering pro- Airplane Structures using the Data

cesses with other disciplines which Processing Tool ISSY", R. Werner and B.
influence development and life cycle Evers, Deutsche Aerospace Airbus GmbH,
costs (manufacturability, repairability Hamburg, Germany.
and maintainability) be addressed and

8. "The Application of Concurrent Engineering
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SUMMARY developments to structural analysis and design.
Recent advances in computer technology that are likely to
impact structural analysis and design of flight vehicles are A number of previous attempts have been made to predict
reviewed. Brief summary is given of the advances in the characteristics of structural analysis software systems.
microelectronics and networking technologies, and in the and the impact of advances in computing systems on the
user-interface hardware and software. The major features of structures technology. The discussion presented herein is
new and projected computing systems, including high- an extension and an update of that in Ref. 2.
performance computers, parallel processing machines. and
small systems are described. Advances in programming 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF CURRENT AND
environment, numerical algorithms, and computational PROJECTED ADVANCES IN COMPUTER
strategies for new computing systems are reviewed. The HARDWARE AND NETWORKING
impact of the advances in computer technology on TECHNOLOGY
structural analysis and design of flight vehicles is The major developments in computer technology have
described. A scenario for future computing paradigm is been, and continue to be, focused on improvements of cost,
presented and the near-term needs in the computational size, power consumption, speed, and reliability of electrical
structures area are outlined, components. The next generation of computers will be

impacted by the developments in three basic areas; namely,
1. INTRODUCTION hardware components, artificial intelligence, and computer
Five generations of computers are generally recognized, architecture and system design methods. The major
corresponding to a rapid change in the hardware building advances in hardware components are briefly reviewed in
blocks from relays and vacuum tubes (1939-1950s), to this section, and some of the new computing systems are
discrete diodes and transistors (1950s-1960s). to integrated described in the succeeding sections. The survey given here
circuits (small and medium scale ICs) (1960s-mid 1970s). to is by no means complete or exhaustive; the intention is to
large- and very-large-scale integrated devices (mid 1970s- concentrate primarily on those developments which have
1990) to the ultra-large-scale integrated devices and had. or promise to have, the greatest impact on structural
powerful microprocessors (1990-present). These analysis and design. Discussion is focused on
generations have increased the speed by more than a trillion microelectronics and semiconductor technology; memory
times during the last five decades, while dramatically systems; secondary storage devices; user-interface
reducing the cost (see Ref. 1 and Fig. 1). A new generation facilities; and networking.
of computers is evolving and is likely to be available
before the end of the present decade. The hardware building 2. 1 Microelectronics and Semiconductor
blocks for the new generation include giga-scale integrated Technology
devices, new transistor aaaterials and structures, and optical The most notable advances in hardware components in the
components. Extensive use will be made of Al technology, last three decades have occurred as a result of developments
Novel forms of machine architecture (e.g., new forms of in microelectronics. Instead of connecting discrete
scalable parallel architectures) will be introduced and will components together by wires to produce a circuit,
result in a dramatic increase in computational speed. The complete circuit patterns, components, and
new century will undoubtedly see more radical changes in interconnections are placed on a small chip of
both computing technology and computing paradigm, such semiconductor material. The predominant semiconductor
as heterogeneous processing, artificial neural nztwork material in use to date is silicon. Better understanding of
machines, purely optical components, and virtual this material as well as better processing, tooling and
computing on reconfigurable hardware. Virtual computing packaging techniques enabled the design of fast, dense
involves the analysis of an algorithm to identify its circuitry. The traditional technology used for high
computationally intensive inner-loops and then performance logic has been Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL),
implements those inner-loops in completely reconfigurable which is the fastest of the silicon logic technologies, and
hardware. continues to be used in most supercomputers. The

Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS),
The opportunities offered by the new and projected despite its slower speed, has low power and high
computing environment for structural analysis and design component density. Therefore, more gates per chip and
are enormous. However, in order to realize the full potential fewer chips are used for each logic function than for ECL.
of the new and emerging computing systems, the strong
interrelations of numerical algorithms and software with the The principal advantages of microelectronic circuits are
architecture of the systems must be understood, and special their reliability, low cost, and low power consumption.
solution methodologies and computational strategies must The ever-increasing number of devices packaged on a chip
be developed. The present paper summarizes some of the has given rise to the acronyms SSI, MSI, LSI, VLSI, ULSI.
recent developments in computing systems during the and GSI, which stand for small-scale, medium-scale, large-
recent past and near-term future; and relates these scale, very large-scale, ultra large-scale, and giga-scale
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integration, respectively. Since 1960 the number of b. a cache memory (or iastruction buffers) for very
components on a chip has increased continuously. For the rapid access to small amounts of data (or
case when no differentiation can be made between logic and instructions)

memory, the progression of development is shown in Fig. c. standard main (central or equivalent) memory
2. The density of logic chips is projected to grow at a d. extended memory, directly addressable, but at a
slower rate than the density of memory chips (a factor of lower speed (solid static disks, magnetic disks and
seven in rive years for logic chips, compared to a factor of tapes, optical disks)

ten in five years for memory chips). It is anticipated that e. hardware-implemented virtual memory, extending
by the year 2000 the number of components per chip will the amount of addressable space, with the help of an

reach one billion (GSI) - see Ref. 3. The full range of auxiliary (backup) memory such as disk arrays.
hardware components (computer building blocks) are now
available on microelectronic chips; these include memory There are several types of semiconductor memories. These
units, addressing units (i.e., counters and decoders), include random-access and read-only memories. In random-
complete central processing units (CPUs) called access memory (RAM). data can be written into, or read of,
microprocessors, and even complete microcomputers any storage location without regard to its physical location
(which include the CPU, memory, and input/output relative to other storage locations. Read-only memiory
functions all residing on a single chip). The net (ROM) contains a permanent data pattern stored during the
effect of the aforementioned developments has been a manufacture of the semiconductor chip in the form of
sustained reduction in the cost of computing. transistors at each storage location that are either operable

or inoperable. RAM can be either static or dynamic.
Current research is directed towards: a) shrinking of Dynamic RAM (DRAM) requires constant refreshing to
conductor and device dimensions (scaling) to quarter and maintain its data, while static RAM (SRAM) does not.
subquarter micron (< 0.25 x 10-6 m); and b) increasing the However. advances in DRAM permit double the amount of
speed of logic circuits, to achieve a machine cycle time of RAM at about the same cost as static RAM. so DRAM is
the order of 0.5 nsec (0.5 x 10-9 sec). used more frequently. The trends in the DRAM and SRAM

chip capacity are depicted in Fig. 4. As can be seen from

The first objective (miniaturization of electronic Fig. 4, the DRAM chips are typically one generation ahead

components) can be accomplished by using recent and of the SRAM chips. More recently, large capacity DRAM

improved lithography tools for etching element patterns on chips with cache subsystems (CDRAM) have been

a chip (including optical, electron beams, ultraviolet (UV) developed.

optics, direct-wire electron beam, X-ray, and ion-beam
techniques) as well as novel processing technology and Other types of memory include sequential access memories

fabrication techniques. The improved tools also enable (SAMs) and direct-access storage devices (DASDs). In SAM

more devices to be manufactured on a given wafer size which information is accessed serially or sequentially. Examples

can increase the circuit's operating speed and reduce the of SAMs are provided by shift-register memories, charged

cost. The use of atomic or subatomic scale devices is also coupled devices (CCDs). and magnetic bubble memories

being explored. (MBMs). DADs are rotational devices made of magnetic
materials where any block of information can be accessed

Three candidate technologies are likely to achieve the directly.

second objective of ultrafast logic circuits. These
technologies are based on using: a) new material systems 2. 3 Secondary Storage Devices

such as gallium arsenide (GaAs), a component Magnetic devices are widely used for data storage because

semiconductor material, super-conducting materials which they offer much greater memory capacity at a lower cost per

do not require liquid helium temperatures (e.g., copper bit of data stored than semiconductor devices. As the

oxides) and diamond; b) multichip modules (MCM). in computational speeds increase, the computers are able to

which unpackaged integrated circuits are mounted on a utilize and produce growing amounts of data in a given

substrate and connected with very fine wires in order to get period of time. This, in turn, requires an increase in the

as many chips as possible on one module. The ratio of the capacity of the storage devices from which (or into which)

semiconductor material (e.g., silicon or GaAs) to the data are drawn (or loaded).

integration substrate is usually about 50 percent. MCM in
addition to increasing the integrated circuit densities, Significant improvements have been made in magnetic

speed, and reliability, reduces their size and weight (see Ref. storage devices in the past two decades. These include the

4); c) new transistor structures such as the quantum-coupled introduction of the solid-state storage devices (SSD), which

devices using hetero-junction-based super lattices; and d) are fast random-access devices used to hold pre-staged data

integrated optical circuits, or intermediate results which are manipulated repetitively,
large disk arrays and mass robotic media. The SSD offer

2.2 Memory Systems significant potential for performance improvement of more

Memory is the most rapidly advancing technology in than one order of magnitude on Input/Output-bound
microelectronics. Recent progress includes development of applications, and thus allow users to develop new
an entire hierarchy of addressable memories, and of high- algorithms that would not be practical with traditional disk

speed, random-access memory chips with many bits of data. input/output.

Each level in the hierarchy represents an order-of-magnitude
decrease in access speed, and several orders-of-magnitude The storage density of magnetic disks has increased from

increase in capacity, for the same cost (see Ref. 5 and Fig. 200,000 bit per square inch in 1967 to its current value of

3). The techniques of splitting and interleaving among over 20 million bits per square inch. Continuation of this

various types of memory hierarchies in individual systems trend is likely to yield storage densities of the order of 300
have changed some of the basic concepts of computing million bytes per cubic inch within a decade. Optical
itself. Instead of just a few registers in the CPU and a storage media, such as compact disks, can provide from 5 to
single-level memory, a typical machine may now have: 7 times the density of information that magnetic devices

a. a number of high-speed, general-purpose registers can achieve (see Ref. 6).

(in the CPU)
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2.4 User Interface Hardware and Software
Great efforts are now aimed at improving the productivity of The first remote (or wide-area) network (WAN), the
the analyst and designer by developing intelligent software ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Area Network), was
and hardware interfaces. More structural analysis and design built in 1969. It demonstrated the feasibility and
software are becoming turnkey systemis with defaults built practicality of distributed computing, as well as of
in, and with simple menu options. Current user-interface communication technology based on packet switching. A
software includes DOS, OS/2, Unix-based systems, and number of government-supported and commercial packet
Windows NT. Current menu options are multiwindowed networks are now available. Examples of the first are
(one window for each task) and are controlled by lightpen, NASNET of NASA. NSFNET Tl, of the National Science
touchscreen, or mouse (which are advanced user-friendly Foundation. The latter was upgraded to the current NSFNET
capabilities for accessing the system). The discrete model T3, with a transmission rate of 45 Mb/sec. Commercial
can be generated by using either one of the geometric networks include TELENET, BITNET and TYMNET.
modeling software packages or a CAD system. Moreover, the coupling of digital networking with the

existing telephone and Digital Private Branch Exchange
Multimedia workstations and virtual reality facilities that (PBX) systems into Integrated-Services Digital Networks
embrace all forms of human communication and provide (ISDNs) provided access to a wide range of data and central
elaborate graphics, video, animation and visualization computers via desktop workstations (Ref. 9). Current work
capabilities have been developed. Current interactive is directed towards increasing the transmission rates of
multimedia systems contain a compact-disc ROM (CD- local-area, backbone and wide-area networks (see Ref. 10).
ROM) which supplies text, graphics, or still images of Within the next few years transmission rates of the order of
videocassette quality, plus a voice-over, for the user to Gbit/sec will be available, through the National Research
browse through interactively choosing different paths and and Educational Network (NREN) - see Fig. 5, which is one
viewpoints. Full-motion color video of television quality of the major components of the high-performance
with CD audio, plus text and graphics is available in high- computing and communications initiative in the U.S. (Refs.
level multimedia systems (see Ref. 7). Virtual reality 11 and 12).
provides multisensory experience - through dimensional
sight and sound, touch, forced feedback or forced resistance, Future directions include development of cell switching
and motion. Special hardware devices are used which technology for switched, bandwidth on-demand high-speed
include data gloves, joysticks, helmet-mounted displays, networks (asynchronous transfer mode - ATM - see Ref. 13),
goggles, earphones and body suits to get the necessary and networking technology to support portable computing
sensing feedback to experience the computer world (see Ref. and communications. The cellular phone is likely to evolve
8). The devices are connected to graphics workstations. into a portable voice and data machine that supports mobile

communications.ATM has the potential of multiplying the
Future multimedia, and virtual reality facilities will provide network capacity by thousands and carrying mixed data,
the user with the freedom to choose from a variety of voice, text. image and video traffic simultaneously over one
communication modes (e.g., voice, electronic pad that network. Because ATM is protocol independent, it can
responds to handwriting, sensors that track the eye integrate different LANs and WANs.
movement, and a glove that enables the wearer to
manipulate objects on the screen). They will incorporate 3. CLASSIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
HD technologies and sonification facilities for mapping of EVALUATION OF NEW COMPUTING
data to a sound domain. SYSTEMS

Because of the rapid progress made in recent years in
2.5 Distributed Computing and Networking component technology, a number of novel forms of
High-performance engineering systems require strong computer architectures have emerged. Some of the new
collaborative analysis and design efforts, involving several architectures are commercially available; others are still
engineers and machines. In support of collaborative research tools aimed at achieving high-performance and/or
computing, layers of communication lines and devices are low-cost computations. In this section the classifications
used. These layers include local-area networks (LAN); and performance evaluation of different machines is
backbone networks connecting supersystems, mass discussed, and in the succeeding sections, the major features
storage, and general-purpose mainframes; and wide area of the new and emerging high-performance machines
networks (WAN) connecting geographically remote (supersystems) and small systems are described.
computers and terminals.

3. 1 Classifications or Computing Systems
Local-area networks are designed to facilitate the In an effort to identify and clarify the differences between
interconnection of a variety of computer-based equipment the different machines, a number of classifications and
(including personal computers, workstations, and taxonomies have been proposed. One of the earliest and
superservers) within a small area. They have high most commonly-used classifications is that introduced by
transmission rates (of the order of 10 Mbits/sec), and allow Flynn (Ref. 14) which is based on the concurrency in
different workstations to share expensive equipment and instruction control and concurrency in execution. A stream
facilities. Examples of LAN are provided by Ethernet, is defined as a sequence of items (instructions or data) as
Arcnet and token-ring network. Also, fiber distributed data executed or operated on by a processor.
interface (FDDI) and high-performance parallel interface
(HiPPI) facilities have been developed, with transmission Four broad classes can be identified according to whether
rates of 100 Mbits/sec, and 800 Mbits/sec to I Gbit/sec., the instruction or data streams are single or multiple (see
respectively. Fig. 6).

a. Single -Instruction -Stream, Single-Data-Stream
Backbone networks can provide a communication service (SISD) Machines. These machines include the
between several local-area networks, as well as between conventional serial computers which execute
different supersystems in a large industrial complex, or a instructions sequentially, one at a time.
university campus. Their transmission rate is of the order b. Single-Instruction-Stream, Multiple-Data-Stream
of 50 Mbits/sec. An example of backbone networks is the (SIMD) Machines. These are vector computers that
HYER channel of Network Systems Corporation. have a single control unit, a collection of identical
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processors (or processing elements), a memory or per second can be estimated. However. the sustained
memories, and an interconnection network which computational performance in these machines is
allows processors to exchange data. During difficult to estimate since it varies with the level of
execution of a program the control unit fetches and parallelism achieved, and the overhead incurred in
decodes the instructions and then broadcasts exploiting the parallelism in the particular
control to the processing elements. Each processor application (Ref. 5). These, in turn. are functions of
performs the same instruction sequences, but uses the formulation used, the numerical algorithm
different data. These operations are usually referred selected, the computer implementation, the compiler
to as lock-step operations. and the operating system used. as well as the

c. Multiple-Instruction-Stream. Single-Data-Stream architecture of the hardware. For vector
(MISD) Machines. In these machines the same data multiprocessors the peak performance can be
stream flows through a linear array of processors estimated as the sum of the vector performance of all
executing different instruction streams. This the processors, and the lowest performance is that of a
architecture is also known as systolic arrays for single-scalar processor. A widely used approach for
pipelined execution of specific algorithms, estimating the sustained performance of a machine is

d. Multiple-Instruction-Stream, Multiple-Data-Stream benchmarking - running a set of well-known
(MIMD) Machines. These are parallel computers application programs on the machine. A number of
which contain a number of interconnected general benchmarks have been proposed over the past
processors, each of which is programmable and can decade. These include the Livermore Fortran Kernels,
execute its own instructions. The instructions for NAS Kernels, the Linpack benchmark, the Perfect
each processor can be the same or different. The benchmarks, Whetstone benchmarks and the
processors operate on a shared memory (or SLALOM benchmarks. A description of some of these
memories), generally in an asynchronous manner. benchmarks is given in Refs. 5 and 15 to 18. At the

present, no generally-accepted benchmark strategy is
MIMD machines can generally be divided, according to the available for assessing the performance of SIMD and
level of interaction between processors and their physical MIMD machines. A discussion of the effectiveness
location, into shared-memory multiprocessors and and pitfalls of benchmarking is given in Ref. 19, 20
message-passing multicomputers (see Fig. 6). The major and 21. Figure 9 shows the sustained performance in
distinction between multiprocessors and multicomputers GFLOPS of a number of computers based on using
lies in memory sharing and the mechanisms used for Linpack for solving 1000 dense equations (see Ref.
interprocessor communication. In a multiprocessor 18).
system, the processors communicate with each other
through shared variables in a common memory. In a A number of speedup models have been proposed in
multicomputer system, each computer node has a local recent years. These include models based on Amdahls
memory, unshared with other nodes. Interprocessor law, Gustafson's scaled speedup and the memory-
communication is done through message passing among bounded speedup of Sun and Nai. The first model is
the nodes, described subsequently. The latter two models are

described in Ref. 5.
Examples of computing systems which belong to each of
the classes are given in Fig. 6. Also, block diagrams of the b. Amdahl's Law. In 1967, Amdahl made the
SISD, SIMD, MISD, and MIMD machines are shown in Fig. observation which has come to be widely known as
7. The architectural evolution of computing systems from Amdahl's Law (Ref. 22): If a computer has two modes
sequential scalar processors to vector processors and of operation - one high speed and the other low speed
parallel computers is shown in Fig. 8. The trend has been - then the overall performance will be dominated by
to build more hardware and software functions into the the low-speed mode. Amdahl's Law is fundamental to
system. The skewed tree demonstrates that most of current the understanding of computer performance. It shows
high-performance computers are designed with look-ahead that a bottleneck in a computing system is associated
techniques, functional parallelism, pipelining at various with a small execution rate (low-speed mode of
levels, using explicit vectors, and exploiting parallel operation) which is out of balance with the rest of the
processors in SIMD or MIMD mode. Note that some of the execution rates (high-speed modes of operation). In
SISD machines have parallel processing mechanisms (due such a computing system, increasing the execution
to the presence of multiple functional units and/or facilities rates for the high-speed modes of operation may yield
for overlapping computations and 1/O); however, the only a small increase in performance unless the
parallel processing is embedded in the hardware below the fraction of computation performed in the low-speed
instruction level, and the appearance of sequential mode is essentially zero. This explains why vector
execution of instructions is preserved. computers with low-scalar speeds have not been

successful. A discussion of the application of
3.2 Performance Evaluation of Computing Amdahl's Law to massively parallel processors is

Systems given in Ref. 5 and 23.
a. Peak Versus Sustained Performance of Machines. The

performance of sequential computers is usually One of the major shortcomings in applying Amdahl's
measured by: (1) the peak computational speed law is that the problem cannot scale to match the
measured in millions (or billions) of floating-point available computing power as the machine size (e.g.,
operations per second (MFLOPS or GFLOPS); (2) the number of processors in a parallel computer)
peak execution rate of arithmetic, logic, and program increases. Gustafson (Ref. 17) proposed a fixed-time
control instructions, measured in millions (or concept which leads to a scaled speedup model. This
billions) of instructions per second (MIPS or GIPS); concept is based on the assumption that as the
and (3) the peak rate of knowledge processing in machine size (or number of processors) increases, the
millions (or billions) of logical inferences per second size of the computational model is increased to
(MLIPS or GLIPS). In the case of SIMD and MIMD increase the accuracy of the numerical simulations.
machines, the peak computational speeds in terms of
millions (or billions) of floating-point operations
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4. MAJOR FEATURES OF NEW COMPUTING
SYSTEMS The current generation of supersystems includes both the

New computing systems cover a broad spectrum of vector multiprocessors and the massively parallel
machines ranging from the large supersystems to the small computers. Examples of these machines are the CRAY
portable, embedded computers, and microprocessors. A C916 and CRAY-3, Thinking Machines Corporation CM-5
description of some of these machines is given in Refs. 5 (with 1024 processors expandable to 16.384) and the
and 24. Herein, a brief discussion is given of the major CRAY massively parallel computer T3D (with up to 2,048
features of new computing systems that are likely to have processors), Intel Paragon XP-S. the Japanese NEC SX-
the strongest impact on structural analysis and design. 3/44R. Hitachi S-3800/480 and Fujitsu VPP 500 computers.

It is anticipated that the computational speeds of the large
Most of the new and emerging machines achieve high supersystems will continue to increase, and will reach 1
performance through concurrent activities in the computer TFLOP (1012 floating point operations per second) before
(or the network of computers). The exploitation of these the end of the decade. The architectural characteristics of
concurrent events in the computing process is usually some of the third generation, new and emerging large U.S.
referred to as parallel processing. When parallel processing and Japanese supersystems are given in Refs. 3, and are
is done on physically dispersed and loosely coupled summarized in Table 2.
computer networks, it is usually referred to as distributed
processing. The concurrency is used not to speed up the Near supers are high-end mainframes with peak
execution of individual jobs, but to increase the global computational speeds in the range of 500 MFLOPS to 1
throughout of the whole system. GFLOP; execution rates of the order of 500 MIPS-IGIP; and

less sophisticated ,memory systems than those of the large
Parallel processing can be applied at four distinct levels, supersystems. Examples of these machines are the MasPar
namely: job level, program level, inter-instruction level, MP-2 and Convex C3800.
and intra-instruction level (Refs. 25 and 26). The hardware
and software means to achieve parallelism in each case are Superservers are multiprocessor workstations with peak
outlined in Table 1. The hardware role increases as the computational speeds in the range of 100 MFLOPS to 1
parallel processing goes from high (job) level to low (intra- GFLOP, and execution rates of the order of 100 MIPS, or
instruction) level. On the other hand, the role of software more. Examples of these machines are Sun SPAkCcenter
implementations increases from low to high levels. 2000 multiprocessor server, and SGI Challenge.

Supersystems can impact structural analysis and design
4.1 Supersystems in a number of ways including:
Supersystems are a class of general-purpose computers a. Increasing the level of sophistication in nmodeling
designed for extremely high-performance throughput. flight-vehicle structures to new levels which were
Although there is no universally accepted definition or not possible before. Examples are provided by
classification of supersystems. the following three classes reliability-based (stochastic) modeling of
of supersystems can be identified (based on the engineering systems (to account for probabilistic
performance, memory system used, and cost): aspects of geometry, boundary conditions, material

a. large supersystems properties and loading). and multidisciplinary
b. near supers analysis and design of structures.
c. superservers b. Reducing the dependence on extensive and

The current price ranges for the three classes in U. S. dollars expensive testing. This is particularly important
are: over SOM; $2M to S5M; and less than $2M, for future large space systems (e.g., large antennas.
respectively, large solar arrays, and the space station) where the

reliability of testing in I-G environment can be, at
Current and emerging large supersystems have the best, questionable; and,
following four major characteristics: a) high computational c. Enhancing the physical understanding of some
speeds (maximum speeds of the order of 10 GFLOP or more); aspects of the r, ponse of engineering systems
b) high execution rates (of the order of 10 GIP or more); c) which are difficult, if not impossible, to obtain by
large main (or central) memory (with a capacity of 1 GByte alternate approaches. An example of this is the
or more); and d) fast and large secondary memory (or storage study of the implications of various microstructural
devices) with a sophisticated memory management system. mechanisms of damages on the macroscopic

The development of large supersystems now spans four response of the structure.

generations. The first generation included the array of 4.2 Parallel Processing Machines
processors ILLIAC IV (SIMD machine); and the pipeline (or In the last few years there has been an explosion in the
vector) computers CDC STAR-100, and Texas Instruments number of parallel processing machines developed. The
Advanced Scientific Computer (ASC). The second architectural characteristics of some of these machines are
generation supersystems included the CRAY-I, which given in Table 3. Some of these machines belong to the
featured the pipelined vector instructions introduced in the class of supersystems discussed in the preceding
first generation machines, but carried out in a clever subsection. In an effort to identify and clarify the
register-to-register mode. They also included the CDC differences between these machines, a number of
CYBER 203 (an enhanced successor of STAR-l00, sporting classifications and taxonomies have been proposed,
a faster scalar unit). Most of the third-generation large including Flynn's classification described in the preceding
supersystems used a hybrid combination of pipeline and subsection. However, Flynn's classification does not
array processors to achieve high performance. Examples of adequately describe several of the new multiprocessor
these machines are: the CDC CYBER 205, the CRAY X- machine architectures. More descriptive classifications of
MP. CRAY-2, CRAY YMP, ETA-10 and the Japanese multiprocessor systems are based on the following
machines Fujitsu VP-400. Hitachi S810/20 and S820/80; characteristics (see Ref. 23): processor granularity and
and NEC SX2-400. The top sustained speed of the third- type; memory organization, connection topology between
generation supersystems is of the order of 500 MFLOPS processors and memory systems; reconfigurability (to meet
with bursts to 1.5 GFLOPS (billions of floating point the performance needs in more than one environment);
operations per second).
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control mode (control flow versus data flow); scalability Distributed memory. This is a private memory connected to
(e.g., possibility of achieving a proportional increase in a single processor and requiring communication to transfer
performance with increasing system resources); and information. Examples are provided by the memories of the
homogeneity or nonhomogeneity of the processors (for Connection Machine. the FPS T-Series. and the Intel iPSC.
example, the CRAY C916 has homogeneous processors.
but a combination of a serial computer and an attached Multilevel (hierarchical) memory is available in computer
processor can be viewed as a heterogeneous systems such as the ETA-10 and the Myrias 4000.
multiprocessor). Herein. an extension of Flynn's
taxonomy, proposed in Ref. 27, is described. Also, the 4.2.4 Connection Topology
classifications based on the first three characteristics, Multiprocessor systems with private (or semiprivate)
namely, processor granularity and speed; memory memories can be distinguished by the inLerconnection
organization; and connection topology, are discussed (see pattern (or topology) between processors, memory systems
Ref. 26). and I/O facilities. The topology affects the class of

problems which can be efficiently solved on the machine.
4.2.1 Extension of Flynn's Taxonomy The commonly-used connection topologies are:
The extended taxonomy uses levels of concurrency as one
principle, and instruction types as another. Four generic Bus (or ring) type connection. The various processors,
types of instructions and thiee levels of control memory systems, and 1/0 facilities reside on a common
concurrency are included in the taxonomy. The four generic communication bus or set of buses. Most computers of this
types of instruction are: scalar, vector, systolic and very- type incorporate global (or central) memory, shared by all
long instruction word (VLIW). They are distinguished by processors, and accessed via the communication bus.
the number of operations and number of pairs of operands as Examples of machines with bus connection are the Encore
shown in Table 4. Multimax, FLEX/32, and Elxsi 6400 computers.

The three levels of control concurrency include the serial ilypercube or n-cube connection. Each processor is directly
and parallel types (with single and multiple instruction connected to a number of its neighbors. n. The number of
streams), as well as the clustered type (with several connections per processor results in a multidimensional
independent sets of multiple instruction streams). The three cube with 2-in. nodes. This type of connection is usually
levels constitute a hierarchy, with parallel control being a used with distributed memory machines. Examples of
generalization of serial control, and clustered control being machines with hypercube connection are the Intel iPSC and
a generalization of parallel control, the FPS T-Series.

The extended taxonomy haf twelve types of computer Switching connection. Thi- r•e",.nisn, ir bgsed on
architecture. Examples of some of these types are given in placing a switch between the processors and memory
Table 5. banks, thereby removing the ownership property between

processors and memory. For different settings of the
4.2.2 Processor Granularity and Speed switch, a given processor will be connected to different
Multiprocessor systems can be divided into three groups: memory banks.

a. Coarse-grain machines consisting of a small
number of very powerful processors or central Although most of the currently available machines for
processing units (CPUs) linked together. Examples performing parallel computations belong to either SIMD or
of these machines are CRAY C916, CRAY 3, IBM MIMD categories of Flynn's classification, there are a
ES/9000-711 VF, IBM 9076 SPI Scalable Power number of variations. Some of these variations are
Parallel System (with 8 to 64 processors). described in Refs. 5 and 28 to 32, along with surveys of the

b. Fine-grain machines. These are massively parallel current and emerging parallel systems. Two of these
machines which combine thousands of relatively concepts, which exploit parallelism in ways which have
weak processors. When the processors work in promise for achieving high performance, are data-flow
concert they can form very powerful computers. machines and systolic array architectures (MISD machines).
Examples of machines with synchronous The two concepts are described subsequently.
processors are the MasPar MP-2, with up to 16,384
processors; the Connection Machine CM-5 of The data flow concept is based on a data-driven mechanism
Thinking Machine, Inc. with up to 16,384 which allows the execution of any instruction to be driven
processors; nCUBE 2(with up to 8,192 processors); by data (i.e., operand) availability. By contrast,
and Kendall Square KSRI (with up to 1,088 nodes), conventional computers are based on a control flow

c. Medium-grain machines. These fall somewhere mechanism by which the order of program execution is
between the first two categories. They have a explicitly stated in the user program. Data flow computers
moderate number (e.g., tens or hundreds) of low- emphasize a high degree of parallelism at the finite-grain
cost and mid-range processors. Examples are instructional level, based on the dependency graph of a
Alliant CAMPUS/800, BBN Butterfly TC 2000, computation. The algorithm for a given computation is
Encore Multimax and Sequent Balance 8000. first written in a special programming language designed

for data-flow applications (e.g., the language Id developed
4.2.3 Memory Organization at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology). A compiler
One of the most important classifications of multiprocessor then translates the program into a data-flow graph (which
systems is that based on memory organization. According corresponds to the machine language for data flow
to this classification there are shared-memory machines, architecture). A number of experimental dataflow computers
private (or semiprivate) memory machines, and multilevel- have been built. An example of these machines is the
memory machines. tagged-token data flow computer built by Arvind .nd his

associates at MIT.
Shared (or global) memory. This is a single monolithic
main memory accessible to all processors. Examples are Systolic architectures follow from space and time
provided by the memories of the CRAY C916. representations of certain numerical algorithms which map

directly onto geometrically regular VLSI/WSI (Very Large-



Scale Integration]Wafer-Scale Integration) structures. The better support for high-level languages, and the ability to
term systolic array comes from the notion of data pulsing emulate other instruction sets.
through the processors in the network in an analogous
manner to that of blood pulsing through the circulatory In the last decade a new type of powerful VLSI chip
system in the body (see Ref. 33). In its purest form a (superchip) which packs RISC and a limited amount of RAM
systolic system consists of a regular array of processing has been developed. The superchip is called a transputer.
elements all doing the same calculation and passing results and is manufactured by Inmos, Ltd. of Bristol, England. The
onto their nearest neighbors every cycle. In this way the bmisputer was designed from the outset for parallel and
array as a whole computes some recurrence function. The distributed processing. The transputer has hardware support
prime features which make this style attractive are the short for parallel tasks, including local (on-chip) memory, and
interconnections, the regularity which gives a high four high-speed communication links. These can transfer
packing density and simplifies the design, and the high data at the rate of 20 Mb (Megabits) per second, thereby
degree of parallelism which, when combined with the other enabling the transputer to be interconnected in powerful
features, leads to high performance circuits. Potential arrays. A high-level programming language, Occam. has
applications of systolic arrays in finite element been especially developed for parallel processing on the
applications are discussed in Refs. 34, 35 and 36. More transputer. Also, other languages (e.g.. Ada Fortran.
advanced concepts of systolic arrays and systolic Pascal, C and C++) are available for use on the transputer.
computing are described in Ref. 37.

A range of transputer boards and modules now exist which
Parallel processing systems can substantially expedite the can be plugged into conventional and desktop computers to
multidisciplinary design process of structures by allowing speed up the computations. Also, a desktop supercompoter
the designer to carry out various analysis and design tasks with many transputers has been developed by Meiko, a
in parallel. The tasks can belong to an individual discipline company in Bristol, England, that grew out of Inmos.
as well as to other disciplines (such as in multidisciplinary Transputer networks, formed by linking tog-'ther
optimization problems). transputers in arrays, pipelines, rings and other patterns,

have been efficiently used in a wide variety of applications
4.3 Microprocessors and Small Systems including solution of finite element equations and graphics
A broad spectrum of low-cost sinaI! systems exist now, processing. To date the latest transputer, the T9000 is a 32-
including new powerful microprocessors, transputers, bit processor, with a 64-bit floating-point unit and 16
embedded computers, palmtop (handheld) computers, Kbytes of Cache memory. It can be connected to external
notebook and subnotebook computers, laptop computers, memory of up to 4 Gbytes. It has 4 user data links and 2
desktop computers, and engineering workstations. Several control links, each with a transmission rate of 100 Mbits
clas-ificatio-s have been attemptej in the past for some of per sec. per direction per link. The clock cycle is 20ns,
these systems based on word length (8-bit. 16-bit, 32-bit peak execution rate is 200 MIPS and peak computational
and 64-bit machines), weight, cost, amount of directly speed is 25 MFLOPS. Current RISC processors, such as the
addressable memory, and computing speed (e.g., 8, 16, 20, Intel i860, SPARC, MIPS R3000, IBM RS/6000 have clock
25, 66, 100-300 MHz - see, for example, Ref. 38). rates ranging trom 20 to 120 MHz.
However, the dramatic increase in hardware capabilities of
small systems, coupled with the rapid reduction in cost, are A special class of RISC processors are the superscalar
blurring the boundaries between these systems, and making processors, which allow multiple instructions to be issued
some of the classifications of questionable value (Ref. 39). simultaneously during each cycle. Thus the effective cycles
Partial lists of portable, laptop computers, engineering per instruction of a superscalar processor should be lower
workstations, and some of their characteristics are given in than that of a generic scalar RISC processor.
Refs. 40 and 41. Herein the development of
microprocessors, transputers, and engineering The very long instruction word (VLIW) architecture uses
workstations are discussed. even more functional units than that of a superscalar

processor. The cycles per instruction of a VLIW processor
4.3.1 Microprocessors and Chip Technology can be further lowered.
The trend of ever-increasing the number of devices packaged
on a chip has resulted in the miniaturization and increase in Recently, a number of powerful 64-bit RISC chips and
speed of microprocessors. The new powerful chips can be processors have been developed. These include the DEC
used as monitoring systems (e.g., embedded computers) for 21064 (ALPHA) - see Fig. 10, the PA-RISC 7100, the Intel
the detection, recording and evaluation of stochastic Pentium and the SGI/MIPS TFP chips. A summary of the
damage, thereby increasing the mean time between characteristics of these chips is given in Table 6. The
inspection for structural components. powerful. RISC-based microprocessors are used in both the

high-performance workstations, and in the massively
In the 1970s the efforts directed towards creating machines parallel computers introduced in the 1990s (see Fig. 11).
with very fast clock cycle, that can execute instructions at
the rate of one per cycle (like microprogrammed 4.3.2 Small Systems
controllers), resulted in the development of Reduced Significant advances have been made in portable computers
Instruction-Set Computing (RISC) processors. These are and peripherals (e.g., packet modems and portable
microprocessors that provide high-speed execution of printers), as well as in wireless communication for mobile
simple instructions. The implementation of RISC computing. Examples of the small systems recently
architecture began at IBM in the mid 1970s. RISC developed are the personal digital assistants (PDAs Palmtop
architecture was applied to special-purpose processors as (handheld) computer; subnotebook computers weighing 4.5
well as to general-purpose computers. The basic notion of to 9 lbs. and having 20 to 32 Mbytes of RAM, and 120 to
RISC has now evolved to encompass chips in which the 210 Mbytes of hard disk.
chip areas formerly used for decoding and executing
complex instructions, are used for caching instrucs;,nis. 4 .3.3 Engineering Workstations and Superservers with
RISC chips offer the following advantages over the Advanced Visualization Capabilities
Complex Instruction-Set Computing (CISCI JIwps: much Single-user engineering workstations and superservers
smaller size chips, more throughput, shorter design time, using VLSI 32- and 64-bit processor chips, and having
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internal graphics facilities, and over I Gbyte of addressable 5.3 Large Powerful Data Management Systems
memory have been developed. Both single processor and and Databases
multiprocessor systems are available. Examples of single- Future engineering software systems are likely to have the
processor systems are the HP Apollo 9000 series 700, the basic analysis software (such as data management, control.
DEC 3000 model 50OX AXP. and the IBM RS6000 systems. etc.) as part of the software infrastructure and the discipline
Examples of the multipiuzessor superservers are Sun specifics (such as the finite element properties of the
SPARCeenter 2000 (2-20 processors) and SGI Challenge structure) as part of application software. Conventional
Systems (2-18 processors, peak computational rate of 5.4 database management systems (DBMs) developed in the last
GFLOPS). The upper end of the advanced workstations are decade, such as relational database management system
usually referred to as superservers and were discussed in the (RIM). provided multidisciplinary coordination, and helped
preceding section. in the integration of structural analysis programs into

CAD/CAM systems. However, these conventional DBMs
S. ADVANCES IN PROGRAMMING do not meet the data requirements for the current and

ENVIRONMENT AND SOFTWARE emerging engineering/design environment (see Ref. 51).
TECHNOLOGY Among the different advanced data/process modeling

Although considerable effort is now devoted to increasing methodologies which have high potential for
the productivity of the analyst and designer through the multidisciplinary analysis and design applications are: the
development of powerful programming environment, three-level IDEF methodology developed by the Air Force's
software and programming languages remain the primary integrated computer-aided manufacturing program (see Ref
pacing items for exploiting the potential of new computing 52); Nijssen's information analysis method based on a
systems. binary relationship model; Entity relationship model; and

object-oriented data model. A description of these models
5.1 Programming Environment is given in Ref. 51.
This refers to the array of physical and logical means by
which the analyst transmits instructions to the machine. It 6. ADVANCES IN NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS
includes the user-interface devices; interactive AND COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGIES
programming tools (e.g., debuggers, editors, file- To achieve high performance from any computing system.
maintenance utilities), and tools for ,utomatic (and it is necessary either to tailor the computational strategy
semiautomatic) mapping of numerical algorithms on and numcrical algorithms to suit the architecture of the
different machines. computer, or to select the architecture which may

effectively map the computational strategy and execute the
The programming environments on most of the existing numerical algorithm. Extensive work has been devoted to
new computing systems are limited to a standard sequential the development of vectorized and parallel numerical
language compiler, and extensions to support concurrency algorithms for new computing systems. Review of some of
(viz. vectorization and parallelization). The extensions of this work is contained in a number of monographs, survey
currently used programming languages to support papers and conference proceedings. (See, for example,
concurrency (Fortran, C, Lisp) are not the same on different Refs. 53 to 57).
machines. A description of some of the work on
development of software environment is given in Refs. 42 In this section a brief review is given on the recent progress
to 45. made in special parallel numerical algorithms and

computational strategies that are influencing structures
Currenrt and future interface devices have been discussed in a calculations.
previous section. Future powerful programming languages
should enable the user to state the mathematical and logical 6.1 Parallel Numerlct'l Algorithms
formulation of the problem in the expectation that the In parallel algorithms, i:.dependent computations are
language can fill in the details. These languages should be performed in parallel (i.e., executed concurrently). To
architecture-independent high-level languages to allow the achieve this parallelism, the algorithm is divided into a
portability of the programs. Extensive work is currently collection of independent tasks (or task modules) which can
being done to develop a machine-independent programming be executed in parallel and which communicate with each
interface for parallel machines that can achieve an other during the execution of the algorithms. Parallel
efficiency comparable to programs hand coded in languages algorithms can be characterized by the following three
that reflect the specific underlying architectures, factors:

a. Maximum amount of computation performed by a
5.2 Al Knowledge-Based and Expert Systems typical task module before communication with
Al-based expert systems, incorporating the experience and other modules.
expertise of practitioners, have high potential for the b. Intermodule communication topology, which is the
modeling, analysis and design of structures. These systems geometric layout of the network of task modules.
can aid the analyst in the initial selection and adaptive c. Executive control to schedule, enforce the
refinement of the model, as well as in the selection of the interactions among the different task modules and
appropriate algorithm used in the analysis. Expert systems ensure the correctness of the parallel algorithm.
can also aid the designer by freeing him from such routine
tasks as the development of process and material The three aforementioned factors have been used in Ref. 58
specifications. The potentials of A] and expert systems in as a basis for classifying parallel algorithms on the
computational mechanics is described in Ref. 46, and a conceptual level, and for relating each parallel algorithm to
review of the capabilities of some of the currently available the parallel (or pipeline) architecture to which it naturally
expert systems and their limitations are given in Refs. 47 corresponds.
and 48. A description of a knowledge-based system used as
a modeling aid for aircraft structures is given in Ref. 49. The design of a parallel algorithm must deal with a host of
The requirements, design and implementation of an complex problems, including data manipulation, storage
intelligent interface to a computational fluid dynamics flow allocation, memory interference, and in the case of parallel
solver is discussed in Ref. 50. processors, interprocessor communication. In general, the

parallel numerical algorithms reported in the literature fall

J&-



into two categories: reformulation (or restructuring) of and programs for each new computer. Also, it is
serial algorithms into concurrent algorithms, and not desirable to achieve portability at the expense
algorithms developed especially for parallel machines. of performance. A number of studies have been

devoted to achieving high performance and
Most of the work on parallel numerical algorithms belongs portability of numerical algorithms on advanced
to the first category. i.e., decomposition of familiar serial computers. Two approaches have been proposed in
algorithms into concurrent tasks. Examples are matrix Refs. 64 and 65: 1) restructuring of algorithms in
operations, direct and iterative methods for solution of terms of high-level modules (e.g.. matrix-matrix
algebraic equations, and eigcnvalue extraction techniques and matrix-vector operations); and 2) developing
(see, for example, Refs. 53, 55 and 57). and implementing an abstraction of parallel

processing that is independent of the architecture.
The second category includes the algorithms whose d. On most of the currently-available multiprocessing
development was spurred by performance criteria for systems vectorization offers greater performance
parallel processing. These algorithms have been referred to improvement over multitasking (i.e.,
as uniquely parallel and only a few of them have been parallelization)., Consequently, if multitasking
reported in the literature (see Ref. 59). Examples of conflicts with efficient vectorization (e.g.,
uniquely parallel algorithms are provided by the parallel multitasking results in short vector lengths), then
superconvergent multigrid method (Ref. 60) and the fully the algorithm should be vectorized rather than
parallel algorithm for symmetric eigenvalue problem (Ref. parallelized.
61). In some cases the performance of uniquely parallel
algorithms is superior to their serial counterparts. 6.4 Performance of Parallel Numerical

Algorithms
6.2 Construction of Parallel Algorithms Computational complexity (e.g., number of floating-point
The development of parallel numerical algorithms generally arithmetic operations) has long been used as a measure of
follows one or both of two related approaches: reordering, the performance of serial algorithms. However, it is not
and divide and conquer. Reordering refers to restructuring appropriate measure for parallel numerical algorithms. This
the computational domain and/or the sequence of operations is because parallel computers can support extra computation
in order to allow concurrent computations. For example, at no extra cost if the computation can be organized
the order in which the nodes of a finite e& ment grid are properly; and parallel computers are subject to new
processed, and the assembly strategy (n le-by-node or overhead costs (e.g., synchronization and communication)
element-by-element assembly)may change the degree of that are not reflected by computational complexity.
parallelism that can be achieved in the solution of the
resulting algebraic equations (Ref. 62 and 63). The One of the most commonly-used measures for the
performance of the node-by-node generation and assembly performance of parallel numerical algorithms is the
strategy on a 512 processor Intel Delta and a CRAY C916 speedup, S. which is defined as follows:
computer is shown in Fig. 14 for a Langley Mach 2.4 High- S - execution time using one processor
speed Civil Transport (HSCT) model (Ref. 63). execution time using p processors

The divide and conquer approach involves breaking a task The measure S has the advantage that it uses the execution
up into smaller subtasks that can be treated independently, time and, therefore, incorporates the synchronization and
The degree of independence of these tasks is a measure of communication Overhead. However, it has the drawback of
the effectiveness of the numerical algorithm, since it comparing the execution time of the same algorithm on the
determines the amount and frequency of communication and single and multiple processors.
synchronization. This idea pervades many of the parallel
algorithms and can be extended to the overall Another definition of speedup, based on Amdahl's Law, was
computational strategy as described in the succeeding proposed by Ware (Ref. 66), and is expressed by the
section. following simple formula:

6.3 Comments on Parallel Algorithms and S(pJf)- (1)
Their Implementation l-f(l- )

The following comments concerning parallel algorithms p
and their implementation are in order: where S is the maximum speedup achievable by using p

a. Effective parallel algorithms are not necessarily processors; and f is the fraction of computational work done
effective on sequential computers. In fact, some in parallel (at the high execution rate).
parallel algorithms involve additional (redundant)
floating point operations which make them In Eq. (1) the execution time using a single processor has
inefficient on sequential machines. Also, been normalized to unity. The range of change of S with f,
restructured serial algorithms may not be the most at f = 1, is quadratic in p, i.e.,
efficient on parallel processing machines. dS 2

b. The mathematical properties of the serial and- =-p -p (2)
parallel implementations of the same algorithm can 'df f=l
be different. For example, the rate of convergence Therefore, for massively parallel processors the fraction on
and numerical stability of serial and parallel parallelism must grow with the number of processors in
iterative techniques can be different. In some cases order to achieve reasonable speedups.
parallel implementation can degrade the
performance and in other cases, it improves it (Ref. The utilization rate of the multiprocessor system, U, is
59). defined as follows:

c. To achieve high performance both the numerical
algorithm and its implementation must be carefully U(p,f) = S (3)
tailored to the particular machine being used. This P
raises the question of portability of parallel A utilization rate of I means that every processor is busy
programs. It is not practical to develop algorithms computing all the time.
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Figure 12 shows the theoretical speedup and the Utilization 6. 5 Special Computational Strategies
rate of multiprocessor systems as a function of the fraction In recent years several attempts have been made to exploit
of parallelism, f, and the number of processors, p. The the potential of parallel processing machines in the
figure illustrates a key issue in multiprocessor machines: as solution of various structural analysis and design problems.
the number of processors increases, then for a given These include finite element computations on SIMD vector
fraction of parallelism, the degree of utilization decreases. computers, shared-memory multiprocessors, and message-

passing multicomputers (see, for example. Refs. 70 and
The following comments can be made regarding Amdahl's 71). Table 7 lists the different phases involved in the
Law and Ware's model: steady-state finite element analysis. and their suitability for

a. Ware's model assumes that the parallel processing vectorization and parallelization. For time-dependent
machine is a two-state machine in the sense that at (transient) problems, several parallel temporal integration
any instant of time either all the processors are techniques have been proposed for structural dynamics
operating or only one of them is operating. problems (see, for example, Refs. 72, 73 and 74). Explicit

b. Amdahl's Law can be extended to computers with schemes are well-suited to both vector and parallel
more than two modes of operation with one mode processing. This is especially true when a lumped mass
having a lower rate of execution than others. For matrix is used. The organization of nodal and element data
example, if the scalar mode is taken as the low rate to achieve high performance on the CRAY X-MP is-
and and a balanced higher rate, representative of described in Ref. 75. Implicit and semi-implicit schemes
vector, memory and I/O is taken as the high rate, require solution of equations at each time step.
then Eq. (1) can be used to give the maximum
speedup achievable by the system (Ref. 27). A number of special strategies can be used to increase the

c. Ware's model does not account for the overhead degree of parallelism and/or vectorization in finite element
associated with interprocessor communication, computations. These strategies are applications of the
synchronization (for controlling data access and for principle of divide and conquer, based on breaking a large
program control), among others. This overhead (and/or complex) problem into a number of smaller (and/or
may increase with increasing the number of simpler) subproblems which may be solved independently
processors, resulting in a speed-down behavior on distinct processors. The degree of independence of the
(Refs. 59 and 67). subproblems is a measure of the effectiveness of the

d. Eq. (1) measures the speedup relative to the algorithm since it determines the amount of frequency of
implementation on a single processor of the same communication and synchronization.
algorithm. It does not necessarily measure the
efficiency gain due to parallelization. This will be Herein, three strategies are discussed: domain
discussed further in the succeeding sections. decomposition and substructuring; operator splitting; and

e. In Ware's model the implicit assumption is made element-by-element strategies.
that f is independent of p, which is only true if the
problem size is fixed. However, in practice the size 6.5. 1 Domain Decomposition and Substructuring
of the problem increases with the increase in the The basic idea of domain (or spatial) decomposition is to
number of available processors. The parallel part divide the domain into a number of (possibly overlapping)
of the program scales with the problem size, but the regions. The initial/boundary-value problem is
times for the program loading, I/O, and serial decomposed into one that involves solution of
computations do not usually scale with problem initial/boundary-value problems on subdomains, thereby
size. A discussion of the effect of problem size on introducing spatial parallelism. Since the solution is not
the performance of parallel algorithms is discussed available at the interfaces between regions, it is modified
in Refs. 68 and 69. iteratively as part of the solution procedure. A review of

f. Ware's model can be used for estimating the speedup parallel domain decomposition techniques is given in Ref.
due to vectorization on vector machines, if f is 76.
interpreted as the fraction of vectorizable work,
i.e., the maximum speedup due to vectorization is Substructuring techniques are closely related to domain
given by: decomposition. They can also be identified at the algebraic

1v level by partitioning the associated matrices in an
Sv = (4) appropriate way to separate the degrees of freedom that are

I -fv ---- to be eliminated (the internal degrees of freedom in different
substructures) from those to be retained (interface degrees of

where fv is the fraction of vectorizable work. and freedom). Substructuring techniques lend themselves

Rv is the ratio of the vector to the scalar execution directly to parallel vectorization (Refs. 62 and 77).

rate. Note that Eq. (4) does not account for the However, the partitioning of a discretized structure into

effect of overlapping scalar and vector operations substructures to achieve well-balanced workload

(which can be done on some vector processors). distribution among the different processors is a difficult

g. The maximum speedup due to the combined effects combinatorial problem. A simulated annealing algorithm

of parallel execution and vectorization (i.e., for the approximate solution of this problem is presented in

parallel vectorization) can be represented by the Ref. 78. The algorithm is analogous to a method used in

product of S(p.f) [Eq. (1)J. and Sv [Eq. (4)J. The statistical mechanics for simulating the annealing process

speedup is depicted in Fig. 13 as a function of the in solids. Other partitioning strategies are described in

fractions of vectorizable and concurrent work, fv Refs. 79 and 80.

and fpi. for a vector multiprocessor machine with 6.5.2 Operator Splitting
four processors and an Rv of ten (vector execution The notion of splitting has long been used to synthesize
rate ten times that of the scalar execution rate). the solution of a complicated problem from that of a
Note that when fv = fp = 0.9 the speedup is only simpler problem (or a sequence of simpler problems).
16.19 (less than 41% of the theoretical maximum Among the different applications of splitting are the
speedup). breaking of a multidimensional problem into a sequence of

one-dimensional problems, and the development of



iterative (and semi-iterative) techniques for solution of development facility which incorporates both
algebraic equations. Splitting can be used as a means of multidisciplinary analysis and design and virtual
partitioning the computational task into a number of manufacturing facilities. The multidisciplinary analysis
subtasks that are either independent, or only loosely and design facility accounts for the strong couplings
coupled, so that the computations can be made on distinct between traditionally separate fields (e.g.. structures.
processors with little communication and sharing, control, propulsion, aerodynamics, electromagnetics.

acoustics and optics). The virtual manufacturing facility

6.5.3 Element-by-Element Solution Strategies includes large CAD/CAM simulation capability, object
The modular element-by-element logic inherent in the finite databases, and virtual reality visualization.
element analysis procedure has been used to develop
solution strategies which do not require the explicit 8. 2 Computing Paradigm
generation of the global stiffness matrix. The frontal The current trend towards merging telecommunications and
elimination method was originally proposed by Irons (Ref. computer technologies will likely lead to the new paradigm
81) to bypass the assembly process. In recent years of distributed heterogeneous supercomputing (DHS). DHS
element-by-element strategies have been developed for the refers to an integrated computing environment in which the
solution of static and dynamic problems as well as adaptive network is the computer. Use of DHS could significantly
grid generation. A review of these strategies is given in affect CST by greatly alleviating the size limitations that
Ref. 82. Element-by-element strategies are well-suited to current memory capacities impose on numerical
vector and parallel processing and. therefore, should be simulations. Moreover. DHS can achieve sustained speeds
seriously considered for use in parallel processing in the teraflop (trillion floating-point operations per
machines. second) range.

7. IMPACT OF NEW AND EMERGING DHS hardware consists of three basic components: a
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ON processing component; a data storage and data management
STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY component; and a user-interface component. The

A partial list of some of the advances in computer processing component includes a plethora of architectures
technology, along with their impact on the structures of the following types: large-grain vector supercomputers
technology, is given in Table 8. The opportunities offered (such as CRAY C916); massively parallel systems (such as
by the new and projected hardware environment for Intel Paragon, IBM 9076 SPI scalable power parallel
structural analysis and design are enormous. The current and system, CM-5. and CRAY T3D); application-specific
evolving large supersystems will open the way to a vast special-purpose computers; powerful reconfigurable
range of new applications, and to higher levels of transputer networks; advanced multimedia
sophistication in modeling flight-vehicle structures. The workstations/superservers (such as SGI power challenge
small, emerging low-cost systems will provide a high series and Sun microsystems SPARCcenter 2000); and
degree of interactivity and free the analysts and designers artificial neural networks. Both shared memory and
from the constraints that are often imposed on them by distributed memory systems can be included in the
large centralized computation centers. The embedded processing component.
computers will aid in the control of the devices in which
they reside. Intelligent interfaces allowing multiple media The data storage/data management component provides
interaction for both input and output will facilitate the user- physical storage in the terabyte (1012 bytes) range and has
machine communication. Flexible high-capacity networks large disk arrays, mass robotic media, and a massive high-
will allow collaborative computing by linking designers speed, high-bandwidth file transfer network.
and manufacturing teams at different locations.

The user-interface component includes advanced
The Al knowledge-based expert systems and neural visualization engines such as virtual reality facilities and
networks will aid the initial selection and adaptive high-definition technologies; sonification facilities to map
refinement of the model, as well as in the selection of the data to a sound domain; and hardware and software interfaces
computational strategy and in postprocessing. The large that allow multiple-media interaction, including vision- and
data management systems will facilitate the integration of speech-recognition facilities. The interfaces will also
analysis programs into CAD/CAE and integrated product allow interactive steering and dynamic control of the
and process development systems. computations.

8. A LOOK AT THE FUTURE DHS's effectiveness depends strongly on two factors: the
The driving forces for future developments in computational availability of high-speed local, backbone, and wide-area
technology will continue to be: 1) the need for improved networks for data transfer between the different computers;
productivity and cost-effective engineering systems; and 2) and software enabling application programs to be
support of innovative high-tech industries (aerospace partitioned into tasks that can be executed separately, often
related, transportation, microelectronics, and nuclear simultaneously, on different types of computing platforms.
energy). Each task is executed on the architecture for which it is best

suited. For the partitioning task, an intelligent (smart)
8. 1 Future Flight Vehicles operating system and object-oriented tools are needed to
In the aerospace field, planned future vehicles include high- optimize the system's throughput performance.
speed civil transport, earth observation systems, space
station, improved orbital delivery systems (which combine DHS development is being vigorously pursued by a number
low cost and high reliability), structures subjected to very of teams at National Science Foundation supercomputer
high accelerations, and very high precision shaped and centers (in Illinois, Pittsburgh, and San Diego); at the
controlled space structures under dynamic and thermal Naval Ocean Systems Center; at Oak Ridge National
disturbances. The realization of cost-effective future Laboratory and at convex and MP computer systems. A
aerospace systems requires: a) technology advances in the proposed National Metacenter Concept that would connect
materials and structures areas (e.g., development of the NSF supercomputing centers is being explored (see Ref.
engineered/smart materials and adaptive structures I and Fig. 15).
concepts); b) an integrated product and process



DHS could potentially allow solutions to previously problems, and to stimulate research and development of the
intractable structures problems. It is also likely to change necessary algorithms, firmware and software to realize this
the nature to CST research and design activities by enabling potential.
collaboration among geographically dispersed researchers
and designers. Future DHS hardware will provide multi- ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
terminal display capability for simulation and will feature The work of the first author is supported by a NASA
other multi-terminal visualization capabilities as well. Cooperative Agreement NCCW-0011.
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Table 2 - Architectural characteristics of some of the new and emerging U.S.
and Japanese large supersystems

Central Peak
System/ Architectural Maximum Processor Processing Maximum Computational
Model Configuration Number of Type Unit Clock Main-Memory Rate

Processors Cycle Time (ns) Capacity (OFLOPS)

CRAY-2 multiprocessor 4 ECL 4.1 512 MW-DRAM 1.2
with shared 128 MW-SRAM

CRAY-C916 memory 16 ECL 4.2 1 GW 16
CRAY-3 16 ECL 2.0 128 MW 16
IBM ES/9000 multiprocessor 8 ECL 7.2 10.2 GB 4.5
-982 VF with dedicated

buffer and shard
memory

Fujitsu highly parallel 222 GaAs and 10 55 GB 355
VPP 500 vector BiCmos

multiprocessor
with distributed
memory

Hitachi multiprocessor 4 ECL 2 2GB 32
S-3800/480
water-cooled
Hitachi S- single processor I ECL 4 1 GB 2
3600/180
air-cooled
Hitachi single processor 1 ECL 4 1 GB 3
S-820/80 with multiple

pipelines
NEC multiprocessor 4 ECL 2.5 8GB 25.6
SX-3/44R with multiple

pipelines

Table 3 - Architectural characteristics of some of the massively parallel computers

System/ Maximum Maximum Peak Computational Rate
Model Architecture Number of Processors Main Memory Each Processor Total

Capacity GB Node (MFLOPS) (GFLOPS)
Thinking Machines synchronized 1024 32 128 128
Corp. CM-5 MIMD (expandable to 16,384) (512)
Intel Paragon MIMD, 2-D 2000 262 75 150
XP-S Mesh (expandable to 4,000) (524) (300)
MasPar MP-2 SIMD, 2-D 16,384 4 0.146 2.4

Mesh and router
nCUBE2 MIMD 8,192 262 4.1 34

hypercube
nCUBE 3 MIMD 65,536 65,000 100 6,500

hypercube
CRAY T3D MIMD 2,048 131 150 300

bidirectional
torus topology

Meiko CS-2 MIMD variable 264 36.8 200 Fujitsu 51.2
topology (256 Fujitsu 40/SPARC

+ 8§= SuerSPARC)
Meiko Computing MIMD variable 136 5.1 80/Intel 10.2
Surface i860/concerto topology (128 Intel + 8 SPARC) 12/SPARC I
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Table 4 - Classification of Instruction Types (See Ref. 23)

Type of Number Number of
Instruction Operations Pairs of ExamplesOperands

Scalar 1 1 A = B + C
Vector I I Ai = Bi + Ci, i = 1, N

Systolic M 1 Matrix operations, with data from
rows and columns used
repeatedly.

VL1W M N Multiple operations per
instruction, each with its
own address field.

Table 5 - Extended Taxonomy of Computer Architectures (See Ref. 23)

Generic Instruction Types
Levels of Scalar Vector Systolic VLIW

Concurrency C
Serial CDC-7600 CRAY-1 WARP

IBM 360/95 CYBER 205
Parallel BBN-Butterfly CRAY C916

Hypercube ETA 10

Clustered Myrias Cedar

Table 6 - Characteristics of New 32/64-bit Chips/Processors

Number of Speed and Peak
Name of Chip Transistors Clock Cycle Computational

(in millions) Speed

DEC 21064 (Alpha) 1.68 200 MHz 150 MFLOPS
(5 ns) 300 MIPS

HP PA-RISC 1.7 100 MHz 200 MFLOPS
7100 (10 ns)

Intel Pentium processor 3.1 66 MHz 112 MIPS
(15 ns)

SGI/MIPS 3.4 75 MHz 300 MFLOPS
TFP (13.3 ns) 300 MIPS

Table 7 - Different Phases of Finite Element Structural Analysis
Steady-State (Static) Problems

Phase Suitability for Parallelization/Vectorization
Irpput problem characteristics, element and Can be parallelized.
nodal data, and geometry
Evaluation of element characteristics Easy to parallelize and can be vectorized.

Assembly Requires special care for parallelization (e.g.,
node-by-node strategy) Difficult to vectorize.

Incorporation of boundary conditions Easy to parallelize.
Solution of algebraic equations Important to vectorize and parallelize.
Postprocessing Can be parallelized and vectorized.
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Table 8 - Impact of New and Emerging Comn, -r Technology
on Structures Technology

System Impact on Structures Technology

" Supersystems (> 1.0 Gigaflop) e.g., CRAY * New levels of sophistication in modeling
916 and CRAY-3 structures

"* Highly parallel systems, e.g., CM-5, e Expedite multidisciplinary analysis and
Paragon XP/S, and CRAY T31) design

"* Workstations (3G machines)* e Increase productivity of structural
analyst/designer

"* Workstation clusters e Collaborative computing - design and
manufacturing teams

"* Microprocessors and chip technology (e.g., e Structural health monitoring systems (for
SGI/MIPS TFP and DEC 21064 detection and recording of damage)
(ALPHA) Chips)

"* Special-purpose firmware e Significant speedup of analysis/design
_modules

"* Al knowledge-based, expert systems, and * Aid in initial selection and adaptive
neural networks refinement of model, selection of model,

selection of computational strategy, and in
postprocessing

"* Large data management systems and a Facilitate integration of analysis programs
databases into CAD/CAE, and integrated product and

= process development systems w
• 3G machines refer to workstations with over billion bytes (Gbytes) of storage; over billion

instructions per second (GIPS); and over billion floating-point operations per seconds (GFLOPS).
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EARLY MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN

William C. Kessler

Gerald C. Shumaker
Michael F. Hitchcock

Manufacturing Technology Directorate
Wright Laboratory

Air Force Material Command
Wright Patterson Air Force Base

Ohio, USA

1. SUMMARY 2. INTRODUCTION

The successful and timely transition of new The current aerospace environment is in a
product technologies to weapon systems depends constant state of rapid change. Available defense
heavily on the technical maturity, flexibility and resources are decreasing while at the same time
cost effectiveness of the critical manufacturing the threat is much less predictable and the need
processes and systems required to turn these for rapid response speed is heightened. As a
technologies into tangible products. The whole result, the defense industrial base must provide a
concept of Integrated Product Process broad range of high quality products at reduced
Development (a.k.a. Concurrent Engineering) costs. The margin for inefficient processes is
encourages and facilitates the parallel design and nonexistent. The resources simply do not exist
development of these manufacturing processes any longer for the trial and error processes of the
and systems with the design and development of past. A new business strategy is required. Key
the product. As a result of new computer aided requirements for this new strategy are:
technologies and increased emphasis .: on Make affordability and (weapon system)
manufacturing design, new tools -*nd performance equal partners
methodologies are emerging that will facilitate
the early consideration of manufacturing in siDecou on dc
design. This paper will address the development
of two such tools - Producibility Methodology Move toward "economies of scope" vs.and twosuchtools and VirtualManufctur. M theg 'economies of scale" (Achieve the flexibilityand Tools and Virtual Manufacturing. These to handle multiple product lines which may
tools will enhance the effectiveness of each have low production)
manufacturing engineers who are integrated
product process development team members and
enable design engineers to better understand the
potential downstream implications of early To respond to this challenge, it is critical that
design dmanufacturing be considered early in the design

process. The approach to achieve this goal is
aimed at developing a series of analysis and
predictive tools that will provide for a more

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe Design Technology, April, 1993.
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complete and accurate design base for An expansion of this analogy is the basis for the
manufacturing. The intent is to fully support the concepts presented in this paper, figure 2. If new
design of manufacturing processes and systems weapon system requirements and concepts can
over the entire life cycle, from concept be tested in a simulated battlefield scenario, it
development to disposal. The users of these should be possible in the long term, to use
tools would be both product design and improved analytical means and evaluate the
manufacturing engineers, ideally working as an potential cost, quality and throughput for
integrated team. production of these weapon systems. This

evaluation should be completed before
Two such tools are the subject of this paper: 1) significant financial commitments are madcW.
Producibility Methodology and Tools, and 2) Multiple "what-if" scenarios could be evaluated
Virtual Manufacturing. The underlying to search for the best value to meet these weapon
improvements that contribute to the focus on system performance requirements.
producibility methodology are a focus on
Integrated Product Process Development (a.k.a. THE APPROACH

Concurrent Engineering) and innovative rZ-Validate Perflormance L-ýý Coo ceptý

approaches to variability reduction during the if SCheaý,

development of new products and processes. "-wdPoS
Virtual manufacturing concepts build from g ....

modeling, simulation and virtual reality
technologies that are now possible with recent tl , ....
increases in computer capabilities.

An application analogy in this area is found in UL-LD
Shop FaTooling

battlefield modeling and simulation, figure 1. S...rroe Too,

Through a series of computer displays, animation Figure 2: Strategy for Early Manufacturing
and simulations, including person-in-the-loop, a Considerations in Design
battlefield modeling and simulation capability is
being developed.' From this capability it is
possible to begin to develop battlefield strategy 3. OVERALL STRATEGY
tactics, test new weapon system concepts and
evaluate alternatives. The approach to early manufacturing

considerations in design is based on the
ANALOGYphilosophy of assessing key manufacturing

.......... •characteristics and requirements early in the
S Rattlefild 9Iadlina and Simulation product design phase. This assessment will

allow manufacturing strategies to be developed
D S"c,.,. din parallel with the design phases of the product.

A ~ ImpIemeniation Sltrate~sa SThe intent is to identify and resolve areas of
Test New Weapton System
Comelt,, potentially high manufacturing cost and risk

Develop Requirements during the early phases of design, when the

Evaluate At•ernative, impact of product design change is least costly.
I It is believed that a proactive and comprehensive

analysis of manufacturing, done early in design,
will also lead to manufacturing being viewed as a

Figure 17 Battlefield Modeling and Simulation true innovator on the team instead of a constraint

on the creativity of the designer. In figure 2, the
scenario depicted would have weapon system
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design concept and requirements evaluated in a with the most value are found. This involves
battlefield environment. These requirements assessing the producibility and cost risk of the
would then be passed to an integrated designs established through a balanced product
engineering team that could evaluate the desired and process development (box 3), completing an
design characteristics vs. the affordability driven overall factory assessment, using virtual
by manufacturing. In figure 2, the first issue is manufacturing techniques (box 4) and thoroughly
to address the interaction between the product analyzing high risk, high cost shop floor
designer and the manufacturing engineer. This processes, using virtual manufacturing
interaction should be approached using techniques (box 5). All of the analysis and
Integrated Product Process Development (IPPD) synthesis processes depicted in figure 3 can be
concepts. The dialogue and product done in a highly iterative manner using
development balance would center around the structured methodologies, state of the art
ability of the product design to meet performance computer tools, which support advanced
requirements while at the same time being modeling and simulation techniques, and a
manufactureable with cost effective, high quality, comprehensive manufacturing data base built
repeatable processes. The "first cut" at this from knowledge of world class manufacturing
design balance would be done using techniques. Additional discussions on
producibility analysis tools. The next level of producibility methodology and virtual
detail in the design balance would then be done manufacturing follow.
using Virtual Manufacturing techniques. Virtual
Manufacturing would address areas such as 3.1 Producibility Methodology
business practices, planning, shop floor processes
and testing. Producibiity Methodology & Tool Set

Overall Strategy ... cow

PAqWtOM001 Requwrmsfiua On so(na~m COae4)

110,31 Oe.49-M a4rindaur P.01t~ CoOt.

uandus .A2 Producibilitv Methodoloov and Tools

n Cog Risk e• alVakt

FI~ure 3: High Level Description of Approach A structured methodology proposed for assessing
the producibility of product design is shown in

The high level description for the approach is figure 4. This figure depicts three keys aspects
shown in figure 3. At the very top level, the goal of producibility analysis. On the left, the design
is to understand the impact of the user tree is broken down in a hierarchical fashion

requirements on design alternatives. This top from the very top level - e.g. Weapon System, to
level design balance is obtained by assessing the the levels that depict the specific components and
various design and manufacturing strategies that technologies that are used in the design of the

,could be employed to create and build the component. In a new design, the engineer would
,product (two way arrow from the top most box to identify the level at which key performance

second level). The lower 4 boxes in figure 3 characteristics depend on critical components.

depict the approach. The intent is to iterate Once the critical components are identified, the
design-manufacturing strategies until the one(s) technologies that are used in the component
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would then be identified. At that point, the Based on this analysis, manufacturing should
manufacturing processes for that critical iterate with design to see if suitable components
component and its technologies would be and processes can be chosen that are better
identified. This is shown as the horizontal tree in known and therefore more controllable using
the middle portion of figure 4 - IPPD Design- state of the art equipment, etc. If new
Mfg Engineering Balance. The horizontal tree is components and manufacturing processes are
used to depict the hierarchy of manufacturing deemed essential to the mission of the weapon
processes that are required to manufacture the system, this methodology can help identify the
critical component identified by the tree on the risk reduction projects that should be undertaken
left. The right hand portion of figure 4 illustrates to ensure that the new components developed can
the manufacturing data bases, guidelines and be successfully transitioned to practice in the
other critical bits of information about the weapon system. An example of this approach is
manufacturing tree in the center. The overall shown in figure 5.
strategy is as follows: 1) from the product tree,
identify the critical components required to Six Sigma Example: T/R Module Subarray

ensure that key performance characteristics are E Hn

met, 2) construct a manufacturing tree that WBS

depicts the critical manufacturing processes that
are essential to make the critical components,
then, 3) identify what is known and unknown £ I |
about these critical manufacturing processes. :--: , "
This involves examining how repeatable these ...

processes are and the statistical likelihood that
defects could result from a lack of process
definition and control.

Fioure 5: Six Sigma Example: Transmit/Receive
This approach has been captured as the Six Module Subarra
Sigma3 Producibility Analysis4 . The objective of
Six Sigma is to provide a systematic and In this example, new weapon system
statistically based approach for designing performance characteristics were dependent on
products that are inherently producible. The Six the transmit receive (TMR) module of the radar
Sigma Approach provides the capability to link system, which was part of the avionics system.
individual manufacturing process variability to The critical components of the TR module were
overall product producibility. A product identified and an in-depth analysis was done on
designed and manufactured under the Six Sigma the manufacturing process required to
philosophy could have no more than 3.4 defects manufacturing these components. This analysis
per million. The process capability indices for identified the variability, the potential Defects
Six Sigma would be CpI- 2 and Cpk_> 1.5 5 Note Per Million Operations (DPMO) and the Defects
thae are two factors that enter into the process Per Unit/Subarray (DPU/SA). Those processes
indicies, the design robustness (numerator) and which have a relatively higher DPU/SA were
the manufacturing process variability flagged as potential "show-stopper" processes
(denominator). This goal is based on the and required more process development to
realization that today's sophisticated products reduce risk. This methodology of identifying the
require hundreds of parts, processing steps and risk of defects in the critical manufacturing
parameters to be controlled. The cumulative processes, prior to committing to manufacturing,
effect of defects during the manufacturing is a way to ensure that the technology developed
process can quickly drive the overall yield to an has sufficient maturity to enable successful
unacceptablly low number.
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transition to the implementation in a weapon discriminator from most existing simulation

system. approaches and allows VM to be used as both a
decision support tool and for the analysis/control

3.2 Virtual Manufacturing of manufacturing functions. Third, VM will
provide consistency of representation as one

The analysis tools available to a designer for progresses from the aggregated view of an

performing initial assessments of product enterprise to a detailed view of a shop floor.

producibility provide a high level screening, This allows users to simulate, with high
based on knowledge of specific process confidence, manufacturing environments with
constraints, to quickly "weed out" concepts differing levels of detail and from different
which exceed targeted costs. However, perspectives, corresponding to the changing
manufacturing is not merely a collection of decision support and control requirements across

individual processes which can be defined by a a products life cycle.
set of design rules. Rather, manufacturing is a
tightly coupled, interdependent set of functions It is important to note that VM does not require
operating as a system. Just as a weapon system every process and function to be modeled in a
cannot be truly understood without considering computer. The development and implementation
how its individual components operate together, of VM will be driven by those processes and
neither can the manufacturing system. Going functions defined as constraints, either from a
beyond the initial screening, to a point where capacity or capability perspective. Additionally,
producibility/affordability can be demonstrated VM will operate on an interactive basis with
and the true implications of design alternatives human operators, leveraging computerized and
are understood, requires the ability to capture, human knowledge to provide a level of VM
represent and analyze the system of functionality appropriate to the user.
manufacturing relative to these designs. In
essence, manufacturing the product in the
computer is possible prior to ever committing qurmn
production resources. This capability is _

embodied in a concept called Virtual /CostVRisk\ /Design
Manufacturing (VM). Analysis/ 0OWI \,0 Analrl(I /

Virtual Manufacturing is an integrated, synthetic, d

manufacturing environment which is exercised to \ Analysis

enhance all levels of decision and control across

a products life cycle. The definition above Figure 6: Weagon System Design Processes

illustrates several of the key elements and
objectives of VM. First, VM will consist of an Figure 6 depicts a scenario containing a

integrated and distributed set of both existing and simplified set of processes for designing a new

future models and simulation tools, not a weapon system which is useful in explaining

singular, monolithic solution. This will allow how VM can be used. The user requirements,

VM to be developed and implemented speed/payload/range/etc., feed the design

incrementally, capitalizing on models and function. Several design alternatives are

simulation tools which already exist. Second, generated using the IPPD tools discussed earlier.

these distributed models used by VM will be These options are returned in a format

synthesized and abstracted from the actual compatible with the virtual battlefield simulation

processes to be evaluated, thereby providing a tools. The battlefield effectiveness of the various

direct linkage between the synthetic and actual options is defined and the more promising

production environments. This is a key concepts identified. The key product
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characteristics of the promising concepts are then consistency of representation across the
used to feed the virtual manufacturing analysis manufacturing hierarchy. Voids also exist in
for determining cost and risk estimates. VM methods for effectively distributing models and
tools are used to identify candidate simulation tools across a network of users.
manufacturing enterprise configurations for Finally, because VM represents a change in the
achieving the required product characteristics. way the government and industry currently does
For example, the required product speed business, there are cultural and business practice
demands high temperature materials, and barriers which must be overcome.
therefore a key part of the enterprise to be
analyzed involves high temperature processing However, the picture is not all bleak.
capability. Information is abstracted from the Complimentary initiatives, such as Agile
resource and process models pertaining to the Manufacturing and work underway for
candidate enterprises, and used to drive the VM developing high speed network communication,
analysis and simulation. The results begin to are tackling many of the technical barriers. There
provide answers to the questions: are modeling, simulation and integration tools

"• Can lmakeit available today which allow us to begin
"• What are the cost/risk drivers implementing portions of tne VM vision. By

employing an incremental, building block
"• When can I have it? approach for developing and implementing VM,

near term cost savings can be achieved.
This process iterates as manufacturing
constraints are played against user requirements
and design alternatives until an acceptable 4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
compromise is reached.

This paper has presented concepts for the early
Fully realizing the vision of Virtual consideration of manufacturing in the design
Manufacturing will take many years and require process. In the future, it should be possible,
the development of a number of enabling using computer aided technologies, and data
technologies and capabilities. System bases constructed from representative
architectures capable of supporting decentralized manufacturing situations, to fully analyze and
model-based simulation and control need to be project. the potential cost, quality and
identified. These architectures need to support throughtput of a hypopthetical set of components
the integration of existing models and which would satisfy weapon system mission
manufacturing system components as well as requirements. This analyses could be done early
provide the framework for new developments, in the design process, so viable solutions could
Candidate approaches based on model federation be found to problems before large financial
and knowledge representation are being commitments are made. Two tools that are
explored. Formalized models of manufacturing critical to the realization of this goal,
processes and resources are still lacking in many producibility methodology and tools and virtual
areas. Ad hoc resource models, contained in manufacturing were discussed.
machine control systems for example, often
exist, but little exists in the way of formalized The producibility methodology and tool set
process models. This is particularly acute for the included a structured approach to identify the
intellectual processes such as design and components essential to performance and to
planning. Additionally, there are technical identify the link to the manufacturing process.
constraints associated with aggregating and An approach, based on 6 Sigma Variability
disaggregating model information with high Reduction concepts, allows the potential number
fidelity. This is essential if VM is to maintain a of defects to be identified based on a step-by-step
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analyses of the manufacturing processes required
to produce the component. Where the number of
defects exceeds 3.4 parts per million, increased
design robustness and/or increased
manufacturing process development is
recommended to reduce technology transition
risk and increase the overall product and process
quality.

Virtual Manufacturing is based on the integrated
application of simulation, modeling and analysis
technologies and tools. It allows the balancing of
product performance and production impact
across a products life cycle. VM will allow
enterprises to evaluate the producibility and
affordability of new product concepts with
respect to risks, impacts on manufacturing
capabilities and production capacity. VM will
provide, prior to production, a "Build-in-the-
computer" capability to prove the product is
manufacturable, and an analysis of various
production and supplier flow scenarios.
Simulation and model-based control of
manufacturing production will allow rapid
response to changing customer and technology
needs. For both defense and commercial users
the cost and risk for introducing new products
and processes will be reduced.
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APPLICATIONS OF CFD CODES AND SUPERCOMPUTERS
TO AIRCRAFT DESIGN ACTIVITIES

W. Schmidt*)/P.W.Sacher**)
Deutsche Aerospace AG

D-81663 Munchen
Germany

Aatrah *) process are increasing dramatically with progressing
time. In contrary the freedom for the designer to make

Integrated Design Technology has been pushed to a changes is more end more reduced. The message is that
large extent by the tremendous progress achieved in the CFD and supercomputing has to be applied to a large
last two decades in the field of computational techniques extent during early conceptual and preliminary design
with regard to flow simulation, engineering and ma- stage where design freedom exists at low cost concer-
nufacturing. This paper concentrates on the impact of ning changes with regard to the systems concept. So far
CFD on the overall design process reviewed from the the risk not to achieve a successful product at minimum
view of aircraft industry in Germany. development cost is controllable.

Selected examples will be given for applications of CFD Motivation for aerospace industry
during design and development of major products of Eu-
ropean aerospace industry without claiming for com- Major products of aerospace industry are categorized as
pleteness. General product categories and technology follows:
areas involved will be identified having large potential
for CFD and supercomputing efforts. In addition present - Civil aircraft
technology thrusts will be discussed and examples for - general aviation aircraft
the impact of CFD and supercomputing demonstrated by - transport aircraft
applications in various programmes will be given. - helicopters

9 Military aircraft
Introduction - combat aircraft

- trainer aircraft
CFD and supercomputing are supposed to help desig- - transport aircraft
ning better products at lower risk. - helicopters

* Military rockets and missiles
• Space transportation systems

- rocket launchers
"--a - reentry vehicles

o- - winged airbreathing launch systems

- transfer vehicles (terrestrial, extraterrestrial)
a Space systems

So_- satellites
- space stations

"These product families have to be analyzed individually
"- concerning the potential impact of CFD and supercom-
"- puting during design and manufacturing with respect to

a cost
* time

Fig. 1 Cost of changes vs. design freedom during A/C e quality and
development * risk.
(Source: M. Wozny, R.P.I., Symposium on in-
formation architectures for concurrent enginee- In addition the required specific product properties play
ring) an important role on the decision to what degree CFD

and supercomputing have to be applied, e.g.
According to the schematics in Fig. 1 the expected cost
for changes in the various stages of the development e performance

- operating cost
- operation risk

Director Air Vehicle Engineering e life time
Associate Fellow AIAA 9 life cycle cost

•) Manager Hypersonics Technology Programme e environmental impact
Member AIAA .......

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe Design Technology: April, 1993.
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The next step is to identify the technology areas invol- namic characterisucs of complex A/C configurations can
ved during the design process where CFD and super- be characterized as Fig. 2 shows.
computing will have significant impacts on product suc-
cess. It is obvious that nearly all engineering disciplines
may benefit to a large degree e.g.

SFlight physics
- aerodynamics/aerothermodynamics
- propulsion integration
- flight dynamics/trajectories
- signatures

"- Structures and materials
"• Propulsion systems
"* Subsystems

- guidance and control systems
- communication systems

"* Systemsintegration Fig. 2 Impact of CFD and supercomputing on wing
- simulation design, design of high-lift devices and propul-
- general performance sion integration

"• Tests and verification Limited computational models and predominantly wind-
tunnel work can be found where improved representa-

Certainly, this list could be continued but it is important tion of viscosity effects the prediction and minimisation
to consider these technology areas involved more in de- of interference effects due to the integration of aircraft
tail with regard to the expected magnitude of benefit components is required. The situation in high speed
gained. This leads to presently observed trends for aerodynamics is even worse because of the additional
mayor efforts in industry due to technology thrust e.g. in requirements for realistic representation of heat loads
the fields of and real gas in numerical algorithms uses and due to the

needs for highly effective (airbreathing) propul-
* Flight physics sion/airframe integration (Fig. 3). The question of

- boundary-layer and flow-separation control (e.g. achieving thrust minus drag as a positive figure domi-
laminarization) nates future designs for space transportation systems.

- improvement of high-lift systems (e.g. for civil
transport A/C)

- prediction of aerothermodynamics (e.g. for space
transportation systems)

- development of advanced flight control systems
(e.g. for supermaneuverability)

- validation of numerical methods for analysis and
optimization (all industrial products)

- numerical methods for radar and infrared signature
analysis (e.g. for combat A/C)

• Materials and structures
- fibre materials/high temperature resistant materials
- smart materials
- computer aided design/optimization and manufac-

ture
• Propulsion systems

- engine/airframe integration Fig. 3 Impact of CFD and supercomputing on high
- fuel efficiency/pollution reduction speed aerodynamics for reentry vehicles and
- hypersonic airbreathing engines (RAM/SCRAM) winged airbreathing launchers
- cryogenic fuels
- noise reduction Grid generation techniaues

Presntsituatioun Grid generation, both surface grids and 3D field discre-
tization is the "Key" to successful computation in aero-

The present situation in aircraft industry with regard to thermodynamics, and structures. Often underestimated
CFD and supercomputing for the prediction of aerody- this techniques used have required a high level of engi-
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neering skill and experience.
In Fig. 5 an example is given for meshgrid generation
starting from a CAD-model (e.g. CATIA) using an in-
teractivc procedure. In this process, starting from a 3D-
CAD model with overlapping surfaces and gaps, a net-
work model ("wireframe") is derived, with topological

dependence to the computational model finadly used for
the flow computation.

Finally the representation of an aerodynamic control
surface in the computational domain is shown in Fig. 6J ' ..... again starting from the d,.1i-ition of geometry in thr

CAD system and resulting in the sectional cut for simu-
lating the flap in the CFD numerical algorithm.

Engineering methods (notential flow)

. . Engineering methods still play a significant role during
aircraft design and development. But the definition of

Fig. 4 DOGRID: Example for CFD-mesh generation engineering methods, as being more or less restricted
system at Dasa Domier only to "data sheets" and "Handbooks", has changed to a

large degree. With the availability of PC's and work-sta-
In Fig. 4 an example for surface grid generation for tions on nearly each engineer's desk, engineering me-
complex geometry is given. The main characteristics of thods include now even the level of numerical methods
the system are outlined in the figure. in the complexity of panel methods ("Potential Flow

Solutions") with and without viscous flow correction
procedures.

Fig. 5 Surface meshgrid generation from CAD-model
for complete fighter A/C

Fig. 7 JPATS-Fanranger surface pressure analysis
using panel methods applied during design
(HISSS at Dasa, M = 0,5, OE = 50)

Fig. 7 shows the pressure disribution on a complex sub-
sonic trainer aircraft configuration obtained by an ad-
vanced panelmethod based on the numerical solution of

the linearized potential flow equation. It is obvious, that
I :this information, available in short time, plays an impor-

""X .... ,D ."-M tant role as a complementary tool to wind-tunnel tests.
"First a variety of configurational changes can be analy-
zed by numerical methods and then, finally only the op-
timized configuration will be verified by experiment.

In Fig. 8 the problems of the prediction of heat loads du-
Fig. 6 Grid for Flap Modelling with a "Step"- ring aerothermodynamic pre-design of reentry vehicles

Approach is addressed. In contrary to more conventional designs
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for subsonic, transonic and low supersonic speed, there Shown in Fig. 9 are isobars representing different levels
is for hypersonic speed nearly no way to get realistic of pressure by different colours. Interesting to note the
data from wind-tunnel work due to the lack of adequate difference of the pressure distributions at transonic and
(hypersonic) flow simulation. So the question comes up at supersonic Machnumber, indicating, that for M = 1.2
how to validate these numerical methods applied for the the development of a shocksystem on the upper side of
design of such vehicles. Maybe future hypersonic flight the wing takes place. Whether this leads to shock indu-
test demonstrators will provide an aerothermodynamic ced flow separation has to be investigated separately by
database obtained in realistic atmospheric environment coupling the code with a boundary layer method. But
during flight which can be used for code validation, even without considering viscous effects, the agreement

of numerical data with the experiment is excellent as
Fig. 10 demonstrates.

71

Fig. 8 Approximate methods used for the determina-
tion of heat loads at hypersonic Machnumbers L

Inviscid flow simulation solvin2 Euler equations Fig. 10 Force and moment data at trJisonic (M = 0.9)
and supersonic (M = 1.2) speed at 60 angle-of-

"TlW next higher level of CFD is reached by solving the attack. Comparison of numerical and experi-
Euler equations to get the complete flow field around mental data.
the vehicle at a given set of parameters like Machnum-
ber, angle of attack and side-slip. In contrary to potential The same situation holds for the prediction of the aero-
flow methods Euler solutions represent the appropriate dynamic characteristics of missiles done by
compressibility effects and they can deal with vortical AEROSPATIALE in Fig. 11 for M = 2.6 at 100 inci-
type separated flow and realistic wakes. They provide in dence. The configuration shown here is even more com-
short time even more data about details of the whole plex than the previously discussed fighter aircraft geo-
flow field than the experiment usually provides. A typi- metry. Again colours are used to distinguish different
cal example is given in Fig. 9 showing the results from levels of aerodynamic loads.
flow analysis using the EUFLEX code developed at
Dasa for a rather complex fighter aircraft configuration ospati
at M 0.9and M 1.2 at a 60.

-,, ,, Fig. 1 Complex missile flowfield analysis at
AEROSPATIALE. Euler solution at M = 2.6
and a= 100

Fig. 9 Fighter Aircraft analysis using Euler Flow
computations For completeness two examples are given for the appli-

cation of Euler analysis of a two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO)



space transport configuration with (Fig. 12) and without
(Fig. 13) upper stage ("'biter") at transonic Machnun-
her (M = 0,9) and ( = 100

Fig. 14 Euler solutions for the prediction of leading
edge vortex flow separation at slender delta
wing configurations

Fig. 12 Euler analysis of a TSTO-configuration at M =
0,9 and CE 100 with upper stage Viscous flow simulation using Navier-Stokes

solutions

In this chapter different applications are referenced to
underline the power of CFD to investigate specific im-
pacts of improved accuracy of flow simulation models
like the representation of real gas, turb•dlence and wall
surface properties. First in Fig. 15 wall stream lines on
the HERMES reentry vehicle are shown, calculated by
Dasa-Dornier using a Navier-Stokes analysis code for
equilibrium laminar real gas flow conditions (M = 10, OL
= 300 and ReL = 2.15 106). These results are compared
with experimental data obtained from the wind tunnel at
ONERA S4MA with deflected flaps by 100 in order to
validate the prediction technique.

Fig. 13 Euler analysis of a TSTO-configuration at M =
0,9 and a = 100 without upper stage

In both cases different pressures are correlated to diffe-
rent colours (red = high negative, blue low pressure le-
vel). It is clear, that by applying CFD codes the optimi-
zed integration of the upper stage with the lower stage
can be achieved in much shorter time than by experi-
mental investigations which can afford only a limited
number of geometrical changes. The question of the
feasibility of safe separation of both stages at a given
Machnumber has to be addressed in a similar way using IN WAL .... RE.AM NE

again CFD.
1A40H-EAME", '0 iN®R * S -k-3P 'R-1 G0 A-Is,

Finally an example for the capability of Euler solvers to Fig. 15 Navier-Stokes equilibrium real gas analysis for
predict the effect of separated flow of slender delta the HERMES config. 1.0, 1/40 wind-tunnel
wings is given in Fig. 14. For a subsonic Machnumber model
(M = 0.4) at (X = 100 and zero side-slip the leading edge
vortex separation is shown by a particle tracing postpro- In Fig. 16 another example is given from the RWTH
cessing procedure. In addition to the prediction of the Aachen for the application of a Navier-Stokes-code with
overall forces and moments ( in the domain of nonlinear real gas representation for a delta wing at hypersonic
dependence from angle of attack) interference effects of speed.
the separated vortices on controls and even the vortex
burst condition have been studied.
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viscous effects and separation has to be taken into ac-
count. One example for this attempts is given in Fig. 18
by Dasa Dornier for a station wagon car model.

Fig. 16 Simulation of hypersonic flow at RWTH
Aachen using Navier-Stokes solution with real
gas effects Fig. 18 Application of Navier-Stokes numerical flow

simulation for the development of a station
The next application deals with the problem of the in- wagon car
teraction between the wall surface and the flow. Fig. 17
shows the important impact of heat radiation from the Concerning the numerical simulation of turbulence an
surface on wall temperature for an isolated delta wing example is given in Fig. 19, being representative for the
and for the lower stage forebody lower surface centre enormous efforts at universities in basic scientific rese-
line in x-direction of a TSTO space transportation sy- arch. The figure shows the results obtained at the Uni-
stem (German reference concept SANGER). As a con- versity of Stuttgart for the instantaneous high-shear
sequence, similar results could be derived for the impact layers on a flat plate using 14.4 millions grid points for
of the resulting wall temperature on friction drag. This the numerical solution.
numerical investigations have been performed at DLR in
Gottingen and at Dasa in close cooperation. The picture
also reveals the effects of transition from laminar to tur-
bulent boundary layer flow. It is clear, that from such
detailed information on the wall temperature the proper
choice of materials and structures for future space trans-
port vehicles is strongly influenced.

.... . . Fig. 19 Numerical simulation of instantaneous shear-
layers (Falkner-Skan-Boundary-Layer)

S. . .Annlications for high angle of attack aerodynamics

High-Angle-Of-Attack (HAOA) aerodynamics attack
one of the last remaining barriers for controlled flight -

Fig. 17 Influence of flow-physical model assumptions the barrier of attached flow. It is a key to improve ma-
on the prediction of adiabatic surface neuverability for fighter aircraft (to achieve "Super-
temperatures maneuverability") and to improve safety of civil aircraft

of any kind. In recent years several fighter aircraft have
Computational design tools developed for aeronautical demonstrated the feasibility of safe and controlled flight
applications have been used frequently as "Fall-Out" for in the so-called "Post-Stall" regime (e.g. HARV, SU 27
development and design of car models to achieve geo- with Pugatjev Cobra-Maneuver) and even in a steady
metries having low drag. Its clear that for this purpose mode like in the US/German experimental aircraft X-31.

J



Fig. 20 shows the result of the HAOA analysis of the X-
31 to perform supermaneuvers. The most important
(time-dependent) flight parameters (alfa, beta, phi,
speed, pressures and altitude) have to be predicted (rtrst ' : :
used for flight simulators on ground) and then verified
in flight.

Fig. 22 Simulation of missile firing at HAOA using
Euler solvers

Advanced oroiect develooment related applications

of CFD and sugercomputing

It has been already mentioned, that many of the numeri-
Fig. 20 The CFD-Challenge of HAOA analysis of X- cal techniques, developed originally for the purpose of

31 supermaneuvers aerodynamic flow simulation, have been used in aero-
nautical industry as a "Fall-Out" after adequate modi-

To provide such efficient and reliable prediction tools, a fications for related relevant disciplines. In this chapter
European research initiative has been started in the early some of the most spectacular results obtained in Europe
eighties. Fig. 21 shows the result from the Industrial will be referenced, again without claiming for comple-
European Programme Group (IEPG) on Task 15. On a teness. Examples are given for
simplified modular canard-wing-body model geometry,
Euler flow simulation of canard-wing vortex flows at * computational electro-magnetics (CEM)
HAOA has been performed and validated by experi- • sonic boom prediction
ments in collaboration of several European countries - aeroacoustics
(UK, NL, IT, GE). * aeroelastics

- icing

Radar cross section minimisation technique is a key
element for survivability of military aircraft. Therefore
numerical prediction techniques are used to a large ex-
tent for improving the design to achieve "Stealth" capa-
bility.

Fig. 21 Euler simulation of canard-wing vortex flows
within the European research initiative IEPG
TA 15.

The combination of fighter aircraft flying at HAOA and
Missile firing leads to another challenge for numerical Fig. 23 CFD and CEM for YF-22 prototype analysis
simulation. In Fig. 22 the result of such an investigation based on Dasa-Red-Team assessment
is shown. Fig 23 shows the geometry of the YF-22 prototype,

where an effort war undertaken at a "Dasa-Red-Team"
to assess CFD and CEM characteristics simultaneously.
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One of the most significant and critical contribution to a present situation is again characterized by limitations
large radar signature is the engine intake. Therefore the due to approximate models and no coupling of the flow
prediction of the radar cross section of the intake and its field with the acoustic field. But there is hope that in the
dependency from the aspect angle is a mandatory requi- near future this deficiencies might be overcome by
rement for CEM. By using this techniques extensively means of CFD and supercomputing. Fig. 26 shows sonme
during configurational design the position of the intake results obtained at DLR in Braunschweig for the predic-
will be determined and often this is finally a result of a tion of the noise levels created by rotorbiades.
trade-off between aerodynamic functionality and radar
reflection. Fig. 24 gives some data obtained at Dasa for
a curved square to circular intake.

4N PU. ..

Fig. 26 CFD for the prediction of noise levels created
by rotorblades of helicopters

Fig. 24 Radar signature prediction for air intakes posi- The engineering problem of the coupling between aero-
tioning and design dynamics and structures (aeroelastics) is currently cha-

racterized by small scale approximate interaction pre-
Since the renaissance of interest in supersonic transxport dictions. But real time coupling of the aerodynamics and
(or even hypersonic flight using airbreathing propulsion) structural dynamics will be addressed more and more.
there is a renewed interest also in prediction (and mini- Fig. 27 reports on the results obtained during recent de-
misation) techniques for sonic boom patterns on ground. velopment of fighter aircraft.
Using Jameson's airplane code recently new results have
been obtained at Dasa for a Mach 3 airplane design. As
Fig. 25 demonstrates, the agreement between numerical

data and the experiment is surprisingly good. This holds
even for the delta Cp pressure signature on ground.

";I P, Af VI 'IRN1U / 1 1 Z

Fig. 27 Aeroclasticity - a challenge for supercomputing
"(Coupling of aerodynamics an structural dyna-

i | -mics)

The last example in this chapter is of great importance
Fig. 25 Sonic boom pattern prediction using from an aircraft operational point of view. Flying in bad

Jamesons's airplane code weather environment often leads to aircraft icing condi-
tions. There are several possibilities to get rid of the ice

Aerodynamic noise reduction is of significant public but there is no way to avoid icing at all. The prediction
interest in all countries. This poses a huge challenge of time-dependant growth of rime and glace ice shapes
specifically for the development of new helicopters. The based on the determination of water droplet paths and

-4



impingement limits is a very well known techrique view on the needs of interdisciplinary (concurrent) engi-
using computing tools. Fig. 28 gives some results 0:•ai- neering process for an overall optimized product.
ned for droplet paths and ice shapes for the Dornier Do
328 wing section.

* Dtrml,,int-On of Oropi0 t Ptr, * DIOt-rmnat.on of !,O-dtPandali G1o-th
Led tr l fmllllt t L.m-tt of -,. and G.C- ,0* Sh.

0
..

Rin.e IC* T -i10C Olan. IC.T 0C

Gl-an Ic. Shap.
Droplet Pata b Y LR-,aetod Fig. 30 Aircraft design and optimization methods

Fig. 28 Water droplet paths and icing on Do 328 wing To conclude the following statements are made:
section

- CFD is by now a well-developed and accepted tech-
Conclusions nology in Germany

- CFD is the basic design tool to reduce development
It can be stated easily, that CFD and supercomputing is risks and to introduce new technologies
a mandatory requirement in concurrent engineering. The . Interdisciplinary computational capabilities beyond
techniques used have reached, originally starting with CFD are in progress, combining CFD, Structural
computational aerodynamics, nearly all engineering analysis, CEM, IR-analysis and optimization techni-
disciplines. Much progress has been achieved in the past ques
because everyone works on the same airplane at the • Extensive progress has been achieved in mesh gene-
same time. External support groups are working as con- ration, by now permitting CFD for complex georne-
sultants only. Fig. 29 defines the goal to be reached in tries
performing concurrent engineering. * There is excellent cooperation between universities,

research establishments and industry in joint pro-
grammes, e.g. hypersonics, vortex flows, laminar and
turbulent flow

-. • The use of supercomputers of all kind is required as
intensively as possible (affordable), there are pro-

-. V . . blems related to investment cost, short half life and"_ • •'• ""change in architecture

Tea _. Complex flows at complex geometries demand ge-
Ter mnius engineers who understand the complete physics

Progress in CFD and supercomputing has been achie-
ved in Europe last not least due to several remarkable

international initiatives (GAPTEUR, IEPG, Vortex
Flow Experiment etc.)

Progress into me past - everyone works on the same airplane at tie same time Acknowledgment
Support groups are consultants only

Fig. 29 Concurrent engineering requires mandatorily This paper has been assembled using material provided
CFD and supercomputing by colleagues from many different European instituti-

ons, industry and research institutes as well as universi-
The present status in aircraft design and optimization ties. We therefore specifically appreciate the contributi-
methods is still characterized by limitations due to nu- ons and the friendly support obtained from
merical models and limited design/optimization capabi- AEROSPATIALE, DLR Goittingen, the Universities of
lities. But as shown in the paper, there is significant pro- Aachen and Stuttgart and from the Dasa subsidiaries
gress. The development of highly enhanced numerical Dornier, Deutsche Airbus and Military Division and
models and the development of procedures for improved Space Division.
optimum design is under way. Fig. 30 gives a schematic
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PROBABILISTIC SIMULATION OF CONCURRENT ENGINEERING OF PROPULSION SYSTMS

C. C. Chamis
NASA Lewis Research Center (H/S 49-8)

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135, U.S.A.

and

S. N. Singhal
Sverdrup Technology, Inc.

2001 Aerospace Parkway
Brookpark, Ohio 44142, U.S.A.

SUMMARY minimum time frame possible, at the
lowest cost obtainable, with desired

Technology readiness and available durability and quantifiable risk/
infrastructure is assessed for timely reliability. The infrastructure is
computational simulation of concurrent available for computationally
engineering for propulsion systems. simulating concurrent engineering
Results for initial coupled multi- including probabilistic simulators to
disciplinary, fabrication-process, and account for all the inherent
system simulators are presented uncertainties. The objective of this
including uncertainties inherent in paper is to outline an approach for the
various facets of engineering computational probabilistic simulation
processes. An approach is outlined of concurrent engineering for the
for computationally formalizing the multi-disciplinary procedure through
concurrent engineering process from which propulsion systems can be
cradle-to-grave via discipline- conceived, designed, developed,
dedicated work stations linked with a installed, operated, maintained, and
common database. retired.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. WHY COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILISTIC
SIMULATION OF CONCURRENT ENGINEERING?

Engineering systems are presently
developed by a loosely integrated The main impetus to find the new/
procedure where the assigned tasks of better approach for developing systems
each participating discipline are in today's highly competitive market
performed independently based on a place is to minimize cost and
cuilding block approach. A typical development time while maintaining
example for a liquid propulsion system desired product durability/reliability.
•s shown in Figure 1. The present Does the concurrent engineering
system development process is usually approach, focussed on formation of
Cased on a series of ad-hoc revisions tiger teams, fulfill the required
on an as-needed basis, with minimum promise? The authors' contention is:
.nteractions among participating the process of concurrent engineering
disciplines. The system adequacy is needs to be computationally simulated,
then assessed based on extensive encompassing probabilistic aspects,
testing at sub-component, component, i.e., including uncertainties at all
and system levels. This results in an stages, to reach the true minimum cost/
inadequate, ineffective, inflexible, minimum time benefits while maintaining
and costly system development process. true system durability/reliability. By
Clearly, a need exists for a new way, this we mean, that all the relevant
toncurrent engineering of the system information from all the participating
development process. disciplines should be put in a common

database and be accessible to all the
Concurrent engineering is usually participants concurrently from the day
described as simultaneous processing one of the process inception. Among
of all participating disciplines many benefits such as first hand
.nvolved in the total system consideration of all relevant cradle-
cievelopment cycle, largely facilitated to-grave information at early stages of
through tiger teams. The authors view the process and instantaneous
:oncurrent engineering as the process availability of the overview of all
through which all participating requisite information by all the
jisciplines (from cradle-to-grave) participants, this will ensuae that
interact concurrently through a common all revisions are instantly transmitted
tatabase to develop a system in the to all participating disciplines andIPresented atan A(GARI) Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe I)e.ig, TechnologhApril, l/3.
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not just those that the tiger teams performance-specific values, for
deemed appropriate as influencing the variables such as frequencies,
system outcome. Each participant can displacements, and cyclic strains, are
provide information on the variability available which can be used for accept/
their discipline will allow in the reject quality criteria and for
appropriate variables along with the verification of blade designs.
consequences of crossing these bounds.
Such a network will minimize the need 3.2 Multi-discipline Tailoring of
for personal interaction in form of Turboprops - The turboprop stage/
tiger teams and thus minimize propeller and the blade internal
parochial conflicts, while maximizing structure along with results of the
the flow of information. There will, various participating disciplines are
of course, be a need for certain shown in Figure 3 (ref. 2). The
person-to-person meetings between the tailored design specified the internal
management and/or the discipline construction and the external geometry
experts, but no need for frequent of the turboprops. All the details are
(time consuming and expensive) tiger in computer files which can be
team meetings. transferred to the shop to fabricate

the blade. The fabrication
3. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PARTICIPATING requirements were formally represented
DISCIPLINES by suitable constraints for (1) the

type of composite and fiber volume
Clearly, concurrent engineering for ratio, (2) ply thickness and number of
the total system development/ plies per node, (3) type of spar, (4)
operation/maintenance/retirementcycle spar shape (5) type of adhesive, (6)
is a complex multi-disciplinary cavity geometry, (7) angle of sweep,
process. The formal development for (8) twist angle, (9) camber and (10)
computational simulation of the airfoil geometry tolerances. Specific
concurrent engineering process must values of response variables are
(1) build on infrastructure already available which can be used to qualify,
available for discipline-specific and verify, and certify the turboprop.
integrated/coupled multi-discipline This specific example illustrates the
simulators for sub-components, multi-discipline infrastructure, beyond
components, and systems, (2) simple CAD/CAM that is needed to
concurrently account for all multi- develop computational simulation of the
discipline uncertainties, (3) make use concurrent engineering process.
of available computer hardware, and
(4) be open-ended for evolving 3.3 Multi-Discipline Tailoring of Fan
advanced technology both in software Blades - A more sophisticated coupled
and hardware arenas. Some of these structural/Thermal/Acoustic/Electroma-
computational simulators can be used gnetic Simulator was used for tailoring
to demonstrate in a limited way and on the composite configuration of a fan
a specific case basis, that blade subjected to multi-disciplinary
computational simulation of concurrent service loads. The results in Figure
engineering is not only feasible but 4 (ref. 3) in-house unpublished notes)
timely. This demonstration is a show the configuration for each
testament for the assessment of the discipline-specific load. The
readiness of the methodology for fabrication tolerances are included as
computationally simulating the constraints on the thicknesses for the
concurrent engineering process. The different layers and on the external
following examples are selected to blade geometry.
illustrate this point.

3.4 Fabrication Process Tailoring -
3.1 Structural Tailoring of Engine The simulator shown in Figure 5 was
Blades - The aircraft, the engine, and used for tailoring the composite
the blade along with current design fabrication process (Figure 6) for
procedures and derived design results maximum in-plane loads (Figure 7) -
are shown in Figure 2 (ref. 1). This ref. 4. Though, as a result of the
example shows that the computational fabrication process tailoring, the
simulation permits the design of a tensile load did not change, the
blade to meet system (engine) pressure consolidation time was reduced
performance requirements (ROI -Return by at least 30 percent. And, a
on Investment) in considerably reduced processing history emerged to increase
time. The design defines the blade in the compressive strength by about 50
all its details with hot and cold percent.
configurations. These configurations
can he transferred to numerically 3.5 System simulator - The simulation
controlled machines to fabricate methods for discipline-specific and/or
blades which match disk assembly component-specific tasks are integrated
requirements. In addition, structural to simulate entire systems. These

1*_ __ _
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simulators are next to the last steps presently emerging concept of fuzzy
to develop computational simulators theory application to product design -
for concurrent Engineering. One such since quantification of uncertainties
simulator is implied in Figure 8 (ref. inherently defines the acceptable
5). The next level of simulation product performance range which fuzzy
which is that for the vehicle is shown theory is supposed to determine by the
in Figure 9. use of a subjectively determined

quality function. This function can be
4. SIMULATORS FOR CONCURRENT readily represented by a suitable
ACCOUNTING OF MULTI-DISCIPLINE segment of the cumulative probability
UNCERTAINTIES distribution function. The methodology

readiness to account for uncertainties,
An important part of the engineering reliability and risk is sufficiently
process is an accurate assessment of mature to be incorporated in
system's reliability and risk, most computational simulation methods for
effectively simulated via concurrent engineering or component
probabilistic methods accounting for assemblies and even vehicles.
the uncertainties at various stages of
the system development process. In Collectively, these specific examples
absence of methods to treat these demonstrate that substantial
uncertainties, traditional approaches infrastructure is available and
rely on a lump-sump safety factor, evolving that is essential to
resulting in wasteful and inefficient computationally simulate concurrent
overdesigns with increased costs. A engineering for aerospace propulsion
methodology is under development where components accounting for uncertainties
the uncertainties in load, structure, in respective variables.
and material can be represented
probabilistically. The corresponding 5. AN EMERGING PLAN
uncertainties in the structural
response can be quantified which can An emerging plan is described as
be subsequently used to assess "integrate software packages for the
component/system reliability and risk. computational probabilistic simulation
The essence of the method is of multi-disciplinary procedures
schematically illustrated in Figure 9 through which propulsion systems are
(ref. 6). developed (conceived, designed,

fabricated, verified, certified),
4.1 Damage Probability and Total Cost installed, and operated. The plan is
Simulator - Typical results, showing shown in Figure 12 with multi-
the probability of damage initiation discipline facets at the top,
risk and total cost vs. fatigue concurrent engineering computational
cycles, for an SSME blade are shown in probabilistic simulation at the center,
Figure 10. This approach can also be and simulated system evolution at the
used to assess improvements in bottom. This software system will
material processing versus probability consist of (1) work stations with
of failure and cost as is shown in discipline-specific modules, dedicated
Figure 11. expert systems and local databases, (2)

a central executive module with a
4.2 Benefits of Probabilistic global database and with communication
Simulators - Accounting for links for concurrent interaction with
uncertainties benefits the system multi-discipline work stations, (3)
development process by: (1) minimizing unsupervised learning neural nets, (4)
the amount of testing required for adaptive methods for condensing and
qualification and certification, (2) incorporating information as the system
providing information on fabrication evolves, (5) zooming methods, (6)
parameters which have negligible graphic displays, and (7) computer-
influence on system performance and generated files for computer-controlled
reliability leading to relaxing of fabrication machines. Also, the
fabrication tolerances for these appropriate computer hardware needs to
parameters resulting in cost savings, be available and configured for
(3) relaxing material acceptance specific implementations.
criteria in situations where certain
material characteristic are 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
insignificant to product reliability,
(4) avoiding the need for This paper briefly describes what is
unnecessarily high safety factor the state-of-the-art of the concurrent
penalty in the system design, (5) engineering process in terms of its
providing a quantifiable means for necessity, interpretation, and
defining the chances of product implementation for the system
survivability in real-life service development process. An infrastructure
environments, and (6) bypassing the of the methodology/technology readiness
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Figure 1 - Current development approach for liquid rocket propulsion
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STAEBL -- STRUCTURAL TAILORING OF ENGINE BLADES

CURRENT DESIGN PROCEDURES
0 WEIGHT 17 LB
* ROI 3.0%k
e PROF. MANYEARS 52 WEEKS

STAEBL DERIVED DESIGN
e WEIGHT 16 LB
"" ROI 3.3%
0 PROF. MANYEARS 1 WEEK

Figure 2 - Structural tailoring of engine blades
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Figure 3 - Structural tailoring of turbo prop blades
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Figure 9 - Parallel between concurrent development and computational
simulation methods
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Figure 1 2 - Total cost for improving structural reliability quantified in
terms of quality control
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Figure 13 - Proposed plan for computational simulation of concurrent
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1. Introduction

British Aerospace is Britain's largest Manufacturing Group.

Products cover Defence Systems, Commercial Aircraft, Cars, Civil
Engineering, Property Development, Construction and Project Management.

BAe Defence is the largest defence company in Europe with a turnover
of £4.2 billion. Exports account for over 70% of sales. Military
Aircraft Division is an important part of BAe Defence with major projects
ongoing centred around HAWK, HARRIER, TORNADO and the European Fighter

Aircraft EFA.

2. Paperless Aircraft

The 'Paperless Aircraft' project was initiated within Military
Aircraft Division during the 1980's with the major aims of reducing
costs, improving quality and compressing the aircraft development
lifecycle.

In order to develop an appropriate technology base a thorough
understanding of the design process had to be assimilated. This was
achieved by developing a series of frameworks for integrated airframe
design inclusive of all disciplines involved in the product definition

lifecycle.

The project spreads across many areas and will ultimately run

through from Electronic Contract and Specification, Concept Design,
Baseline Standard Aircraft Definition to Automated Detail Design through

to a 3D digital product model, Aircraft manufacture and in service

support.

Theoretical Analysis, Testing, Flight Test and Certification are all
becoming dependent on Computer software and visualisation of results is
much improved particularly in terms of comparison of data. This is
enabling engineers to be much more confident in their designs.

The Management of data in a complex environment is also an issue

covering the transition from 2D drawing to 3D model, upstream technical
areas and downstream Production Engineering through to manufacturing.

Systems are being developed to cover these activities leading to the
establishment of a CITIS (Customer Integrated Technical Information
Service) covering both Technical and Business Data.

CITIS is part of the MoD/DoD requirement for implementation of CALS

(Computer Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support) which is a business
strategy to introduce Concurrent Engineering, establish international

standards and develop integrated logistics support systems based on a

digital definition of the product.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'ntegrated Airframe l)esign Technoloy' April. 1993.
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The transition to a 'Paperless' environment is a key initiative
being taken on by the worlds leading Aerospace Companies as a new way of

doing business in the 1990's.

For the future MAD intends to continue implementation of 'Paperless'
concepts with emphasis on the introduction of Concurrent Engineering for
its major projects particularly EFA. It is putting into place the
necessary organisation changes and investment in technology to achieve
effective generation of the product models and management of data across
the multi-function teams.

3. Concurrent Engineering

Concurrent Engineering is being implemented as part of the Company's
business plan to reshape the organisation and reduce the product
lifecycle. The tools developed for the electronic 'Paperless'
environment provide the enabling technology to make this happen.

Concurrent Engineering is a business strategy to re-organise people
into integrated multi-function prcject teams utilizing Computer Aided
Engineering tools as the enabling technology. The objective is to reduce
timescales and improve quality by moving from a sequential series of
operations to a more product focused environment which will allow
simultaneous activities to be properly co-ordinated.

During the late 1980's two projects have provided a basis for MAD's
implementation of CE. These are the 'Hawk' competitiveness programme and
the 'Paperless Aircraft' project. Both these activities concentrate on
the requirements for CE with emphasis on 'Organisation' and 'Technology'.

The Hawk project aimed at a reduction in cycle time for
pre-production activities and a better design definition by involvement
of all functions operating as a team from the outset. This approach was
adopted on the T45 GosHawk wing project and demonstrated both reduced
'makespan' and significantly less change in manufacture.

Building onto this experience is the development work on the
'Paperless Aircraft' utilizing 3D solids to define product models which
enable clear visualisation to be achieved at an earlier stage in the
design.

These product models provide centralised databases for major
projects and are being used for the creation of digital mock-ups for EFA,
Harrier and Hawk.

The new techniques have been used to good effect on each of these
projects. On EFA the Wing and centre fuselage fuel volumes were created
as solid models and the resultant wing volume was within 2% of the figure
obtained by filling the actual wing with fuel.
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For the Harrier the pitch control system was modelled together with
surrounding structure. Then using Kinematics a fully working mechanism
was defined thus enabling a successful audit to be achieved prior to

commitment for manufacture.

In addition to the above in August 1991 a Concurrent Engineering
team was set up for the EFA single seat aircraft front fuselage to fit
the full avionic suite in the radar bay.

The major areas of re-design were modelled and completed in March
1992 and have resulted in a clearer definition of structural and systems
assembly requirements in a highly complex area of the airframe.

This has had a significant impact on the planning process providing
a much better insight into understanding the downstream activities
necessary to achieve build at an earlier stage in the design. To date
detail manufacture necessary for the fitting of the avionics boxes which
include machined items, flat and formed parts and pipes have all been
made without the need for any design changes.

The whole of the 'radar bay' structure as defined by the 3D solid
model has been built with only a small number of engineering changes due
mainly to assembly mismatches.

MAD is now turning its attention to the training required for
Concurrent Engineering centred around the need to deve' .p broader Ckill
based 'Design Engineers' rather than single dibcipiines. These engineers
will be supported by specialists who will have in depth functional based
skills together with enabling technology 'tool set' expertise.

4. Product Definition

Current activities are leading towards CALS compliance with the
adoption of STEP ISO-10303 when available.

For new design, product definition is developed on CATIA as a 3D
master model which also serves on some projects as an 'Electronic
Mock-Up'.

Electrical wiring definition is achieved via 'in house' developed
systems:-

BCAWD - BAe Computer Aided Wiring Diagram
BCAPE - BAe Computer Aided production Electrical.

These systems cover schematic wiring diagrams and wire data
respectively and are compatible with 'European' standards.

Integration of engineering and technical data is to be achieved by
development of a new Data Management System CAEIMS - CAE Information
Management Service. This will eventually form the infrastructure
necessary to transform data from different systems into a CITIS
environment.
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Definition of Product Structure is via a number of mainframe systems
which are part of the company 'Overall Business Architecture'.

Essentially 'Bills of Material' are produced on the Design Product
Definition System - DPDS. Configuration Control is achieved via CMS -
Change Management System. Both systems are compatible with European
Standards in terms of the AECMA ABC guidelines.

There is a proposal to bring this standard into line with STEP and
this is being considered by the AECMA Technical Industrial Commission.

The Procurement and Management of Aircraft Ground Equipment is
controlled by another 'in-house' developed system PAMAGE. This is used
by Partner companies, MoD and Rolls-Royce. It is the intention to make
this system compliant with MIL-STD-1840A for automated data interchange.

For the future 'Image Distribution' is being considered as a
replacement for microfilms and a pilot project is in progress on the
HAWK. Documentation is also being reviewed on HARRIER to determine the
feasibility of converting Stress/Aero calculations to electronic storage.

There is considerable customer interest in this area and provided
this continues compliance with relevant CALS standards will be achieved.

5. Data Management

The main elements required to control data will be covered by the
development of a new system. CAEIMS CAE Information Management
Service.

This will provide a 'Kernel' for marshalling data from the Company's
data bases to the appropriate usage point 'in-house' and to external
customers/suppliers/sub-contractors via a CITIS gateway.

The principles being addressed are:-

"o Data configuration control
"o Electronic approval/Release Cycle
"o Visibility of data associativity and audit trails
"o Data availability within access control parameters
"o Data flow control and automated interchange

For the exchange of data with external customers development is
aiming towards CITIS which will provide standard communication to/from
the customer and data conversion to CALS Standards/Communication
protocols.

Architecture and user access are being considered together with
issues yet to be resolved relevant to the commercial implications of
CITIS ani development of the final specification.
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6. Conclusion

The development of the integrated airframe design process has
progressed naturally by proving its worth relevant to business need
together with being able to respond rapidly to more and more demanding
project requirements.

As the Aerospace business evolves the need for highly efficient
design, analysis, optimisation and rapid prototyping techniques is
becoming even more critical to achieving the competitive edge necessary
to operate successfully in world markets.

MAD has faced this challenge and intends to maintain and improve its
position as one of the world leaders in the field of Military Aircraft
design.

INTRODUCTION

"* BAe Defence

"* Paperless Aircraft

"* Concurrent Engineering

"* Product Definition

"* Data Management & Exchange

Figure 1
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DEFENCE

"* BAe Defence is the largest defence company
in Europe

"* Military Aircraft Division is an important part
of BAe Defence with major export contracts

"* Principal products are HAWK, HARRIER, TORNADO
and the new European Fighter Aircraft

Figure 2

PAPERLESS AIRCRAFT

* Initiated in the 1980's

"* Reduce costs
"* Improve quality

"* Compress the aircraft development lifecycle

Improve Business Performance
Current and Future

Figure 3

PAPERLESS AIRCRAFT

* Establish a 'Digital Master Product Model'
* Develop integrated systems
* Provide effective data management

* Implement Concurrent Engineering

IIntegrated Airframe Design4

Figure 4
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DESIGN PROCESS FRAMEWORK

Figure 5

DESIGN PROCESS FRAMEWORK
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CALS/CE - COMMUNICATIONi
Design

Stress Aerodynamics

Engineering Product Support

Quality Assurance ity

BRITISH AEROSPACE

Aircraft O Aircraft
Companies • ' Companies

Comanes *ýIntegrated weapon Sstem Data Base opne

Suppliers Suppliers

Globa Papoh~s Akuiaft

Figure 10

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING

Business Drivers

* Reduce product Itfecycle
* Reshape the organisation

* 41

HAWK
Competitiveness Program Paperless Aircraft

PILOT - PROJECTS

Figure 11
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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING
PILOT -PROJECTS is

EFA Front fuselage
T45 Goshawk Wing Avionics fit in radar bay
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Figure 12

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING
Lesn Lere

"* Need to re-profile investment
"* 'Up Front' design requires more time
"* Co-locate the team or provide virtual co-location
40 Lifecycles must be synchronised - eg. SYSTEMS/AIRFRAME
0 Data management is essential

0 MAD will introduce CE on a wider scale
40 Organisation is being put into place
0 Enabling technology investment plans are being revised

to meet the new business environment
Figure 13
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PRODUCT DEFINITION

"* Aerodynamics - CFD/Navier Stokes - Wind tunnel results
"* Structures - PATRAN/NASTRAN - Structural test results
"* Design - CATIA - 30 master modeVelectronic mock-up

- Anvil - Mechanical CAD/CAM
- BCAWD/BCAPE - Electrical CAD/CAM
- DPDS - Product Structure/Bill of Material
- CMS - Change Management

"* Software - CORE/lCD/HOOD/ADA -0 IPSE > SimulatioiV
"* Hardware - Specifications - Test rig results/ Analysis Models

* Comparison of - Airframe/Systems
Results W

Overall Business Architecture I

Figure 14

PRODUCT DEFINITION

* Product Structure (DPDS) European Standard
0 Change Management (CMS)..
• Electrical CAD/CAM > A &

• Mechanical CAD/CAM iG - -Dt ]

STEP - CALS STANDARD ISO 10303 / EN30303

Figure 15
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PRODUCT DEFINITION

Image Distribution

* Drawing Set (currently microfilmed) Raster Graphics

* Documents (currently paper) / MIL-R-28002

Ground -':luipment I

* PAMAGE (Process & Management of AGE) -WSGML

MIL-M-28001

Configuration Control

* Customer/Contractor/Supplier integration STEP

1W MIL-STD-1840A

Functional Design Build Standard

Customer Configuration Control System

Figure 16

DATA MANAGEMENT

"* Development in progress of CAE IMS

"* Will provide a 'Kernel' for marshalling data to and from
company data bases

"* External Customers/Suppliers/Sub-Contractors will access
via a CITIS gateway

* CAE IMS will provide access control to engineering data

"* Data conversion to CALS standards and communication
protocols will be carried out on a project requirement basis

Figure 17
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DATA MANAGEMENT

Imoran Isue

"* Data configuration control

"* Electronic approval/release cycle

"* Visibility of data associativity and audit trails

"* Data availability within access control parameters

"* Data flow control and automated interchanges

Figure 18

DATA MANAGEMENT AND EXCHANGEFI I--I -F-

ACCESS
CONTROL CAE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICE

DATA

DISTRIBUTION COUUNICATIONS/COW4IRSON

STPDATA EXHNESTANDARDSEDI- -
DELIVERY OTERIUM TECHNIC

INTERFACE

OUTSIDE WORLD

CALS AECMA ATA

Figure 19



CONCLUSION

* Integrated Airframe Design developed to meet

* Investment will continue for specific project requirements

Aerospace Bushness Ev~ution

EMcit Design, Anaysis, Optimisation and
Rapid Prottyping Tchniqus

MAD has faced the ChallengeI

Figure 20

MAD
Wmi Duv*er

Integrated Airframe Design

Figure 21
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Sunimarv contentment of custonier, (exsternal i. s "ell a, internal)

the paper presents in the first part somne idea% for insvestigation optinlized minerdis~ciplinary i netvork of different

andi impros ements of deselopienet processes. Typical processes Ll.1e~ ci( i ii eucd c Iw ii ossad d
are shown using the SADT-technkiue and a process flow dia- ilaetuf[
gram. In the second part a redesigned process chain for the de- eooi s fhmnadmtra cOrC 13t
sign and manufacturing of complex composite parts is explai- - mechino~ueý of huiman and somatera to sok rc
ned. Two examples show the functionality of the new fi1vel w* J1hnshrdaeadsitaeisl
constructive design model for this process.

flexible organization miodel% andi methodologies
1. Introduction

The next step is to examiniie the existing situaii~on and pices"ses
Present and future high performance aircraft designs will be cha- and to define prioriti,ýs and goals for ittproisements (e g reduction
racterized by increasing complexity which involves for example of development time and/or costs by 201' ) Very useful in this
that the "eight and the costs (e~g. development and life cycle phase is bi-ncbmarking. that means realistic comparison iii the pro-
costs) are dotmiinated by non-structiural parts such as% svstemis for cesses, with those of partners and comtpetitors ("bcst in class
guidance. survey. flight control etc. with a huge atmount of elec-
trical lines. Another itnortant fact is. that the customers, that After that a rTedesignC' or more effective a 'rethink' te~g. )ust-in
mneans airforces and airlines, are not willing and able to pay any time mnethodologies) of processes anti methodologies must happen
price for a product. which is indeed technological top, but the fiollowsed by a realistic imipletmentation plan of the new ideas.
fly -assay price and/or operating costs are too high. T hese points
Must lead to some changes of goals and strategies in aircraft die- The furher ciontent iif this paper is hmiined to process aspec~ts andt
%eloping cotmpanies, which have to be considered. IThus it is first will suggest first a miethodiology homw to mnodel interdisciplintir%
iiecessary to identify the features which are essential for a suc- aircraft develompment processes and the related prodJuct data
cessfmid marketing and developrment of a produict (Fig 1):

With a special example the redesign of an existing sequential die-

sign anti tmantifacturing process chain for complex composite skin
structures intio a highly parallelized anti tinme reduced ties lopment

C Cutstomners process is show n.

2. The aircraft development process
P Processes

Since a few years. at Deutsche Aerospace (DASA) aircraft engi
neering departmient some projects were started ito improve the de-

Ressources/ velopment processes. Although much of the product design has
R 0Orgniatins been automated by C"AD/C'AM and other tools and product and

Orgaizatons engineering data has becomle a great deal more accurate. tue ove-

rall productivity of engineering has not much imtproved because

Fig. 1: Essential features for suecesful marketing and tepoesshv o uhcagd

development of products

Pre~sented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe D~esign 'kt'/nolog%". April, 199)3.
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During the last month, detailed investigation of existing pro-
cesses and data flows have took place in order to find poten-
tials for improvements like

- unnecessary iterations
double activities
breaks in data structures
management of data and informations ___

no value-added processes
bureaucracy.

To identify the problems, different views on the product and
on the process are neccessary. For a complete product model
a hierarchic decomposition of the aircraft structure (Fig. 2)
must be done in order to know the interdependencies and
transmissions of informations between the different parts and
objects.

Fig. 3b: Main activity diagram

Starting with this IDEFO or ARM-model (Application Reeren-
sr ........ ce Model) a data model (IDEFI or AIM = Application Infor-

-maion Model) can be derived in the next step. With that a po-
[-•"rg 1 1`9 duct model of parts or assembled structures or - in the future -

17. •of a complete aircraft can be developed. These models contain
Skin in a standardized format (e.g. STEP = STandard for the Ex-

change of Product Data) all relevant data and informations for
_ "o the product development process and every participant of the

process - from the first idea until to the recycling of the aircraft-
can use those data with the tools which are necessay in the cor-

Fig. 2: Rough product structure of an aircraft responding life cycle phase.

Directly connected to a certain part/object is its design, manu- To include finally the process time in the insestiganons in oriler
facturing and assembly process with the attached relevant to identify potentials for paralleliritg of act(% ities, process flow
data . diagrams (PERT-diagrams) and/or (GANT diagrams can be

used. An example of the X31 -Wing predesign process is shown
As a method for the functional modelling of complex proces- in Fig. 4.
ses the tool-supplied SADTI1DEFO -method (Structured Ana-
lysis and Design Technique) was used. In Fig. 3 two levels .: I 1, • L,,7
(Context and main activiety diagram) of typical aircraft busi-

ness processes are shown. (To get all necessary informations .... .;,

about the processes inputs. output, ressources and control pa- . ... I
rameters, a structured questionnaire has to be developed. ).

Wr,,Wijfg Control -,~r

InpouOopui "' i '-.Z

...... .. .Activity .

Tý hAgh-fte • ...

idcvcltrp. - A.-fa-r (,rard F, iFwq it

M.On1h Fny Srdr, Fig. 4: Process flow diagram I predesign)

In the following chapters a redesigned p~rocess chain for the de-
aTn/r•rnis sign and manufacturing of complex composite parts is explai-Mechanism/ II I"-

Rtsvourc"s Ined. It is a realization of an integrated process that links simul-
,,,, •taneously relevant design parameters and manufacturing

informations and generates at the design level a part program
that can directly be post-processed into NC-data for a tape ap-

Fig.3a: Context diagram plication machine. As a common product data model the the di-

minsional geometric data (e.g. CATIA) are used 11,21.



3. Process chain for composite structures demands on the structure. The structural model supplie, a Ina

thematical description of the physical behaviour of the suu lure

In aircraft design, requirements concerning failure safety, vi using appropriate state vanables e~g aerodynamic pres-ure.
bration behaviour, aerodynamic and aeroelastic structural stresses, stains, eigenvalues and eigenttiodes, aeroelastic eltfi

properties, stabilitv Ibucklirg). manufacturing etc. have to be ciencies, flutter speeds, shear strains of prepreg tapes etic

considered in the development process. At the same time a wihdpn ntesrcua aalsthp.cosSLos

minimal structural weight and low production costs should be ply distribution, prepreg Courses etc. IFor cottplex stri the
achived.structural mtod~el includes, different anus ses ituslels !rid

proced ares (e.g aerod~ tiam ic l,atiel nmodel firi tie lemient ni

The system layout, i.e. the topology and the shape of the corn- del, manufacturing tmodel etc.,i.
ponents. as well as the choice of niaterial~ty pes and the mate-
rial layout (e.g. ply distnbution and fiber orientations of com- An optimization algorithiti is a riiatheniatital priicedure tor sol
posites) have to he determined considering the multiple and ving the problem deftned by equatiot ( I ) A ith struc tural opti

extrermely comiplex correlations mentioned above. Structural niization problems there Iusualls is a nonlinear relationship bet
optimtization miethods are %et useful in order to solve such v&eeit the behaviour futictiotis (objective and onstrami~
destig ta.ks mtuch faster and ttuch more efficient than it can fuictioti1sl and the design s ariables. le~aiise of !his fiinliieari
be done 11% coiientionial soliitioit conceL'pts 113.41 AdditioiiallsI ty , IIIW, problem ( H cannot be sokes d esphidN his butnki 1% 0sing
tlie% tmake it possible to ac~hiese teclintcalls atnd ecoiiiiiiicalls art leraitise. rtiniitrical plocess. I .r that purpose. "I'll2

"iPtiliill designs iii/aiitio Algoiithiiis wsith different OI~lHiitil StratCf-egi h~ise tNCC!I

de. e'pcii duiirnig the List ilecades I ,peietefice slioks thiat li
5\ithiii an structural optinnhiation process aiiu~uril Aasi ClICIC elli and rohust ness of thle se ilgirlithills of ten ile cn'd I[)

strucitiril sis the'Xt~e`J I)1,\C1)
niethoils. tiatheniiiicail optlimizatioin algorithmis a- isell :i, an thenl~t prolbleml Ilirtr.i sasaiaeii i i i I

iptiniui/aioii modlt.C are cotmbinedl in a Control lool, toi soilse a Ildia one .ilizreihlit .,asaiale w bie ible III liic nIIeu ~IIV .

design task 14.5 1. 1 he design tas is fornul~tied b-171N til op .l I, nioist suitahle tor a gise piohlrillw
ztiliot its id~l. sshttch conttalins a design imodel ilest:7,ibin the Ilii. ý 511055 the (,Ieit Ii tlie ileec oK.ir tin- !I

dCiesgi freCdotti1111 atil a es alii~tioMn odel describing thi, ib- itia lol si

jc~tii,, C iiiicnoi(ii s m2d the coiislari,ili

3.1 C ontroil IAKop 01 the O)ptimization Process .. . . . . . .

Ilii oider to deal s5lb,, iihpiniuallon prohlelils iq lie mitrucural . .- I -

le'igii pince~ss jI ptiielire nil loss g the I hree (Coliiimns
(oric~ept 1J.'S1 ccins nio,, suitable. Folohli5ing Ibis tlvitcepl.ý

the solution prok ediire is dIIIided into tlie three coliiimns

Ii Siruitniural it dinile
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silise Ii truly ii11itirnl ilill 061a1 in only be achieved hs co andu Iiinscdiiies tor .letniiimiiiii Ow n~si~.~i it,"I
plete Is and actu~e rICly defi ned design task sshichi totiiders all ,airioiiri iriakill, ii'Xlel



CONSTUCTIE DEIGN ODELStiffeners as well as shells consist of many lamiunated single
plies. The single plies are Manufactured by means of pretabn-

Desig vairiaublio cated prepreg-mats (fabrics) or tapes with discrete thicknesses

C44.lflucive bu~iltiup (e.g. t =0.125 or 0,25 mm) The elsiiNadstrength proper-
-1De-it. of - ties of the laminate can thus essentially he designed by utt~lling

*e'g Con. iurtrio.o 4"Iatyis o-fable anilty.i. th, f,,,ltwing design freedoms:
,va.bilie. 'aluibles ariibin

_______________________1. Topological ply distribution on the surface inumiber and

stacking sequence of plies placed one upnot the other, ar
rangetnent and dimension of the single plies)

2. Fiber orientations in the single plies

The realizable fiber orientations in the single plies depend oif
the applied prepreg type tfahrics or tapes) and on the mianultas
tuning process As far as prepreg-tape:i. are concerned, all fibrs,

5ni~ iei~o *ro~o~i~ o.oo.dol. elckn are orientated uniderectional (LI'D so that the difterent fiber
orientations in the lamnmate call be chtsnicrierel, As .fcsrilftd
ahose. the possible arrangeentets are oi mtanifold that itheý jit

F'ig. 6: a) Principal functions of a constructive design Oinly be fulls1 utfilited %kih the aid of sirucltural optittitailon ile
model thods. This iý the reasonl Ahys in conxe~mitinldig prr.e-.C,

b) Determination of I he anali sis %aria bles of ss ithout structural opttmiz.ition1. hie fibecr orientaition, ire usiuA
different analysis m'odels 1i> resticted to tour directions "11twit :it,- arratiged i: oi'lttnt

steps oft -I5' 10/-)5/90f/1 ;5 S ubsejI~llucI`, Mitt OW flr emirt h

CoitstruCtse design misfiels base the follo%%ing advantages plies anrd their distribution Is dletenuHiried 11CCOrdiirgit, tic spe

cil requirenitris onl tire striict~irc If ticaits tit this, it i'

diret aid tniqie dscrptio otconsrucis el~toutble to meet ill constraints .A itinitill.1 ssigw. 0t scic. is 1'.1
obtaittei. 01t1s It thfittl e tibet OIrCt~ietirloti has s ) dctci ft

ir ptit' izat I(irl resulIts CiiiI be u tti Iic li ifrectI.I, titt I Iil( I pI IIIITI1ttI I%. Itie )sitistt:iiit if)I\ J he fltic k MM~

->no falsiticatiii it i the resuilts h,, 1 itatlstitillttluz I-F sink, tural tk cight it the anict Time

propertes itou a coritriuctis.e lasout.
-> aiii dtic ,_ auitend colt truct ie coil sainiitis cii he ortu'TIT 3.4 I nte'grated ta pe-lai ing process

lated tnathetttatiaclls, arid considered Ini (ie ilplItttti.ifttio,
- higher aicceptance oIf structunralI optimization i in putn~ InodrtljtinIhiocceýIN-uc iepcr: ae

shouilu be applied oin tire struUCtUinal suur:ace Cthoiui iiiN gcaps Or
designt definition independent tit tifrte anal) sis itodel oberlaps. lIt ailrcraftclt iructioti:01. fross es . thbrie aire of t tell

d!"INCbl crunsd ipplicatioit suiuna~cc ss lch ate nonl tes elopaibl
itiilitchis i plittar> iiplili-ltirto %s iti ifiticerti iiijf an \ is tcCIiisC (It Tli iiti' seip~blt it \\Is L ;1i 1 ti c b ilsIfile Ill

nitiitlcl , il tic ariried 'lit, jtesLn ii r ip irceps. 1t all OlIC 1Airs 55~d tiui kiiailh~ .001 tir
aniuss .. titisfels c:1itl ir 'hatics iilie ii, ptillii/tionin 'ri -illo ri.tl d piathti ,(il (tiatijAt it 11.1 se 1 '1 1 .i ti 4 s.;)C 010

ces. eii tieli istnii~tifo si~i~e Otilit/ti 'tiirresults trout the tape la ' iii, u Xiiul as iItl1uielte "I Csis-1till
melth rtitcinctitti in oidcT i atio v stiffciettt analsis tonicsI 1IN his itleatis~i Ththe tapesC hoc to 1-1 lictjil1Cdt alug Cur

it~%ed nIrturses. in order ito ensurc .u toot1l!1COI 'ci ol c Ie Il!

lii's,% tile prcprtre apl ,toif 'unt d' 'iuiic curse\d saril A, L"

I ie ilisaduatitIge (It LoliirliCtise tiasiels is the hi 'gher pro- Cirireu 'i rtaiita ofi in thle -isct a highlO niutiber tif piti,

.:rantinni-tr effort liecesar\ for a practical realizattioti lit shape thitsrkesi prl au5lile h.ý iaso iinitpiileti spes I-

"pltIllm/.illr. thie rile (It 01rin11`1ti.i%1 or geoi'ittrwl-1 des igil ft tplaneisices In tlit- nut iii applictritott pri ies' inlI

rirlekils is Alradds iltal [fhe iilfiissirc seCtiiilis depict tire lire laying dific~tiiit of the first tape (iti the slitile layecr utwii i

\pes tal oartmtrmwtme idesig'n miiodel tiirnitlniiaitlt for file Tfint usaI.lly Applied afloiin A Il11ifril paihi is Wisialls prestibed by

tier of plies aniffthe 1i1% distibiitiII(ri is usefl is for the '01111c tire 1,.las li iITeCtLitl11 111 reference point lihe olJrl1ItAiif TCtiie
III thle p~repreg tapes ill the single pile, It taittilflatedl-itier theiir joir all filir igtpsu h'tgp riselp >hand
c' itr ,i P 'it siut~rij i r

".iirriilly thre tape oturse- are nll
1  

kitirus tiaii itrcyin the

designT procsess IT lde.'fr ;o nmake the applicatioin process mtoire
34.3 11 eneral huilt-up of fibier com~tiotie aircraft structures etfcicrien and ncproriiiicible. .i tape: icefr-mg tccfnllliig> k% as iic e

loipeid uifitrii tile fist I \cars ushich alli~s' 5 a niirincalu colt
Aircraft i itlniinenis miadfe oii fiber ciompositie Materials are iro'icm :ippliinaiin (if prepreg-1 rapes ailong us cd ouurse,, olt

Orliihissll~fl' dc) ino turi lasss uijiible .unilsm suifaces fry I tape: lay ung Itilciille ifI g 71 1 I0
1Siutifus wh snt~wnires it fill] stndiiu fri If oine itlerelt \4oulf benif thre t~ipes h5(ell app)> inci thetir ,iliiir

ti jndiiiti rh shell, tirsed c.iurwes. \s niluels %ksoulu irCLur because iif the different

%Iwi 'riithuc strimn itret, 1 s titfencrs lay rig t lengthi of the tibers ,icriiss (thc tape i Fig X t In order it,
hi unsilteieuf shlis tresC tiltI1il. andii it% eq nalit the dfifferenlt lag ing lengthls. the i

bi ulillitened shells liers ale shiftcd it tile taIpe la\ ing prisc,, s I Ii! Xc. 'I h, fibe~r
shiftICi ng ,il iaulse's shear stra iii itt tfis prepreg inatri\ Ahi5 ttt
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the fiber strains are negligible. The fiber shifting is only possible up to a certain limit because

tion, the shear stresses in the unhardened viscoplastic resin ma-

trx relax completely I 1I.

Furthermore the curvature of the courses is limited by machine
constraints. In addi .ii.n to other technologi. ;--nds. espe-
cially these curvature and shifting constraints are the most im-

portant manufacturing constraints which have to be considered
in the design process.

Above all, the curved courses are utilized for a prepreg-
application on double curved surfaces w ithout gaps or o'serlapv
Depending on the surface curv ature and on the laying direction
there is still space for a course curvature which exceeds the ran

ge necessary for the surface adaptation. This design freedom
can be utilized to fulfill the other constraints of the design task
(static, dynamic, aeroelastic properties etc. ) with less plies and

Fig. 7: Tape-laying machine by this, the structural weight can be minimized

PP direction rs4. Constructi%e Design Models for FR-Composiles

a)==:= For the constructive description of the pl, and preirteg distribu-a) ntion, a geometrical description of the application surlace and it,
matriz peripherie is first of all required Generally' an% parametric sur-

fiber lengt~s 11 face function rsiunvy can be ti'ed for this Purpose usJ, = rIde-
pendent parameters). In order to describe arbitars double
curved structural surfaces, sculptured surfaces consisting ot se
veral surface patches(g) are most suitable. The patches are

b) usually described by biparametricpolynoniials. Such sculptured

surfaces are commonly used in commercial geonmetry nodelers
so that it is possible to use the surface data (coefficients of the

1 polynomial functions) provided hy such a geonetry modeler

e) 4.1 Constructie design model of fhe ply distribution

In order to constructively describe the ply distruhution. all sin-
gle plies which have the same fiber orientation are combined in

Fig. 8: a) Tape application along natural path one ply group. Since not all plies of this group cover the total

b) Tape steering without fiber shifting => wrinkling surf ,ce one obtains a step-like 'ply group mountain". 'A here the

c) Tape steering with fiber shifting => no wrinkling dro1 . -off angles can be modelled and restricted to certain values
to avoid delarninatir'n (Fig. 10a, h, c). This ply group mountain

-~~ ,eei . - ~~~ can approximately be described Ixa neoigsupue
s,,pi3 ,," surface (Fig. lObh. For the mathematical description of this

sulptured surface it seems recommendable for many reasons to

use a Bezier-surface which is defined rangekise. arid which

ShiSning defe consists of bicubic patches (Fig. I I ):

/ ) 1 0 ý:O

Co,.,.•cmno.,ooae = : ,. •, mm1  ; /=I, .. ,mm (2)

/where t envelope of the layer group,

,1,43 independent parameters,

fi fm Bernstein-polynomial functions,

b3 ,, .,,. Bezier-coelficienta,

- n,, n3 number of patches in (,- and

Fig. 9: Fiber shifting device for tape steering direction.
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- 2 Therefore. the variables of the structural surface and are
described analogous to the thiscniess distribution

3 3

nt I n2 (4)

The surface parameter v is parametrized itt the satme way as u.
A functional value t 1 .Jof the thickness distribution is as

b) signed to each point r (u(, 1,~,)v 1 2  .f the structural sur-

A face. The number and the dimensions of the patches for the
thickness distribution can thus be defined completely ittdepen

7 dent of the parametrization of the structural surfa~e

___________ -- -' 4.2 Constructive design model of prepreg-courses

The followinig assumtptions are itiade for the calculation ot the

c' D tape-courses:

0 the boundary curse of the starsing Course is given by
discrete curve points (Fig. 12),

* the adjacent tape joins %ithout gaps or osverlaps,

* the tape steering by fiber shtifting onls causes shear-

deformations of thc prepre g inatin b ut nto fibher strains.

0 all fiber ruit on "parallel curs% es.
Fig. 10: a)" Mountain" of plies with the same fiber * the change of the tape %kidth due to the shear detorniation

orienlation is negligible.
bI Envelopping surface (if he "pis group

mountain"
0I Real built-up to prevent delaminationaphdo -

b- IIb

ito Fig. 12: Simulation of the tape courses

In a first step, a continous startitig-course Is, determined by, con-

Fig. 11: Bicubic Re~ier-patch necting the discrete curve points by the micarNs of spline
Interpolation This curve describes the tape edge of the first ap-

[ he ( tnI- I I( In,+ I ) Beu iercoieffictenits can be expressNed by pleta.

In1 I -I )n 2+1 i inependent control points d I- . In the optinitia- With the application process the fibers in the tapes are only
tton procwess. design variables Kk are assigned to these control shifted against each other in Course directton. i c all fibers oif
poitns d so that the optimal layer ditribhution is determined the viewed ply run on curses otwt the application surfaice. sshiCh
fsv the optimal control points;- areparallel" to the starting course.

II- z, , (31)
- ~So called 'geodesic curves (geodestcs) can be calculated bet-

Fsquation (2i only dis~crtbes a thickness distribution t depen- %een both tape edges perpendicular to the cotirses of the fibers.
on te pramter anda rlaton These curses connect the two botindarv courves of the tape at

iding (in th aaee% , n , Additionally a eain the shoirtest possile distance wkhich ts 'alway s perpendicular to
betw&eert this thickness dtstribution and the structural siirf-cace thfirdicioan ihisslngstetpeswd.
rviii.v its requtred. It is ads tsabfe to paratnetri.'e the t'tdepen- tefbrdrcinadwihI sln stetp %%re

(lent variables of the structural surface depending oin randi The Isiundars, curs e of the tapec considered ftirst, si ulta neoirusl
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represents a boundary curve of the gap-free and non- S. Examples

overlapping adjacent tape. By repeating the described process
for calculating.the opposite boundary curve, a sequence of ad- To validate the functionality of the new construcuve design
jacent tape courses can be calculated iteratively. This process model implemented in the Lagrange Program 191 tswo examples
is repeated until the tape courses within the peripherie of the are shown in the following. As manufacturing constraints are
application surface are calculated completely (Fig. 13). included the drop-off angles, the curvature and the shear struns

of the prepreg tapes. I 101.

5.1 Cantilever plate

-" In Figs. 14a. b the results of a flat cantilerer plate Aith a shear
load on the right end are shown. A Tsai-Wu failure criteria for
the composite structure and a displacement constraint at the lo-
wer right comer of the plate were applied beside the above
mentioned manufacturing constraints. The problem was solved
',Aith 66 design variables (control points for ply distribution and
tape courses).

Fig. 14a shows the thickness distribution for optimized straight
tape courses in the two ply directions which results in an opti-

Fig. 13: Tape courses on a completely covered surface ial Aeight of 2,9548 kg. Allowing tape steering %&ih the re
striction of the steering radii the optintal weight reduces abolt

66% to 2.667kg iFig. 14h (The quadratic markings shov, the
The fiber course at a corresponding point in the tape can be starting-course of the two ply _i,,ups).
determined by:

rr( ,7r) A Z/(17) M••
s (5)

where

r, position vector of the tape surface,
4 independent parameter in course direction,
rI independent parameter perpendicular to the tape,

/, polynomial blending functions,
r partial curves of the tape course. 1_

As described above, the starting course (boundary curve of
the first tape) is defined by discrete points connected by a
spline- interoplation. In addition to the discrete points, tangent
vectors can also be used for defining the starting course. The
discrete points and the tangent vectors of the starting course
implicitly determine the course of all following tapes. There-
fore, these points lind the tangent vectors are the constructive
parameters. the optimal values of which have to be calculated
by the optimization process. The design variables are ass;ig-
ned to these parameters of the starting course for the optimi-
zation of the tape courses:

(6)
OY c,,z x, ci0 t,= coo a, sin a

where

w rIV, gsurface variables of a point on the surface,
a, orientation angle of a tangent vector,
1, tangent vector on the starting course,
z, design variable ( r, E R).

The constants a. b, . c - jU v. and a. serve for the nor-
matl, ation and 1ransomialion of 1he design variables to nu-

merically suitable values.

Fig. 14a: Thickness distribution for straight tape courses
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Plyniumber Fin Rudder

1 .3,760 108o
2 85.050~ 1003,32 0

3 38,420 1748941
4 24,280

_______________________________________(Results A ith tape steering are not yet available). IThe optimial
weight results are higher than the published results 191 \&tth the
conventional design model formulation because of the cotnside-
ration to the maximum drop-off angles which does not allowk
untrealistic discontinous thickness an finite element boundaries.

6. Convilusions

The traditionial process of product design and manufacturing is
char.ceie bs O um1ber Of sequential subprocesses, *\ hich

require a lot of iteration loops in the design phase itself* as well
as between design and toanutfacturing. IThe usage of ('Ax tools
has not mnuch improved the productivitv of engineering because
tlte mianaging of the tools anid the prisiuced data has hcconiti
e streniely complex. In order to conitc to abetter exploitatiott of

irfritation technttoh gý the processes has to) he ins esnti aed and
if niecessary redesigned.
As ain example for a redesign,. a (tighll integrated process tor

comtiposite structures inicludinig desigit optitmization is shmn i
which returns engineeritng tasks front special departments hack

- ~to designer. The tnecessity of taking care oif the inatuifacturahilt-
ty in the design phase w ill reduce the tnumber of iterations atid
interfaces.
The success of such process integrations and parallelizations

Fig. I4b tickness distribution for curved tape courses cut tl eahee yasrn emokbtentedf
feretit disciplitnes. Ashich tttust lead to organisational arid cultu-

5.2 ompsiteFinral chatnges itt the companieis,

It i g. 15 first results wsith the constructive design mtodels for
the %%ell kitown MIBB-Fin are shown. Beside 30)6 nianufactu-
'liii cotnstraitnts there are stress limitations for the isotropic
structure. rttaxintinm strain failure criteria of the composite
structure, arising front five static load ca-~ Two aditional
static aeroelastic efficiencys constraints for the fin and the
rudder and at flutter speed constraint are also considered
wshich resuilts in a total numnber of 2168 constraints.

L: sing ontly the _243 control points for the ply distrihutioni trio-
(lel the optimal for the ply distribution model the optuinial
%%eight is 1 54kg with the following ply angles:

Plsmnumbnter Fittude

I~ Rudd0115r

4 155
Allowking a rotation of the fiber orientation but without tape
steertng the optintal weight reduces to 1401 kg (= 91~ redite

tim) tni th the follow ing angles.
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Integrated Stress and Strength Analysis of Airplane Structures
using the Data Processing Tool ISSY
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Summary Another major task of the Structural Mechanics depart-
The Integrated Structural Mechanics System (ISSY) is a ment is the strength analysis of individual structural corn-
modular structured tool used to perform a variety of differ- ponents. In the last twenty-five to thirty years, a variety
ent structural calculations on aircraft structures. ISSY in- of more or less differing strength analysis (SA) programs
tegrates all model generation, analysis and evaluation pro- have been developed. Some fifteen years ago, we started
grams used in structural mechanics under one user to order, categorize and summarize these programs. At the
interface, and operates a common data base for all these same time, the number of input data required for analyses
programs. increased considerably. This led to specific data models
ISSY can be used to generate and analyze calculation for each individual SA program. Besides, the uncoordi-
models of structural assemblies (fuselage, wings, stabiliz- nated devvelopment of SA programs led to a variety of in-
ers, etc). This is performed by an interactive preprocessor terface programs for FE results application.
implumented in ISSY. These calculations provide data for Interface programs have been developed for the transfer of
both the finite element analysis and for strength analysis.), FE results by means of an allocation table for components

thereby avoiding redundancy of data. and finite element numbers into SA programs for the de-

Model generation is supported by the use of parameterized termination of reserve factors.

standard models (and/or standard sub-models). In addi-

tion, model generation is made easier by comprehensive These SA and interface programs -- known uider the name
ISSY libraries which provide material data on aluminum, "ASSACOS" [ 11 - have been documented in theoretical
composites, in addition to geometric data on profile sec and user manuals, and ASSACOS is operated and well
tions and rivet allowables. The geometry inputdatacanbe known far beyond Deutsche Aerospace Airbus.
directly copied from the component loft data files. As the number of complex analyses and data required in
The model input data and calculation results are stored in creased steadily and led to inconsistencies and to time
relational data tables which can be analyzed by the post- problems, it was decided to start the development of the
processor implemented in ISSY. integration concept ISSY some eight years ago.
In addition other modules convert conventionally gener- The comparison of the above mentioned tasks and tools
ated calculation models into ISSY format and generate showed that - in spite of differing calculation methods
load case data. To aid partners work on international joint the data required for FEand SA models were overlapping
projects, ISSY is compatible with both standard NAS- theadatahreured f F and SA soel w er s o apTRAN and ISSY processed input and output data. to a high degree. If a component (e.g. skin thickness) had
A documentation of model and result data can be obtained to be modified, this modification had to be incorporated

into several models. However, for SA models it is recom-in every phase up the justification report. mended to use design designations such as stringer. frame,

,)he strength analysis system ASSACOS (Automatic Sys- skin panel, seat rail, whereas FE models are determined by

tern of Strength Analysis of Complex Structures) is oper- means of node geometry and element allocation.

ated in ISSY. In addition, numerous data are determined by characteris-
tic values (such as standard profiles, rivet data, material

1. Introduction characteristics); they are required for all programs and
The Structural Mechanics department of Deutsche Aero- should therefore listed in catalogues.
space Airbus (DA) has responsibility for a wide range of
tasks. 2. Structures and Functions of ISSY

Based on this situation, the ISSY concept has been devel-
One major task is the determination of force distribution oped with the following principal targets:
in global structures. In most cases this is done by means
of finite element models (FE models). With these models One major ISSY target is the integration of all essential
being in the scale of 1:1, i.e. with each individual skin data and programs required for the calculation of aircraft
panel being idealised with its surrounding stringers a structures. This integration is achieved by a correspond-

frames, often more than 100 000 degrees of freedom are ing structuring of all data provided by the Structure Data

involved. When, due to insufficient CPU capacity, Base (SDB). All SA programs have access to this SDB, or

rougher idealisations were performed, subsequent alloca- are linked to it by interfaces, ref. figure 1.
tion of FE results to real components used to be rather dif- At the same, a common surface is provided for all pro-
ficult. grams required to ensure an integrated application.

P'resentedt at an AGA.RD Meeting on 'Integrated Aitroanme l)esign fi'echn/mpii ', April. /lK).
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Modem procedures of generation, maintenance and eval- factor determination are stored in the SL)B to which all
uation of data have been integrated in the ISSY concept. modules have access.
Program operation represents state-of-the-art develop- The correlation module KMOD is primarily used to
ments involving graphic and interactive functions as well change FE and SA model data into ISSY model data. In
as panels and windows for the user. addition, this module can be used for a comparison of

For ISSY operation the concept has been extended by a models and properties and for their graphic displaN.

number of features, such as integration of external models KMOD is also designed for processing last data for ISSY

of Airbus Industrie partners, processing of complex load models.

distributions in FE structures (compressive loads), and As already stated at the beginning, the firute elements
processing of real load cases. method is of essential importance for the determination of

stress distribution. In addition to NASTRAN integration.
The following data have been taken into account for de- data interfaces have been developed for programs such as
signing the SDB: SAFE, the (FEMERG) data of which have been used for
FE data selection for ISSY has been done in compliance decades for data maintenance, and COSA. the program

with the system of elements that is generally used in aero- oerated bormer.

nautics, i.e. not all features of FE programs like NAS- operated by Domer

TRAN [21 have been incorporated. Thus, volume ele- Deutsche Aerospace Airbus uses primarily INTERLEAF
ments have not yet been included in preprocessing. for publishing documents. ISSY offers the possibility of

generating graphic data in INTERLEAF fonmats.
At Deutsche Aerospace Airbus, loading data for the com-

prehensive FE model are in general entered by means of In addition, various ISSY modules can be used for direct

unit load data. These data are adapted by factorisation output of reports and graphics on list printers, POST-

(principle of superposition) to ensure evaluation of FE re- SCRIPT printers, or various types ofCALCOMP plotters.

sults and analysis by SA programs. There is also the possi- ISSY has been developed for both IBM and VAX comput
bility to process real load cases by ISSY. ers. A distinction is made between computer-specific
Design and demonstration data represent input and output functions and actual program functions 13]. This allows an

Desin ad dmontraiondat reresnt npu an ouput easy program transfer to other systems. Currently, w~e are
for SA programs. The output is in general effected by wor am onsa to other systems.

means of report lists. Although this output format is well working on a UNIX implementation on HP-systems.

suited for documentation, it is less suited for the actual ISSY has a modular system structure. The user selects the
analyses. Therefore, for ISSY purposes, a uniform and module he wants to work with and enters the re 4 uircd data
flexible data structure has been selected which is accessi- sources into the ISSY panel or window, ref. figure 2. Each
ble by all SA programs. ISSY uses component designa ISSY mtxdule offers default data sets. This ensures that
tion,-; to locate model and result data. They are of essential specific data are automatically adopted wkith i mnodule
significance for pre- and postprocessing. change.

Graphic arid interactive systems offer a large variety of System operation can be done in the interactive or batch

possibilities to display and document models and results mode. Specific computer knowledge is not required. After

by allocation of colors and groups. This information can each session a log output is issued either on the screen, in

also be stored in the SDB, processed by other program a file, or on a printer.

modules, or called in subsequent sessions. In interactive modules (like PMOD) the useroperates with

menus, windows or panels. Graphics can be displayed and
After having evaluated the advantages and disadvantages processed in several independent windows. Graphics for
offered by commercially available FE preprocessors, documentation purposes can be stored in a metaiile. or. at
was decided to develop a separate ISSY preprocessor user's option, edited and put out in various formats after

(PMOD) for generating an ISSY model that fulfills all re- msetts option.
module operation.

quirements of FE methods (e.g. NASTRAN) as well as for
strength analysis programs. PROPER, an in-house devel- For data maintenance various options have been investi-
oped program for profile geometry generation and lami- gated and tested:
nate description, has been integrated into PMOD. IMS, FOCUS, ORACLE. We finally decided in favor of

our in-house development, a purely relational data main-
For postprocessing purposes, whichcomprisesthe evalua- tenance system. FOCUS query functions [4] can also be
tion of FE analyses as well as the display of SA results, it used, just like the ISSY-SDB can be adopted into rela-
was equally decided to develop a separate ISSY postpro- tional DR systems like ORACLE.
cessor module (GMOD). The decision was based on the
fact that commercially available postprocessors 3. Future Development of ISSY
(I-DEAS) do not allow processing of model data on the Currently, the ASSACOS program modules SCHADI -
basis of design designations. Strength Analysis of Stiffened Shells - and SPADI -

To combine unit load cases to real load cases, programs Strength Analysis of Frames - can be used by ISSY.

were development for the determination of unit load cases For the purpose of analyzing composites, the moduleweredevlopentforthedetrmintio ofuni lod cses COMFEST is linked to ISSY. However, the functions of

for cabin pressures, air loads and inertia loads, as well as thi s p g are tl i ng ex en e to int th

for the determination of factors for real load cases. These this program are currently being extended to integrate the

functions are summarized in the program module L MOD. analysis of stiffened shells.

LMOD is used also for processing aerodynamic and load The documentation modules SCHADOUT and DIAGRA
distribution data which have been determined I'eforehand used for preparing strength analysis reports and diagrams
by the flight mechanics department. The results of the load have been integrated and are operated in the interactive



mode. Links for another five ASSACOS programs are References
currently being prepared:
STRIKU - Strength Analysis of Stringer Couplings [11 ASSACOS - Automatic System for Strength
SPANKU - Strength Analysis of Frame Couplings Analysis of Complex Structures:
LAQUENA - Strength Analysis of Riveted Longitudi- Deutsche Aerospace Airbus GmbH, Kreetslag 10,

nal and Circumferential Joints 2103 Hamburg 95; Germany; 1990
SPADI2 - Extended Strength Analysis of Frames in

Complex Structures and Major Assem- [2) MSC NASTRAN; The MacNeal SchwendlerCor-

blies (Load Introduction Frames) poration. 815 Colorado Boulevard, Los Angeles.

TRAE - Strength Analysiscf Circumferential and California 90014; U.S.A.; 1990

Longitudinal Beams in Passenger Cabin 13] VMS DECwindows - XLib Routines Reference
and Cargo Compartment Floors Manual; Digital Equipment Corporation; May-

Further ISSY development shall include additional links nard, Massachusitts; U.S.A., 1988
for other ASSACOS modules as well as for fatigue 141 FOCUS - Users Manual Release 5.0; Information
strength programs (crack propagation, damage tolerance) Builders, Inc.; 1250 Broadway, New York, NY
and SA programs from our partner companies. 1001; U.S.A., 1986
Data exchanges with other systems like 3D-CAD or
DEC-decision are also envisaged.
ISSY can also be used for preliminary design and opti-

mization tasks, such as PMOD, which offers parameter-
ized models and easy access to all dimensioning data in the
ISSY-SDB.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of ISSY architecture

GMOD Graphic modul Vers:G-ll.92 El: 12000 Gr: 6000 Time: 13:18
Command => A Loadcase => 503 Output(O-3)/Window => 12

Selection => QTV Attributes => DV Sequence of results => 123

Coordinate area X Y Z
from :
to A300-600 ST

-------------------. Deformation Lateral Gust (neg.)
Angles to X-Axis

Y-Axis
Z-Axis

Pro jektion plane

Plot size (cm)
Percent of shrink

GMOD title: A300-60
Load title: Lateral
Dataset : Simults

Fig. 2: Example of working windows in ISSY
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1.0 ABSTRACT 2.0 OVERVIEW

The process of designing aircraft structure requires many In the 70's and early 80's. advanced design activities used
functional disciplines and associated interdisciplinary cou- primarily historical data to predict weight for new configura-
pling. To achieve optimal performance, the various disci- tions. This approach was adequate for aircraft evolving from
plines must work closely together and effectively exchange designs of similar vehicle geometry and material systems.
large amounts of pertinent data. In the past, this was accom- However. this approach proved to be inadequate for high
plished either with independent analysis tools that were not techology, high speed vehicles, such as NASP, as well as
tightly coupled or with a single analysis tool that lacked the more conventional vehicles using larger components of corn-
required fidelity to truly support the needs of more than one posite materials and having radically different shapes. This
discipline. In addition, the analyses were performed in series deficiency was most obvious for the design of hypersonic
rather than concurrently. A major impediment to process vehicles, which requires a high level of multi-discipline
improvement was the lack of a common geometry database integration to satisfy design requirements. These vehicles
that could be utilized by all disciplines required to support must operate in extreme thermal and dynamic environments,
structural design. The rapid growth of computational capabil- yet have a low mass fraction to satisfy mission requirements.
ity and the gradual acceptance by engineers and management Because of the extreme environments and the non-traditional
to the use of automated processes and common databases has vehicle shapes associated with hypersonics. a new highly
allowed McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) to implement integrated structural design process was required. Our pro-
a concurrent engineering approach to structural design. cess was developed to rapidly analyze structural concepts for

hypersonic vehicles and provide accurate weight predictions
Our present aircraft design process combines a common much earlier in the design cycle process.
geometry approach and existing analysis tools with the power
of engineering workstations to manipulate an integrated When this effort began in 1985. rapidly decreasing computer
design database to arrive at an optimum design solution. Our costs, Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Finite Element
modular approach divides the design process into smaller, Modeling (FEM) were widely identified as mechanisms
more manageable tasks that can be performed concurrently. It which would integrate the engineering world. These claims
achieves "buy-in" from each engineering and manufacturing were accurate, but a change in the way we do business was
discipline by incorporating existing specialized design tools required to achieve the desired integration. In particular most
that have been developed by those groups and introduced into processes were still conducted in series and very Little concur-
the process without taking away ownership. We use common rency existed in attacking the problem of structural integra-
geometry principles, neutral file structures, widely accepted tion. Most CAD tubes were nothing more than electronic
third party and company proprietary applications coupled drawing boards with designers producing 2-dimensional
with consistent naming conventions and file management to drawings. In many cases, these drawings were then entered
achieve our integrated design methodology solution. The into multiple FEM systems (often by hand) so that the
present system optimizes the vehicle structure for minimum strength, dynamics, and loads engineers could analyze their
weight against a given set of design requirements. It is cur- models. Loads were calculated using 2-dimensional aerody-
rently used to evaluate advanced vehicles such as NASP and namic methods which were only planform dependent. Struc-
is also being applied to more conventional aircraft. rural sizing of the vehicle was highly dependent on hand

analysis and "seat-of-the-pants" experience to determine
In the future, capabilities will be added to this analysis system structural and material qystem decisions. Dynamic analysis
that allow it to be applied to detail design problems as well as was typically performed after the design was complete, rather
increasing the fidelity of advanced design solutions. The than during the design process. The thermal engineers did
major increase in capability will result from adding direct not use a FEM system at this time, instead using local "plug
access to the computer aided design geometry and also in the models" which were time-consuming to produce. Five to ten
incorporation of standard analysis checks into the system. models might represent the thermal environment of the entire
We will design the architecture of the system such that new vehicle. Due to this lack of analysis depth and the time
engineering and manufacturing applications can be easily required to perform more detailed analyses, a large amount of
added. conservatism was designed into the vehicles.

This paper will discuss the evolution of the MDA integrated
design methodology from the 80's to the present as well as
our vision of the future.
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From 1985 to the present, McDonnell Douglas has been parameters and temperatures can be recalculated. The struc-
evolving an integrated structural analysis system in an effort tural sizing codes essentially automate standard strength
to reduce the unnecessary conservative assumptions included checks, allowing strength engineers to look at thousands of
in our vehicle analysis processes. The first step in this devel- potential structural concepts and matenal systems to find the
opment was to make a revolutionary change in our approach lightest weight design. Although not shown in Figure 1,
to developing structural concepts. Prior to this change, analy- another important feature of the system is the integration of
ses were typically done in series. Transferring data from one dynamic analysis into the system. Automated methods are
discipline to another was difficult and time-consuming used to reduce the number of elements and nodes (degrees-
because of different geometric meshes and in some cases of-freedom) in the strength FEN' model, creating a new model
different geometric configurations. The key feature to our which can be used efficiently i,,ý dynamic analysis The prop-
approach was to use common geometry for each discipline erties for the dynamics model are automatically entered based
and to develop translators to map data from one analysis tool on results from our structural optimization program.
to another. This common geometry approach was driven by
the high degree of integration required to design hypersonic 3.0 COMMON GEOMETRY
vehicles and thus the absolute requirement to work in parallel The key feature of our analysis system is that it is based on a
or concurrently. Figure 1 provides a pictorial overview of common geometry approach. The process begins with the
the system's features, development of a vehicle or structural configuration, as

shown in Figure 2. Once the basic configuration has been
defined by the designer using the Unigraphics CAD/CAM
system, it is translated into PATRAN in one of three ways --

using an MIDC-developed translator program, using IGES, or
meshing directly using PATRAN 3.0. An individual is
responsible for evaluating the surface translation and re-de-

Aero Model .r ~ArSfining them if necessary. The breaks in the surfaces created
Strngt Moby the designer are determined by recommendations from all

SMoStrngtMoelthe analysts who will subsequently be using them. The goal

Thermo Model is to create one surface geometry model that will be used by
all of the engineering disciplines.
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Figure 1. Integrated Structural Analysis Increases
Pro yCenter Fuselage/Productivity • roTan

Cryo Tank

Since 1985. CAD engineers have been trained to use surface Nose Cap
and solid models. Translators have: been developed to inter- op.4-4.2.v
face the CAD geometry models with the FEM systems. Figure 2. Typical NASP Blended Wing Body
Guidelines have been established for subdividing and analyz- Concept
ing entire vehicles. These rules have enabled us to develop
automated data transfer and data mapping methods which When the geometry is complete, each analyst creates a mesh
integrate the disciplines. Three-dimensional aerodynamic suitable for his discipline, working in parallel with analysts
methods and computational fluid dynamic methods have been from the other disciplines. Examples of typical discipline-
integrated with loads using accurate data mapping techniques. specific meshes are shown in Figure 3. The mesh for the
Full three-dimensional transient thermal analysis is now per- aerothermal, thermal and aerodynamic loads models is
formed to predict not only surface temperatures, but also created at MDA using PATRAN. The detailed inner structure
through-the-thickness temperature gradients. These calcula- of the NASTRAN model is created either with PATRAN or
tions are made at thousands of points on the vehicle over the with CGSA, an MDA-developed code, depending on the
entire trajectory and temperatures are mapped directly to the preference of the strength engineer. Ultimately, all analysis
strength analysis model. When structural sizing is complete, models are returned to the PATRAN system.
the thermal models are automatically updated with the new



as they become available. The result of tius effort is that the
disciplines are working in parallel rather than series. and that
they are working at the same level of detail. An overview of
this process is shown in Figure 5. The following sections

Thermodynamic Model discuss the methods used for thermal, aerodynamic loads,
Loads Model internal loads, structural sizing, and weights calculations.

Aeropressures NASTRAN Elements Fixed 0 Cycles

PATRAN GeometryI'E
PATRA GeoetryStructural Model

GP34-O471-3

Figure 3. Different Analysis Models Generated From
Same Geometry

Once the analysis models are created, each of the models is
subdivided into named components, which provide a mecha- ed
nism for transferring data from one engineering discipline to (20 Cycles) 10 Cycles
another using automated routines. Typical names for mapping GP3A-0471 4
aerodynamics pressures to the structural model are upper
wing, inner tail, engine cowl, and so forth. More names are Figure 4. Data Mapping Process

required for the thermal results mapping than the aerody-
namic results, since the thermal response is impacted by the
structural characteristics of each panel. Each named compo-
nent in this case represents a manufacturable panel. This is Configuration
discussed in more detail in the following sections. Definition ---.----- ,o-

(CAD)

4.0 DATA TRANSFER

The automated transfer of data between disciplines is referred
to as -mapping" and is performed for each discipline's analy-
sis model. The relaxation data mapping method uses an itera-
tive convergence technique. Converged mapping results
compare quite well (less than 2% error) with the original
results, even though there may be significant differences in
the meshes used by the different disciplines. The accuracy of
the mapping process improves when more analysis results are
available. For example, CFD results map more accurately
than older 2-dimensional or panel method results.

An example of the mapping process is shown in Figure 4,
where aeropressures have been mapped from an aerodynamic
model to a structural model. The mapping software first
determines where each aeropressure result lies on the struc-
tural model. If the result falls within a structural element, the
pressure of that structural element is fixed. An iterative pro-
cedure then is used to determine the results of all remaining GP34-0471-S-V

undefined structural elements by relaxing the results of the
fixed elements and letting them drive the undefined elements Figure 5. Integrated Analysis Approach
to their appropriate value. Not only does this method provide
accurate mapping, but it also runs quite fast. 5.1 Thermal

One of the most critical problems facing NASP was the accu-
5.0 INTEGRATED DISCIPLINES rate prediction of temperatures generated by severe heating

The goals of our analysis system are increased accuracy and environments. This is crucial to the accuracy of structural
reduced cycle time. To achieve this, existing computer pro- sizing on high speed vehicles or in structural regions located
grams and engineering processes were redefined such that within the exhaust plume of more conventional aircraft. Most
mission, geometry, and analysis results data were shared structural concepts are not uniform and have concentration of
rather than created multiple times. Also, manual processes masses which cause temperature differences throughout the
were automated, and higher-order methods have been added structure. Two types of temperature gradients are important



T

to the structure -- changes across the surface of the moldlne 5.3 Internal Loads
and changes through-the-thickness of the structural concept. Once the aeropressures and temperature distributions have
These temperature gradients can generate large thermal been predicted they are mapped to the structural model in
stresses and must be addressed for the entire vehicle. The preparation for a NASTRAN run In addition to temperatures
temperature gradiei,,s are callculated over the entire ascent and pressures, correct mass distributions are included in the
and descent trajectory. These critical temperature conditions model. NASTRAN runs are made using consistent condi-
aye then mapped to the structural model. A plot of maximum tions, and provide the internal load uistributi-•ns for the
temperature gradients experienced by th, vehicle over the vehicle. An example of running loads on an MD12 class
entire trajectory is shown in Figure 6. vehicle is shown in Figure 8. The internal loads of the ele-

ments that define each panel (named component) are then
averaged to provide the internal loads for the panel. These

1.200 loads, along with the temperatures and pressures for each

1,000 panel, are input to the structural optinmzation codeq which
perform detailed panel sizing

900

800

600
600 bol

3001

GP34 0471 6

Figure 6. Maximum Temperature Gradients Ascent
Trajectory 750

5.2 Aerodynamic Loads 0 Ix I

External aeropressures are calculated using a variety of meth- GP34 01 8

ods for subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic flight regimes. Figure 8. Maximum Temperature Gradients Ascent
Surface pressures are calculated using engine and trajectory Trajectory
characteristics for a trimmed and balanced aircraft. Areas of
the airframe with complex flow characteristics, such as the 5.4 Structural Optimization
nozzle, are handled by Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Structural sizing is accomplished with using MDA developed
analysis. CFD also is used for the entire vehicle in the tran- structural optimization programs that perform a series of
sonic flow regime. Calculated pressures for the design condi- strength and stability analysis checks. Severaý structural
tions are mapped onto the structural model and are used for cepts can be selected by the user as illustrated in Figure 9.
internal load calculations using the data mapping technique The structural concepts are: sandwich structure (honeycomb,
described in section 5.0 and as shown in Figure 7. A key super-plastically formed/diffusion bonded, and truss core),
attribute of our system is that flight loads developed by a stiffened structure (hat or corrugations. blades), and unstif-
variety of analytical codes or from wind tunnel results can be fened structure ( a variation of blade stiffened). The optimiza-
applied to the structural model via the mapping process. tion program requires that the engineer input the loading

environments from the analysis database, along with the over-
all dimensions, the materials to be investigated, and the sizing

Loads Model limits.

Material properties for the analysis are obtained from an on-
line material database. This database contains the informa-
tion needed for engineering analysis such as mechanical and
physical properties. The optimization programs access the
database as needed to determine the properties of each piece
of the section at specific design temperatures. A common
repository for material properties provides data integrity

Structurai Model between disciplines and for comparison with hand analysis.

GP34-471-7

Figure 7. Airloads Mapped to NASTRAN Geometry



Finite Internal Panel Material
Element Loads, and Fabrication
Model Temperatures, Section Property Limits

Description and Gradients Databases

MDC Structural Optimization Codes

Honeycomb Fc&hs P/BDouble Faced Single Faced
Corýrugationý Corrugation

Waffe Stffend Z tiffnedT Stiffened
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Figure 9. Optimization Programs Are Used to Size Acreage Panels

Sizing limits define the bounds for sizing a particular section Figure 12 is provided to the weights engineer, resulting in
and include limits such as section height, thicknesses, and more accurate weights estimates for the vehicle.
stiffener spacing. Cross section parameters are shown in
Figure 10. If a composite material is selected for sizing, the 5.5 Weights
program uses composite analysis checks and correlates true Once the structure has been sized, the finite element model
laminate thicknesses to properties. and the appropriate analysis results are transferred to the
Minimum wis found by examining all of the weights engineer and the vehicle is calculated using anotherMnmmweight design isfudb xmnn l fteMDA code, FEMWTS. Design details in the FEM such as

sections within the limits defined by the user. Results of a M tA mader properiesand in are use ic
geometry, material properties, and loading are used in con-

typical sizing output for a hat stiffened section are shown in junction with a database of structure not modeled in the FEM
Figure 11. The section has actual dimensions and thicknesses such as fastners and fillets to rapidly estimate the weight of
identified. This type of local section geometry is necessary to individual aircraft pairs. These results are used to define
accurately predict local failure modes and through-the-thick- target weights and can be mapped back into the structural
ness thermal gradients. In addition to detailed section geome- FEM for inertial loads and dynamic analysis. The weights
try. margin of safety and stress analysis summaries are are also used in structural trades and cost estimating. Figure
available for each design condition in the trajectory. 13 provides an overview of this process.

Guidance from manufacturing. producibility, and supportabil- Thousands of elements are used to model a structural assem-
ity are incorporated into the sizing limits. By including these bly. They must first be grouped into detail pans before the
inputs early in the design phase, sized sections are less likely weight analysis process can begin. Once the elements are
to change significantly as the configuration matures. Once grouped, the FEM weight analysis process can begin. Three
sizing is complete, convergence for each panel is checked. If steps are required to transform the theoretical FEM weight
the convergence criteria is not satisfied, the sizing results are into a realistic weight estimate. The first step is to apply a
automatically input into the thermal and structural analysis reduction mass factor to the model to convert the strength
models and another sizing iteration is performed. Conver- model which represents the stiffness of the structure into a
gence typically is reached in 3 to 4 iterations. mass model. The second step adds undefined detail part

weight such as lugs and fillets to the model through algo-
The optimization procedure results in a lighter weight design, rithms and part mass factors. The third step estimates the
since each panel is designed to its loads and temperatures, weight of structure required to attach the detail parts together
rather than all panels being designed to the highest load on into an assembly. These weights are then summed to deter-
the vehicle. The detailed panel weight breakdown shown in mine the weight of the part or assembly.
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Figure 10. Detail Section Parameters of Sizing Codes

Best Geometry Based on Minimum Weight Considerations

Minimum M.S. = 0,0080
* ** Panel Geometry * * *

Height = 1.50 in. Section Weight = 1.153 lb/ft 2

Shin Thickness = 0.0250 in. Web Thickness = 0,0150 in.
Flange Width = 0.300 in. Flange Thickness = 0.0150 in.
Z Flange Width = 0.300 in. z Flange Thickness = 0.0150 in.

Number of Corrugations Across Width = 30 Corrugation Spacing = 1.60 in.
Margin Type = 15, Overall Panel Buckling
Load Condition 7 Is the Critical Condition

hicne Corrugation
Thickness Spacing

WebX Height Panel
Thickness WeihZ Flant W

Flange
Width

G P344471-11-V

Figure 11. Sample Sizing Output



6.1 MD12
s - Wing torque box sizing was performed on the MDI2 using

550 1 the ISA system. Two separate trade studies were performed.
The first study evaluated the weight impact of using Alumi-

45l num 7150, Titanium or Graphite/Epoxy systems. The total
4 weight of the wing torque box for each of the materials is

shown in Figure 14. We also sized the torque box using hat-
stiffened, Z-stiffened, and T-stiffened structure. The total

3 0 weight of the torque box using these 3 structural concepts and
25 Aluminum 7150 is shown in Figure 15. The trade studies

required 87 man-hours to complete.

10 Aluminum wt = 7,232 lb 0 300
01 

0270H
GP34-0471-12 :

Figure 12. Panel Unit Weights 024.0

Titanium wt = 7,337 lb 0210

"Stiffness 0180

Model b 4 z _r 0 1 5o

1 IJ Graphite/Epoxy wt = 3,707 lb 0 20

Reduction Mass Factor 0 090I

Mass 060

Model 0 030

GP34 0471 14

Algorithms and Figure 14. Composite Material Has Potential Weight
Part Mass Factor Benefit

Detail
Part Structural Concept Wing Skin Weight

Assembly Mass Factor Hat Stiffened 7,114 lbAssembly •,---l

Z Stiffened 7,232 lb

GP34-0471-13-V

Figure 13. Advanced Materials and Structures
Weight Analysis Process T Stiffened 7,608 lb

6.0 APPLICATIONS GP34-0471-15-V

The National AeroSpace Plane uses the Integrated Structural Figure 15. Wing Weights for Various Structural

Analysis system daily and has championed the systems use Concepts

and development. The system has been used to perform most
major trade studies on NASP at MDC over the last 5-7 years.
In addition to its use of NASP, the analysis system described
here has been used for trade studies on more conventional
aircraft. The following summarizes recent applications at
McDonnell Douglas of the Integrated Structural Analysis
(ISA) system to support the design of advanced commercial.
fighter, and space aircraft.



6.2 Multi-Role Fighter system was used to evaluate 3 structural configurations The

We recently evaluated three wing design concepts for the configurations were the baseline truss cold primary structure,
Multi-Role Fighter. The evaluation was performed using integral LH2 tank cold structure, and the hot structure sutf-

several different wing thickness/cord (t/c) designs. Static ened shell configurations, An example of each of these 3

loads for +9.0 and -3.0 G and monolithic composite skins configuranons is shown in Figure 17.
with metallic substructure were assumed for the structural
sizing. The model converged in 4 iterations and FEMWTS
was used to weigh each of the 3 concepts. The results 0640

showed that as the box depth was increased, although skim 3
weights decreased, the substructure weight increased at about /

the same rate (thus offsetting the benefit from the decrease in / 0542

skin weight). 0493

7 0 "44

6.3 F-IS U 4. # ) 1395

The system was used in the early stages of the F18 E/F wing U

design activity to evaluate the weight impact of a 3 lug
attachment versus a 4 lug attachment configuration trade ,2,7
study. The system was used to size the upper and lower skins
and the ribs and spars for 2 loading conditions (+/- Bending). 0 a
The optimized wing skin thicknesses from this study are ý ,s
shown in Figure 16. () 16

(•DP14 03471 16

6.4 Delta Clipper Figure 16. F/A-18E/F Optimized Wing Thickness

The system was also used by MDC during the proposal phase
of the Single Stage Rocket Technology (SSRT) program. The

Baseline Truss Altitude Integral LH2 Tank Altitude Hot Structure
Cold Primary Structure Cold Structure Stiffened ShellA ?

S Integral LOX Tank Integral
1:1 LOX Tank

Non-integral Load
Load Integral LH2 Tank Path
Path Truss LH2 Tank Load

Shell Is

Aerodynamic
Fairing Only - TImC Hot

Structure

Cold Thrust

>'.""--J Structure

GP34-0471 -17-V

Figure 17. Alternate Load Paths and Structural Configurations Have Been Evaluated

.1



7.0 FEATURES OF THE FUTURE SYSTEM 7.3 Automation Technology

The integrated structural analysis system continues to evolve We plan to develop a process and data management control
and be refined. We plan on adding features to the system system. Due to the flexibility of the system, the users' of the
which will allow it to be applied to detail design problems, as process tend to lose sight of the best path t, take when using
well as, increasing the fidelity of advanced design solutions. it. We will develop a set of standard process templates which
In the future, we will implement new capabilities in the areas will guide the engineer through the analysis process. In addi-
of geometry manipulation, analysis methodology, and tion, the flexibility to modifiy the process using a "'mouf-
automation technology. Planned features in geometry manip- like" user interface will be provided. This tool will allow for
ulation include: direct analysis and meshing of the CAD the standard processes to be modified and saved. The modi-
geometry, rapid modeling capabilities for creating analysis fied process template will then control the flow of data
models, and increasing the use of solid models in the design through the system and prov"Aý, project status to the appropn-
process. In the future we will be implementing advanced ate management personnel. An example of how mis reconfi-
design optimization technologies. P-method solvers, and gureable process control system might look to the user is
increase the detailed part analysis and optimization capability shown in Figure 20.
of the system. We will also continue to exploit automation
technologies in the areas of reconfigurable process manage- Computer technology continues to explode in the areas of
ment, product data management, enginecring workstation cost performance and graphics visualization. Desklop
technology, and visualization technologies, workstations with MFLOP ratings compareable to CRAY

speeds are already available. The increased availabihty of
7.1 Geometry these CPU cycles will allow new types of solutions to applied

To further reduce the cycle time in the analysis process we to old problems. In addition, new graphics technology is

will implement capabilities which will provide for direct allowing the user to view more information in a shorter

meshing and analysis of CAD geometries. This will be amount of time. We are planing on moving more detailed

accomplished by implementing mesh technologies that work engineering analysis results visualization towards these new

on all CAD surface and solid definitions. This capability will technologies.

eliminate the present function of transferring the CAD geom-
etry to our finite element meshing programs using IGES. In 8.0 CONCLUSION
addition, direct meshing of solid models coupled with P or At McDonnell Douglas, we have developed a flexible engi-
other analysis solvers will increase the speed and accuracy neenng design and optimization system which uses existing
over present analysis methods, computer codes and engineering methods. Using basic sys-

tem development principles such as common geometry, neu-
"We will also be implementing a rapid modeling capability for tral file structures, and automated data transfer, we have
engineering analysis technologies. Presently, engineering developed a system which can be tailored to meet the needs
spends much of their time developing finite element models, of most aircraft structural design problems. With this process
Computer Aided Design systems are offering new modeling and with the increased efficiencies in computers we have
techniques which engineering can exploit, such as, entity been able to reduce our design cycle time on programs such
associativity and named attributes. We will utilize the entity as NASP from 6 months to 6 weeks, while increasing our
associativity features to provide the ability for our analysis confidence in the results. In addition, we will continue to
methods to automatically update the CAD geometry. We enhan,,e the systcm with the use of rapid modelers, new opti-
will also develop methods for passing design attributes, such mization methods, exploiting the latest in computer technol-
as, section type, material, and manufacturing and assembly ogy, and by adding process management techniques.
process information between analysis tools. Implementation
of features such as these will reduce the amount of time it
takes to analyze and update designs.

7.2 Analysis Methodologies

We will develop and implement analysis methods which will
allow the system to transition from an advanced design tool
to a detailed design tool. We plan to add the ability to opti-
mize detailed parts and to implement P-method and boundary
element solvers to increase the fidelity of our structural analy-
sis tools. We also plan to implement engineering analysis
methods which allows for rapid analysis and optimization of
detailed surface and solid parts. Implementation and training
in the use of these tools will enhance the accuracy and reduce
the cycle time over the methods presently being used to ana-
lyze these parts.
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Stiuctijial opiiinlisatiiit software bears a great proiltse iii

I .SUNINIARY Ilullhtidiiplinary de'sign it can) he all etf'icierit AaN ito find

Strutura optonsaionsoftare earsa gcat ionlse II an 'ýptiin~il blalance betweenI the reqluliremeInt fromt different
Struturl iitiiisatoitsoftarebear a eat ose di~cipliiies However, SaccCSStnL ar1 icion of stmiiciiiral

nitiltidiscipli;).i design as an effective way to find ali optiinikation software diepends hcavil\ * ,n the c,,niext inI
opt imial balance between the req u irliene t. froi 'n di ftc cit ý%hich the so tw aie is used Jo he su, eýu lit 1i Os I be
disciplines. llos~ever. succe"Sful aipplication depenlds eimbeddedt in the Overall design pi,,,,ss Jig II
hecavil y ott the con text in wAhich the sotiw ate i, u ed,

U)

First of all, clearly defined design ib jectit." ate ticedcd. Q) Mai ket driven
The design of a modern transport aircraft is priiiarily E C requirements.

Ti 2
determined by inarket drivein reqUiieII)eiiIN (qI~t LICd 1 design objectives

3 -
funictiontality for mitiitunium cost) instead if tclioigcl r

advancemenet. This demtanids a strong citiphasis on cost V

reduction,. comiplicating the optiin saitio'i pmioces, Op)erational Control Mass

Seconidly, accurate preictioti1 Of Jesi1git loads is a Under

prerequisite for Successful StruIcturl. i0tmi i[tini' l %tIo,[ Aerodynamiarriage
aircraft structures are dictated by strength rather th .ini l
stiffness requirements. So it is clear that tile qual.ity of (1
loads predictions has a major impact ott the quality of the Lod
result of the structural optinitisation process. However, doe -J Aeroelaslic casesfFx~
to the evolution of the airworthiniess requiremenits and the constraints
inicreased complexity oi aircraft systemits it has becomle
increasingly more difficult in the last few decades to

establish the design loads. Thu, a clear need exist, for
quick and reliable load estimation piocedttres. The papert____
discusses some ineasures that call be takeit t) ittiprove the ~ ~
load defintition process.______ II I
Finally sorne examples of successful applicatioii utf

structural optinmisatioti software at Fokker Aircr'aft ate ýoaDetail
given. The primary advantage of structural optiinisatii't Structural Structural
software is that it aids a skilled designer in gaininig a feel Optimnisation Optimisation
for the design space. It should thus aid the designer in his 911
creative task instead of dis tract intg his a ttenition ito us in 00`7
the software. This requires the software to be user frietndly Material Drawings Cost data,
and to have built-in features for global atid local constraints, Manufacturing
sensitivity studies. altowables constraints

2. INTROI)UCTION Fig. 1: context for structural optimisation.

Rapidly increasing computer power and improved
modelling techtiiques have stimulated the use of coinputems First of all, clearly defined (designi objectives are needed in

in the decsign process. In structural desigtt the Finite ordler to get a proper optiinisation criterion. In section 3
Element Method is a well established tool, lit the last some considerations on these design objectives are

decade FEM-based structural optirnisation software has presented: obviously cost data wilt play an increasingly
gained a lot of attention. In ref. I a review of dlevelopmenits imnportanit role in modern aircraft design.
in mulItid isc ipl iniary optirn isat ion software for a irecraft
structures is given.

Presented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Integrated A irframe D~esign Technology: April, W~V.
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Secondly. ac::otrate piedictiol tf des.gill had -caes i a ci ir't L'd 5 l InaaiintclianL+e dsl .t ,i alld ) .•.idU 1ii .•II)sI,

[perequisite t)• stalrting structural opljiiii,•stiii This maN

sound rathei itivial bui in pi aclwie this icquwienent is rar,.ly ()n the reveiuile side it is useful to, have a look at tile InasN

fulfilled. Already in 19)57 Prof vani der Neut (ret. 2, bieakdown of an aticiait In fig I the breakdo,.n ofI+ the

concluded that the tactor o)t salet) is needed ahnilst ieitirel) le),,igii "lakeontl Mj,ý. 01)l1()MW ot the I F ,kkei 1 I sh[ i own

to account for uncertainty iii external loads aid only a very
small part of it accounts for scatter in stiength of aircraft. Propulsion
In 1990 van Dullemen (ref. 3) stated that "the importance Fuel 2%
of structural analysis is that it has to show that in the end
the structure is still strong enough for the latest set of Large

S.... there seems to he ai iinbalance between the urge vendor
to sophistication in strength analysis and the level of parts
accuracy of external loads". Although perhaps for different
reasons, they caime both to the conclusion that tile 15
accuracy of external loads is the most crucial factor in Miscella-
structural design.

neous
Obviously in the design-phase there is still a lot of 10%
uncertainty in the dimeisioining load-cases In sectioln 4
some difficulties in the loads deftinition process ale Payload Operational
described. Section 5 discusses the possibilities of 2 l,

improving multidiscipliniry design in general with a focus 25% Empty Mass

on the loads definition process. Finally section 6 gives Basic (OEM)
some examples of the application of optimisation software structure
in structural design at Fokker Aircraft. 20%

Fig. 3: breakdown of DTOM of Fokker 100
3. DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The coimnercial aircraft industry has entered its maturity
phase. The design of a modern transport aircraft is Some comments call be made with respect to this
primarily determined by market driven requirements breakdown:
(required functionality for minimum cost) instead of Payload is the most important parameter for transport
technological advancement. Application of new aircraft. The leverage of reduction of the Operational
technology has to be balanced against its influence on Empty Mass on payload increases if the payload
aircraft operating cost. The influence of cost portion is smaller. Thus the emphasis on mass
considerations in aircraft design is clearly shown in ref. 4.: reduction will vary accordingly. For instance, a rough
a comparison is made between designs for minimum life indication of the allowed expenditure per kilogram
cycle cost, Direct Operational Cost (DOC). acquisition mass reduction per aircraft:
cost. minimum fuel and mass. A breakdown of the IWCX of a a helicopter project (payload 10%): $5.000.
transport aircraft (ref. 5) is shown in fig. 2. a transport aircraft project (payload 25%1: $600

* The basic structure is only about 20% of Design
Takeoff Mass. Therefore. the influence of a change of

Maintenance basic structure mass on external loads is relatively

* Three ma ain areas for inass reduction exist:
1: Large vendor partts, like avionics units, wheels.

Sguaranrance brakes, emergency equipment etc. Mass reduction is
based on the ability to get the proper contractual
guarantees.
2: Miscellaneous, that is cabin interior etc., generally
referred to as "artists' work" by the mass engineer.

W, Mass reduction is based on giving the artists a
"conscience" by imposing strict mass control.

Fuel 3: The basic structure, mass reduction is primarily

Depreciation ~based oin the quality of the structural design process(quality of external loads. (limensioninlg rules.
optimisation.

' Fig. 2: breakdown of direct operational cost
nConcluding it call be said that. although design to cost

issues will have an increasing influence. mass reduction
remains all important issue in aircraft design. Structural

The three most important comnponents are fuel cost. optimisation is aimed at reduction of about 2/5 of the
maintenance and depreciation. So it is not surprising that Manufacturing Einpty Mass of an aircraft.
the designer of aircraft structures is increasingly



likely that acc:urate landing loads %ill lot) he available

4 . )' DETERMINATIION OF' LOADS until laite it (the development process Formrerly only
soini relatively simple botok cases' were applic~able

The loads definititont is a c~omplex process Ini mtdtall C g, to c~alculate the spin-up and spritig-hac~k loads
design. Loads are influecited by almost ever) aspectl oI the

design. lIn order tot run structutral opliitisatioit softwvare it is [ront the foregoitig it Asill tie clear that the final

necessary to know the design load.,. oii at least pie 1
limini ~ertificatioti loads are not available until conqsletuoll of

estimates of the design loads. I lowever. the loads catink;L flight testinig 'IhCrefUre It is necessary to base thle

yet be determined with high accui-acy iii [the pt-elimnjiiia structuraml design of' the aircraf't ott anot her set of load,

design stage. Sc the design process has to start with Ideally, these design loads aire slightly conservative s,, oh
relaitively crude assuimptiotns concernitig (the designt loads, respect to the final certification loads. but their

As more informtation becomes available during the design :onservatism can..be guaranteed in advance and ltoo

process (e.g. aerodyttamnic data, mass atid stiffntess data, much cositievatisin (or. more generally, tool large errors in]
systems characteristics). loads canl tie esalslihshed more tile loads prediCnItIs') mlay lead to a sub-optimal design or
accurately. entabling further iterations ii [tie i'ptimiiiatioit caii even render the 0op1tiinisaiiiti prilces, useless. Ali earl>

process. and accurate predictiii of ihe lo ads is thus a c ondij~ to i I r a
.SU1ccssfuIl structrl (lesigit 0)IItIIoisAittoi

Most aircraft structures are dictated by sttetgth rathler thait
stiffness requiremenits. So it is cleat that (tie qtalitv f klt I)iaCtk.1i Iliiii~seS tilke sin~kItui.i otioautiil 1 t-100 

1 HI hit l

load~s pic'sictuii.s hias a ntajor impact ott the luatlit>; oh thle basedCl oii1 1 IreltIVCs limited1 let oit Ld caSe. tot more

result of the optiinisiiioii pick~e' 1111ii .i less tuntle,l [or designi aid for certtfk atioti.

(otoseser. manyitie load cases has e to be iteeiae
Due to the evoluotio of' thle airwoimhities requileitietits an [hieir tiuiI:et uia ei he In [ti 4 to 1 lit5 

11r.i, ket It ., thtus
the intciC ased cotttpleXi ty of" a ncIraft sys te nts it has (sect'inc necssary tot reduce ithis niiitber oif ],'ad cases isv tneaiis of
ittcreasitngly ttore difficult iiit(lie last fewk decades toi at apIrplaterelcit/eeitip ces to i'

establish the designt loads. Somte Illuistratiotns of this tietid oeatlipponl lesetiilicn'Cloasanc tress dejsortttes isw'

are: icqurcd I,) establfish (lie selei~tioni ritcia Thle auutitiated

Guist loads bnUst lie calculAted acodLCinIg to(ilie UniedJ sele,:tiot i Puce~ss itta) be tiroe ci' iiplicatedl when onlte of

Discrete Gunst citicwept. leaditng to a sat tiuntber if' (le load cases have ii,, sC et 'ci calctuIlated, hill still h~ivet

lttle histories toi be ci'tisdcecle fol (lie selectioti if Ill Ile esttiatie'L

critical ciottditiotns In 11dlitioti. tile (ottit1uOins It is c%] dciii that a 11ced eXIsts for quick .11d reltible lIad
Trurbulettee reCliiireItteitt has1 to lie satiflesl. vshtiChi estitititiAol pIocechlitteerl ill the dcslesg Process Il [the
ittvtlves the cAUaln llttii't o nlitty sets ofi correlated niext cetitn soiite tnea,licie will be ichussed that Liat he
loads. For all iof these amialyses a fully flexiblei ,ikelltt iii iipiss (tie Iosads defittnitio ploticss
structural d yttain ic mo delI ha.s to lie used, anld ani
accurate methtod tot predict the unsteady acrtdy iaittic
Iload ing is needed. - 'e viiutnsI vguenst load s coiul d be

based ott the simtple so-called Piratt firiltola.
representting a otte degree oft frec m(ev n- . MULlTID)ISCIPLINARY DESIGN AT FOKKER

discdote hgase analtsis
discretegust atalysis.A key' elemtenttitt ettgiiteerittg desigit is the use tif

" Gust artd manateuvre litads are highly depettdettt oi aplsitxittttiiiis to solve the desigtt task 'I'ltcsc

systemss such as tilie f'light cinttrol system aitd active aplirxin~tiatliits aie clearls shown it (icth variety of

conttrol systems- These sysictts iway have ciutiplex etitilsuer mtodels used [okker started to rise ciomtputers for

conttirol laws. (,lose Co-toperation Isetw~en itnont, tetiolastic calculationis titl the [-27 itt 1955 Although

others the systemts atnd ltiads deparitmerits is req n redj int simitpIle comptat 5 t ionttal mottdel s were Used. useful data vs Crc

order to o btait att opt ito .1 desxign ti is these systerns-, obI'taitted. Sotitn after, other d is p1 i nes followed in the use

takinig intto accountt all relevanti systemsn effects. (il cttttluterv lii 1976. when the first 'etngineer frienidly"

theluir g prohabillitie s (rf (7.Itt thle hcts i fiflailures" atid DIVt[l cub puter arrived at, i'kker. alimuotst every di sciplttine

ther pobbiltie (ef.6.7. it heearly stage of* tite had autotmated its designm mnethiids to a considerable degree
design a Systems Safety Atnalysis (SSA) should Ile [his effourt was getnerally uttcitirdittated resulting in islantds

carried out. 'rhe required] iedutndattcy, ltoaditng. atnd oif mnodellittg and automttation This was not felt as a

damage tolerancee reqluirementts are fully depeitdeiit oi proiblemi because itf the clear beitefit of speeding up and

the results tif this atnalysis. The loads departmuenth itcreasittg the q~uality of the local processes.

should select all loads-relevant failtire cases fromi all litwever, the goal rif modern aircraft design is to optimise
failures given itt the SSA. In the past. ithese systems the total aircraft rather than the individual components.
were relatively simple (e.g. yaw dampers) iir did luot Achievetmenit tif this gial requires a close co-operation
exist. bsetween all disciplines Influencing the design. A primary

" Landing loads have to be determinite(] by dyitatnic success factor is the capability of intierdisciplinary

analyses usitig flexible dytnatmic tmodels of the communtticationt. It was cotncluded that the islands, although

undercarriage and the airframe. Because accitrulitt to efficient atid cotmprehensible, also had their drawbacks:

the regulatiotns the method itf atnalysis itay hse * it resulted in titne-consutming "translation" of data.
modified on the basis oif flight test tmeasuretenets. it is



"* models were different fin many deiails, obscuring the Current actions Ito unlproe Life dcsign plo css I -u, oI, the

necessary communication. tollowAilg sUI'Ie, s
"* consequently methods for estimating hor example *. r-inttio

mass, aerodynamics and stillness were too slowý .. r-rett~

G ood coiitiiuiiic,iaioii hletwei tile iienbewhs ot the design

t"ean is :tieded .eas deCLJ iC ii JCChJIJI ,.`h were tradIijOilalh
inade withill One d p111 ne in a> has e a1 inuch big ger 1ii11.1'

ott other disciploines than before Ani example is the

strucLures. T[his commiunicationi must hays the ditention1 Ot
~eistciyJpiogralillite ianageentiic g through the creation o

interdisciplinary teamrs which are responsihle for ccriaji

well-defined tasks Programmne banimgeninemi is also
reýsponsible for formnulating the right design requiremenet,

(Undrcariae) i which the design must be based, 'Ihlese requirement,

Stability &ust be clearly known and understood b,, ever-Noiie

Controlconceriied The progress of the design process must he
reiwdpCiodisalhs Or Onl the bas1iNs of mnilCS(OliieS to be

Strength, ahee.e.b n~i fdsg eis

( ms Fatigue Pereedformancean o JsgnIV IV

E 3 One exaimple I, thle lieces~ars I r le-oeiatill )t thle load,
deariii I'he ntewl, defiited design pi ocess has inalor

Fig. 4: islands of modelling and automation impllications for this departincmt. w~hich tra-tionallý
gatheied all thle necessary Inforimatioit and .1en started to
calculate the resulting design loads The challenge was to

This coniclusioni resulted iii a mlore systemnatic effort at calculate the load, a~ccraic ly. to Include all reVle aiit
Fokker to improve the design process. Two Multi ditnensioniung load case,, ;aiid ito show coimpliaitce wiih the
Disciplinary Design (M[)D) groups were formedCL: certification regulations But in mnodern aircraft de sign the

* project group "MDD structures", aitImedI at itWitegtOnl job of the loads group is even mnore challenging The
of the structural design prcs pos-abilities of itifiutiecitg loads have growth dUe to fie\%

* project group "MDlD flight dynain icsY. aitited at systemI concepts i(load al1evtiattoit fu nction. flig ht
integration of differetnt aspects Of aircraf't dyttamnlcsý. etnvelopte protectioni. stabilitt> augmnentationt systemslý

Clearly the two groups have a lot of initercionniectiotns ()le actived 'iatttd [heqloads d hnepatineit us moving to ther

popular result was a poster showing the basic ittteractiiots acietiud h ldseprmnism-gtoie

between disciplines and the differenit models the>y use., It eryclecisiofthdeignpoe, tlýpriiaigi h

was used as en aid duritng the discussiotns about maigprcs

opportunities for process imlpro)vetnetit 5 .2. model integration

As inetitiotted before. different uiscmplines use their own
abstractions, miodel conventions and software. Often this

Aero narnics is, tnot a teal problem but inultidiseiplin airy optitnisatioth

call ble ob'strueted by the time -cotnsuimuing ''translation" of

data from one model to the other ( otn-unuticatioti can be
Mass improvedl signtificantly if different disciplintes are able to

elas'c'tuse the samne model~ coimnintication can ble donec at the
ait'v lesel of' abstractioti without all kinds utf detail

Loadsnodellinig diffetetices obscurinig the discussion.

Oue nuiziht thitik of builditng a global program which will
Stability & Undercarriage solve all of the modellitng problems. But potential

onrlproblemis for such at Iin )D-systein are: global programs
take years of developmenet time and anl unpredictable

(Systems~ resolurce consumptiont. Furtheimore. wheun they are finally
Strenth, erforance developed, they are incomnprehenisible to the ordinary
Fatigue~aircraft designer, because he is utiable to transform his

experienice with existing models to the itew system. Rather
1: re-orientation a step bly step approach is beitng pursued: special woliking
2: model integration groups. resortitng unider the MDI) project groups. focus on
3: automated data-translation and transfer tacklitig otife piece of the puzzIe. T7his approach allotws for
4: quick and reliable estimation methods close participatiotn amid corrections duritng the process

Fig. 5: opooortunifies for process improvement



Some examples of model integ:ation acuvities are: the external aerodyna'mri sh.ipc usual!' designed u;it CFP-

* integration of the undercarriage model with the code,

structural loads-model for simulation of critical
landing and taxiing load cases. Some examples of curreo: a, ,I Ies

. es'.11atiOn Of mass aýatJ (erept', airzraft - ali rcjL%ýrt
integration of the structural models for aeroelastic and

loads calculations. payload/fuel coridi lour)
* integration of the GAMMA modelling system for estimation of st:h:ness u.sed or toe external

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD, and the aerodyvt•-;nic shape - structuia! coi,. pt

NASTRAN structural model %ith an advanced method estimation of aerodynamic data using

for transonic aeroelastic simulations (ref. 8) empirical rules and rules for scaling 5erod\ inamri data

* integration of modules (aerodynamics. engine, from presious projects

systems. undercarriage) to build an aircraft simulation 6. OPTIMISATION EXAMPLES AT FOKKER
tool for studying:

handling qualities In this section some examples of the applicat, , of
loads due to instauonar' manoeuvres optlmisation software in structural design at Fokker
control laws AircrafL are presented The examples are concerned vit .he

design of structural details Although not reall% spectacuiar
S.3. automated data-translation and transfer the' do reflect the general attitude of the structural designer

A basic problem in data-translation and transfer is non- towards formal optimisation many I structural design

uniformity iw definition of axis-systems and units A lot o problems are considered as being too complex to, he

time is wasted due to misunderstandings atising from supported by optimisaton software. because ot the man,

incompatible definitions. If data-translation is to be aspects to be considered simuhLaneousl, (fatigue. damage

automated, this is a first item to resolve Furthenrore. it is tolerance. production coistraints, cost. maintainabilit,

useful to pursue a database centred approach in order to etc.i Optimisatmion of structural details is considered as

reduce the number of interfaces required: a central file- more comprehensible for formal optimisation procedures.

structure supports a variety of appli aions, the problem has a well defined scope. dimensionin1 . loads

communication is accomplished via this file stru&.ure are available und it is more obvious how cost data should
be taken into account.

MODELLER 6. 1 . Fuselage cut-outs

"The first example is the deve;ýpment of a design tool to aid
in ,he design of fuselage cut-outs Pre/post-p-ocessing
procedures are developed using PATRAN, MSCINASTRAN
is used as solver/optumrier. Development of the design
tOO! is a CO-OPerati\ effort of Fie-T Aircraft and the Delft
tniversit, of Tcchnologs

(pplication) 1pplication 3

Fiq.6- database centred approach in datatransfer

This approach has basicall% been followed during the
restructuring efforts. In practice, this means that the
number of file structures will be redcod. but not brought
back to one!

5.4. quick and reli-!hle estimation methods

Quick and reliable estimation methods are necessary earl)y
in the design process. In structural design. load estunafion
is crucial but reliable estimates can only he made if the
essential input data is available. Starting point for
estimation methods is a parametric preliminary design and Fig. 7: structural model of fuselage cut-out



Purpose of the design tool is to determine an rerru~~ n ieio 0it aesBi
* shape and thickne~s of ~ktn renitor:e~iie:it, :ruines. Jamnig.ý tolerance consideritions imtpose unmitatons on UPC

doubler-,) arour:J the cut-out. lay-up. The ,eoimetry is uptimiseJ using PANisPIT
* skin thickness allows the designer to gain insi,_,hi very qu,,cklv in the
* shape of :he edge ~trin_;ers intluence of stringter shape and pitch. 1hsi insight is usedJ
* the corner radius of the cult-out in application of the stiffeoed pallets it- tor instanmce wing

desi en.
Objective is mass minimnisation. The shape of the doublers
and the comner radius can only be optimnised by design 6.3. Shape uptinlisation of structural details
variation i.e. manual sensitivity stucile because shape htirexmliscnredwhsapOUMaio t
optimisation is not yet aVailable inj MSC/NASIXRAN. h -tutulrd etaiples scowaseracedwth phape elpetisaetc iet
though it can provide local sensitivities for cnianges in strcua eal uha rcespaeeeet t h

node position. Ntihanica. Applied Structures optimtsation software .,f
RASNA ;:orp. (ref. II) is used for this nurpose This

6. 2. Stiffeuned panels product is a good exam1 ile of how optitmisation soft,.,are

The second example ts an optimisation coide for tiuffened shudupottrcradein

panels. PANOPT (ref. 9.10). This program is capable of
analysing and optimising composite prismatic patnels
subject to constraints with respect to huckling. strain.,
stress, displacements aitd technological limits 'The
oibj.ect~ve of the optu~nisation is mass reduction. The set of
design variables consists of. for instance. s-,iffener pitch.R
stiffener height. skin laminate thickness and filbre
orientation.

Objective: maximise size ot the hole.
Design variables: R and H
Constraints: rnaxirmim ailowed stress

Pg. 9- typical ortimisatton problem cf
-- a structural detail

The software is basc:d on the (ieornetrx, Elemtnt Miethod,
making model build time relatively short. The

ii optimnisation strategy is very well supo~orted by the
I t !..software:

-0 4-t' t Build the mo'del and &'et a feel for ýhe Iesien problen

The software supports this step with comprehensive
m odelling capabilities, convergence control.

4 c . mvergence o.aphs and extensive po st- processing.

a > Sensti 'iv sitotv this is supported by possibilities to
define the design variables, shape animation to
explore the design space. automatic global and local
sensitivity-studies, sensitivity graphs etc.

3- Ontimisation: supported by a monitoring function on
Fig. 8 example of a stiffened panel and the autornatic optimisation process, review of
some of qi desion variables optimisation history and cvaluation functions on the

optimum design.

Two spets an e rcogise in p~iisig aparel.The Step I and 2 are most crucial in the optimisation process
Twi asect ca bereognsedin ptmniiim a tanl. he and require extensive knowledge of structural design

first aspect is the geometry i.e. position and hnape of (exclude details that are unimportant from a structural
tliffeners. The second aspect is the layiip of the ' omposite standpoint, select appropriate elementis and select the

layers. When production constraints are micen into important parameters for optimnisationi. Step 3 is fairly
account- it is much easier to change the geometry without straightforward if the first two steps are carried out
cost penalties than it is to change the lay-up. Production properly.
constraints impose for instatnce discrete layer :ikts
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1_ Introduction 2. Items of the design process

Meanwhile already the second and nearly 2.1 Geometrical and structural design
third generation of active controlled ci-
vil transport A/C is flying and for the The first step in the A/C confiluration
design engineer it has become a finding process is the geometrical design

based on design criteria such as:
business as usual

number of oassengers/payload to be
But before this happened, we all had to transported,
run through an intensive learning process range, cruise speed, fuel consumption,
because we had to realize that the inter- manoeuvrability, controllability.
action of the different disciplines was by commonality and maintainability.
far more intensive than in all other A/C
designs we did before. With the geometrical design of the A/C its

preliminary aerodynamic layout and perfor-
Having now lea , and what is sometimes mance, principles of structural comoonen-
more difficult, having reached the accep- ts, controls, and systems are given.
tance of all organizations involved that In a subsequent design cycle the structu-

ral design arid a detailed system layout is
MORE INTENSIVE INTERDISCIPLINARY COOPER- carried out. The sizing of the structure
ATION IS NEEDED is determined in the first step by the

Ig-, manoeuvre-, gust- and ground loads
the second problem appears which are mainly influenced by the overall

aerodynamic and mass distribution, but
how to transfer this into daily work. also by fatigue loads and the flutter be-

haviour of the A/C for all loading cases.
We all kncw in theory how it could work Outputs of this structural sizing process
and what the tools to handle such problems are among other things:
could look like but we do not wake up cne
morning and the tools are there. They have stress-, stiffness- and mass distribution.
to be specified, to be developed, to be
validated, and in parallel, as our main Reliable stiffness and mass distribution
task, we have to develop the A/C in time. are besides the steady and unsteady air-

force distribution the premises for reli-
What was said before shows that we are in able loads and flutter standards. That
front of a very means an interdisciplinary optimisation

process has to be carried through for the
complex technical process elastic design of an A/C which is made

much more complex by an Electronic Flight
and far away from the Control System equipped on the A/C. Usual-

ly the structural design is performed in
idealized laboratory conditions relation to an official programme go ahead

and in this frame a lot of significant
where one just starts a software and the items has to be concluded and defined as:
result is the

o definition and order for structural long
ideal design, lead items as unconventional and conven-

tional materials, forgings, ect.
It is nevertheless believed that it would o definition and order of major aircraft
not be wise to try to make this to a fully systems, as computers, servoactuators
automated process, because it will be im- etc.
possible to formulate all the engineering o definition of manufacturing devices
experience and expertise in an adequate (production tools)
manner and relationship. o time schedule for production drawings

o manufacturing of engineering mock-ups
So the work in this field has to be very and test specimen
pragmatic, and at the end of the design of
several A/C of this kind there might exist By taking into account the treatment of
an adequate tool to improve this process. the mentioned points and manufacturing

constraints in addition, parts of the
We now want to present such a pragmatic structure have to be frozen just on a pre-
way of real A/C design under industrial liminary basis.
conditions and in an international coope- Therefore the optimization process is ap-
ration which does not simplify the problem plicable only on a reduced number of de-
at all. Fig. 1 shows the more intensive sign variables whereas the knowledge un
interactions of the different disciplines. derlying the design process increases with

progressing time (Fig. 2) [1].

Presented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe )esign Technolog': April, INV3.
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2.2 Problems with a reliable stiffness trol laws. The gains of the differentL .3r,
model of the A/C trol laws depend on speed, M-number 3ha

configuration features of the aircraft.
The stiffness distribution for the A/C is Into the EFCS the Pitch Control. Roli Con-
derived iteratively from the structural trol. Yaw Control, as well as Auto Pilot,
sizing process. A reliable stiffness dis- Active Control Functions and so on are
tribution for an A/C component is required integrated.
timely before the freezing date of the
component. This shall be underlined by a 3.2 General Features of EFCS
typical example:
The jig shape of an A/C wing is determined The introduction of EFCS into the Air Pus
by the subtraction of the deformation in- design of
duced by lg loads for cruise conditions
from the mean optimal flight shape defined A 320 and A 321
by the aerodynamicists. The performance of A 330 and A 340
the A/C is wrong if for such determination
unreliable stiffness. or aerodynamic load has to be regarded as a revolution in ci-
distributions are used. vil aviation.
The best representation of the stiffness
of an A/C component is given by a FE-mo- The real layout target was in general
del. Usually the FE-models are established
by the stress office and used mainly for Handling Quality (HQ)
the calculation of stresses of A/C compo-
nents. To get a stiffness model for the by
A/C, the FE-models of the components have tailoring the HO of an A/C with redu-
to be composed. But such a model requires ced natural stability through systems
the correct idealization for all load
paths which is not really necessary for with the further intention to
stress calculation of A/C components. That
means the representation of a reliable improve the ,afety by tjiuteLtLuns of
stiffness distribution for the A/C is an - angle of attack
interdisciplinary task for the discipli- - load factor
nes: stress, loads and aeroelastics. Vali- - overspeea
dation possibilities for the stiffness mo- - bank angle / roll rate
del are the Ground Vibration Test iGVT) etc.
and/or the Static Stiffness and Strength
Tests. These tests are performed at a time improve the maintenance by
when the above mentioned iteration process - using anyway recorded flight data
is already finished long time ago. That information
means the structural A/C design has to be - using systems anyway available for
frozen with stiffness distributions for safety monitoring
the A/C components which may be more or as information for maintenance
less reliable. From this point of view ground staff
structural optimisation results may fail
by using them for weight saving procedu- reduce crew training in general but
res. especially when changing from one type

to another.
3.0 Electronic Flight Control System

IEFCS) Once having decided to go this way. the
EFCS offers the design engineer further

3.1 System description on Airbus A/C. chances in other domains as

Before starting to give aim and object of general trend to reduce design loads
the EFCS a short description of some fea-
tures of the flight control and the EFCS special alleviation devices for
is given. - manoeuvres
With exception of the hydraulic actuators - gust
of the rudder the actuators of all other
control surfaces are electrically control- augmentation for
led on the concerned Airbus A/C. The input - flutter
valves of the rudder actuators are connec- - vibration
ted by push rods to the yaw damper actua-
tor outputs. These are controlled mechani- improvement of ride comfort
cally with the pedal inputs by ropes as
well as electrically by the flight compu- aircraft condition monitoring for fa-
ter signals. tigue in relation to

- inspection interval
Fig. 3 shows a principle sketch of the - A/C life (see Fig. 4)
working method of an EFCS. The angles,
rates and accelerations of the aircraft But as always in life, everything has more
are measured by the Air Data Inertial Re- than one side. So we expected already that
ference Unit (ADIRU). Appropriate to the we would be confronted with a much more
pilot command the flight control computers complex
calculate the required control surface de- System Failure Situation
flections for controlling the aircraft
based on the data measured by the ADIRU which does not only have
which are fed back to the flight control
computer and incorporated by means of con Handling Quality Aspects
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but also relevancy for aircraft. Therefore the final lay out of
the control laws is not easily to be fi-

Loads nished before the end of the flight test
Flutter period. That means the technical progress
Stru,._ as reached with an EFCS for a passenger air-

craft must be paid by a lot of additional

dependent on the flexibility on the A/C. tests and calculations. In the next ýhap-
Although the main target was to have ters it is shown how the EFCS influences

the aeroelastics and the loads and how the
NO DESIGN CASES resulting from EFCS problems had been overcome.
Failures

4.0 EFCS influence on flutter
at the end we did not totally succeed in
this philosophy. 4.1 -peatilfeatures of Aeroservoel4sttic

Resulting from this experience the Airbus The aircraft parameters are measured by
partners worked out the basic philosophy the ADIRU. In this unit pick-ups are used
to handle systems with structural relevan- which measure the acceleration at a speci-
c/ as it is meanwhile taken over by the al point of the structure of the aircraft.
JAR-Authorities in their NPA 25C-199 defi- This signal contains not only the rigid
ning that loads and flutter have to be in- body motion but also the aircraft response
vestigated to structural degrees of freedom. This si-

gnal is fed back to the flight computers
- at time of failure occurrence of the aircraft and used for the proces-

and sing of the signals transmitted to the
- for continuation of flight control surface actuators. On this way the

influence of the EFCS on flutter and dyna-
under certain circumstances. mic response behaviour is given.

This led to the philosophy that the safety The influence of EFCS on the flutter beha-
factor in a failure case is defined as viour is covered by aeroservoelastic cal-
function of culations. For this reason the flutter

equation is supplemented by additional
failure probability terms which describe the effect of the

transfer functions of the EFCS and the
respectively actuators and the flutter vector is supp-

lemented by additional degrees of freedom
time spent in failure state with rigid control surface modes. With

this representation instabilities of con-
(see also [2]). trollers and actuators cannot be covered,

because their degrees of freedom are con-
All this made the already complicated de- tained but not explicitly extracted from
sign optimization process even more com- the flutter equation. With a representa-
plex in general, but especially in the tion of the flutter equation in the state-
early design phases where all the relevant space form including the degrees of free-
system information and failure definitions dom of the controllers and actuators the
are stability behaviour of the aircraft with

EFCS and actuators is fully described. But
- not available at all in this concept the unsteady airloads de-
- or not available in the quality to- pendent on the reduced frequency cannot be

be introduced in high sophisti(cated opti- used. Instead the unsteady airloads in the
mization processes form of Pad6 polynomials [4] are applied.

Some special features of such an aeroser-

3.3 Layout of the ,.ontrol laws voelastic calculation should be mentioned:

At the time being the optimization process 1) Usually all the input data for the
for tle lay out of the control laws is flutter calculation are linear in am-
done for the several aircraft disciplines plitude with exception of given nonli-
step by step. That means in the first step nearities in stiffness which are very
the control laws are established to get seldom. But the transferfunctions of
attractive handling qualities for the air- the EFCS are necessarily nonlinear be-
craft on the basis of a simplified air- cause filters, logical switches, limi-
craft model but on a realistic concept for ters and so on are used. Therefore, for
soft- and hardware for the flight control application in flutter calculation the
computers. The handling qualities are jud- transferfunctions have to be linearized
ged on the Simulator with the Cooper-Har- if necessary for different working
per judgement table (3]. points or the method of the "Harmonic

Balance" must be used.

But the control laws must not be chosen

such that they destabilize the structural 2) The signals transmitted to the control
modes and increase the loads. This must be surfaces have time delays due to follo-
also valid for all the failure cases of wing main effects:
the EFCS. That means that the control laws o data acquisition
have to be proved by an interdisciplinary o analog to digital conversion
design work. Finally the handling quali- o data transfer
ties, the influence of the EFCS on loads o signal processing
and aeroelastic behaviour is judged and
checked during the flight tests of the These time delays can be corrected by
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the control laws. To cover the fail corner point (6 db) of the filter are in-

safe concept several computers for the fluenced (Cig. 7).
flight control computer system are ne- As long as the frequencies of the rigid

cessary. The different computers pro- body modes are well separated from the
dude different time delays. These must frequencies of the structural modes low

be covered by calculation. Variable pass filters in the feed back circle or

time delay due to computer failures may the normal low pass behaviour of the ac-
degrade the effect of active control tuator transfer functions help to attenu-
system. ate the influence of the EFCS on the flut-

ter behaviour. The closer the frequencies

3) Usually a transferfunction is consider- of the rigid body modes and the frequen-
ed as a basic transferfunction multi cles of tUl structural modes are the more
plied by a gain factor and this gain control law changes compared to their ore-
factor depends on aircraft parameters liminary design become necessary to pre-

as: weight, centre of gravity location, vent the influence of the EFCS on flutter.
flap/slat configuration, M-number and On an aircraft like A 320 structural modes
velocity, and rigid body modes are well separated in

Since the airloads for low velocities their frequencies. Therefore no measure
are small the gain factors are high. was necessary to reduce the EFCS influence
When the EFCS influences the flutter on flutter. On an aircraft like the A 340
behaviour of an aircraft then the big- with the fundamental structural frequen-
gest influences may be for high gain cies close to 1 Hz control law changes and
factors, that means for lower speeds. low pass filters were required to prevent
Flutter velocities are usually expected a degradation of the damping of the struc-
at higher speeds. Therefore the EFCS tural modes by the EFCS.
requires difficile aeroservoelastic Usually the adjustments of the contrco
investigations for lower speeds and in laws performed during the flight tests of
configurations with extended flaps and the aircraft lead to minor changes. But
slats which are not considered for nor- for all modifications aeroservoelastic
mal flutter work on aircraft, calculations must show that they do not

degrade the flutter behaviour. This leads
4) The flutter vector is approximated by a to a heavy work load during the flight

set of Eigenmodes. The actuator loads tests in a tight time schedule.
applied on the control surfaces are
used in form of a series of eigenmodes. 5. _EFCS Influence on Loads
This correlates to the representation
of forces to the "mode deflection me- 5.1 General features
thod. This method leads to truncation
errors by a too small number of modes For loads purposes the A/C nas to be mo-
used. In the aeroservoelastic calcula- delled in all its important features as
tion additional modes are required due
to this effect. Geometry

Inertia
The remarks 1 to 4 are considered more in Stiffnesses
detail in [51. Aerodynamic

Systems
4.2 Influence of EFCS on flutter given by

exampjles otherwise it will not be possible to dis-
cover all the benefits, which the intro-

Fig. 5 shows the influence of a prelimina- duction of EFCS with active controls might
ry designed EFCS on flutter behaviour. The have on loads, stress and through this on
flutter damping plots without EFCS show no design weight or certain disadvantages. So
instability for every degree of freedom. it must be the target to introduce already
With EFCS the damping for the modes 1 and in the early loads calculations the diffe-
5 are significantly degraded. The damping rent control laws and study their influen-
values for mode 1 already become negative ce on the different loads quantities to be
for small speeds. To prevent the degrada- in a position to give the systems layout
tion of the flutter damping following mea- people advice for changes at a time where
sures ought to be introduced: this has nut yet hardware consequences.

Fig. 8 and 9 show examples for such a con-

o application of low pass filters on the trol arrangement.
signals transmitted to the actuators These system changes induced from the
(fig. 6). loads experts have then again to be stu-

* modification of control laws died by the HO-experts to check if there
o reduction of gain factors is an unacceptable adverse effect on their

targets.
These measures are applied stepwise and
the handling qualities have to be kept This is normally not the case because
attractive in this process. After finis- their optima area are relatively flat.
hing this adjustment process the damping
plots of the flutter results with EFCS In several cases it was found that these
ought to attain the order of the results changes introduced in the Simulator were
without EFCS, because the introduction of not even noticed in different A/C behavio-
an EFCS should not require design modifi- ur by the pilots.
cations on the aircraft to get a reasona-
ble aeroservoelastic behaviour. With the Because of the fact that during the design
low pass filter mainly the damping values process the data quality improves, changes
of modes with frequencies higher than the of gains and time constants are the normal



consequences resulting from the develop- 0 in design phases where data quality is
ment of good design changes become complicated

and costly
Aero Data
Stiffnesses It will be necessary for future designs to

synchronize the different design actions
To take already this trend into account in more carefully than in the past.
its effect on structural design and compo-
nent weight, the loads experts will under- 5.3 System Failures
take

In general it has to be demonstrated that

Sensitivity Studies an aircraft of such an EFCS layout can
safely be handled in a Failure State.

during which the gains and time constants
will be varied and its relationship to There might be different philosophies how
each other changed to find out in which this can be realized. But anyway the state
ranges loads might vary. of the system will be different from the

The introduction of all relevant details Normal Law State
of the EFCS control laws and their protec-
tions in the loads calculations required and might be called
to be able to handle

Alternate Law
Non-Linearities

or further degraded
In some loads fields which traditionally
were handled in the frequency domain, this Direct Law
is a major handicap which only could be
overcome by very laborious and costly These different laws produce different
changes in methods and software. One exam- aircraft motions and as consequences dif-
ple for such a problem is ferent, possibly higher loads. This might

also lead to the loss of one or the other
Continuous Turbulence protection.

with the All these different system states have to
Karman Spectrum be investigated in detail also in their

consequences on loads and structural de-

as gust input. sign.

5.2 Non-Failures Reduced safety factors might be used de-
pending on the systems failure probabili-

The introduction of the EFCS with its con- ty.
trol laws has the tendency to make the
reaction of the aircraft motion smoother The normal tendency is that loads in such
during manoeuvres which leads to a loads failure states will be higher than in non-
reduction in general compared with the in failure states.
former times required somewhat artificial

This is easy to understand remembering
Design Manoeuvres that the systems were installed to improve

the relatively low natural stability of
(see example in [2]) the aircraft.

Further by introducing the different pos- An unstable aircraft would have unlimited
sible protections the designer has in hand tailplane loads. The before described
another tool for tailoring an failure states are not failure cases in

the classical sense, they better should be
attractive handling called Systems Degradation.

together with an System failures with an important effect
on loads and structures are -oscillating"

acceptable Load Level and "runaway".
(see Fig. 10)

These have to be studied in their loads
To a certain extent this is also the case consequences
for

Design Gusts o at time of failure occurrence
and for

by introduction of, for example, o continuation of flight

Yaw Dampers in the cases where the pilot is not able
to identify those phenomena and can coun-

To optimize structural weight together teract before dangerous amplitudes are
with other disciplines is an iteration reached.
process which has the handicaps that

The last condition can lead to a very se-

o in design phases where easy and cheap vere problem for Static Design and Fatigue
design changes are possible the data Design too, because the NPA 25C-199 re-
quality is poor quires for static design the superposition
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of the failure inductl loads with those 6. Active Control Functions

resulting from the nomal non-failure de-
sign conditions. On an aircraft fully equipped with an EFCS

it is rather simple to install additional

Even if the failure probability is such Active Control functions as already men-

that a safety factor equal to one is iu- tioned. These can use already available
stified, this problem cannot be solved systems and controls lust adding some sen-

without consequences either for the system sors and software packages and possibly
or for the structure, pressure accumulators to reach higher de-

flection rates.
In the figures 11 to 13 oscillatory failu-
re cases are described. Depending on the individual design sltua-

The allowed surfaces deflection diagrams tion of an aircraft as
show a concentrated overview of the criti-
callity of an oscillatory failure in rela- o gust critical wing design like an A/C as
tion to structural design loads: Airbus A 320

or
Solid Line: o Manoeuver critical wing design like an

A/C as Airbus A 330/340

Envelope of max. (allowable) surface am-
plitudes versus frequency ) 1,5 Hz, which it might become attractive to add to the
produce the Design Loads on all structural already installed control laws
components and stations, from all investi-
gated flight and mass conditions, derived Load Alleviation Functions (LAF)
from a full dynamic analysis

Fig. 14 shows a scheme of such a Gust Load
Dashed/Dotted Line: Alleviation (GLA) with the target to redu-

ce Gust wing bending to the maneuver le-

Actuator Performance Curve, i.e. max. pos- vel.
sible surface deflection output amplitudes
versus frequency, only one actuator can The installation of
perform loaded while the standby actuator
is in damping mode. Manoeuver Load Alleviation (MLA)

If the output signal is non-sinusuidal an is even simpler because the high control
energy factor can be applied, relating the deflection rates of the LAF are not neces-
energy contents of the non-sinusoidal out- sary. Nevertheless also all these func-

put signal to a pure sinusoidal one (First tions have to be studied in relation to
Harmonic Performance). their influence on other disciplines also

here especially on their effect on

Servo-Loop Failure:
Handling Quality

Oscillatory Failure of electronic/hydrau-
lic servo-loop. Mainly: D/A - A/D conver- in non-failure and failure state.
ters. Another example is a function for impro-

ving the passenger ride comfort of an A/C
Computer Failures: called "Comfort in Turbulence" (CIT). Fu-

selage modes with small participation of

Oscillatory Failures of electronic ele- lifting surface vibration may be less
ments or due to gain variations, occuring aerodynamically damped, mainly for long
upstream of the actuators and influencing and relatively slender fuselages. In heavy
their command channels, turbulent flights the aircraft might vi-

brate in the fuselage modes with frequen-

The repercussion of this type of failure cies which mainly dec ide the flight com-
can be cured in most of the cases by an fort in the forward a J aft fuselage sec-
adequate low-pass filtering in the command tions. Fig. 15 shows the principle scheme
channels. for a CIT function which controls the la-

teral fundamental fuselage mode by the
CriticalliyýConditions: rudder. The acceleration pick-up is in-

stalled at a location on the front fuse-
A critical Oscillatory Failure condition lage. The structural filters and the phase
at "Time-of-Ocurrence" is indicated, if a compensation are shown in the feed back
"resonance peak of the Allowable Surface circle. The rudder is activated for a ne-

Deflection Curve (solid line) crosses the cessary vibration angle of the rudder of
Actuator Performance curve. In this case a > 0,07'. To prevent a degradation of the
specific Design Load on a structural com- effectiveness of other systems with higher
ponent is exceeded by a certain margin. priority the rudder angle activated by the

CIT is limited to 1". Fig. 16 shows the
EFCS-Working Area: necessary design work including the flight

tests to get certification. For certifi-

Oscillatory Failures in the EFCS working cation it has to be substantiated that the

frequency band (< 1,5 Hz) are detected by CIT-system in all its failure cases does
the Position Monitoring System with a not degrade the flutter and does not in-
threshold setting, so that Design Loads crease also dimensioning loads. Fig. 17
are not exceeded. shows the increase of modal damping for

the symmetrical fundamental fuselage mode
which is controlled by the CIT-function
using the elevator as movable device.



7. Conclusion There are some doubts that all these rela-
tions and interact-ons in real aircraft

The high complexity of an active control- design can be replaced one day by a total-
led civil transport aircraft design with ly automated process but certainly more
its multiple interactions between the dif- parts as usually today have to be put into
ferent disciplines was presented, a process chain to improve Quality and

safe design time.
It was highlighted that in future design
of this kind different design procedures To our opinion, the real problem is not
have to be established with the target only to solve the technical problems, the

more time consuming task will be to change
o to reduce the dominance of one discinli- behaviour of people involved.

ne by a multidisciplinary optimization
process to ensure an overall aircraft 8. References
optimum.
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controlling factor and main element that icngthens cycle time
AS•1'SRA( T and increases cost.

Usually the structural design is completed helore the
Current aircraft industry design practices produce high drawing sign-out loads are available. This is duc to the long

quality, safe and affordahle aircraft. I low'ver, future advanced lead time required for wind tunnel tests and critical 1o id anal
and integrated methods offer the opportunity to significantly ysis and selection. Also, the design is usually complete even
reduce the cost and development time of aircraft designs. 'Ihis before the structural panel tests are done. 'I he process is to
paper presents an overview of the current design process and issue the drawings and then check them afler the fact.
an example for subsonic transport wing box design. It also
describes a future process which is presently being implemented If a negatie margin is found in the structure or the aircrafl
at the Douglas Aircraft Company, i.e. the Aeroelastic Design has a flutter or durability and damage tolerance problem, the
Optimization Program (ADOP), and it-s application to a similar problem is corrected and the d awing recalled and fixed. I lie
subsonic transport wing. Specifically, stress and flutter are pobtemais corcein ihe arecalled ane, be
optimized and compression surface buckling and tension sur- of the cost ofArying in optimize - cry structural clemaene , until
face damage tolerance are integrated. Finally, the future o the st ring toroptim c ed stru
direction of ADOP will he outlined which includes integration a weight saving exercise is cn~led for.
of aeroelastic loads, durability and damage tolerance and coi- D. tails of the process of wing sizing will be given to illis
current structure and active controls oplimizalion. Irate current industry practices. Specifically, the methodology

for: 1) compression stn face optimization for rib and stringer
spacing, 2) tension surface design for damage tolerance, 3)

(CURRENT DESIGN PROCESS compressioiubending shear interaction, 4) load definition, and
5) flutler analysik Aill be discussed.

OVERVIEW
WING SI/ZING ME'I'l lOM)L)Ot;

The current structural design procedure for most aerospace
companies is illustrated in Fig. I -a as a process done in a series (Cnmpresion Surface Optimization of Rib and Stringer Spacing
that is iterated several times. Each iteration requires on the
order of six months to a year to complete and requires data
transfer across technical, political and sometimes geographic In order to keep overall wing weight to a mininmum, it is
boundaries at each step in the process. important to establish optimum stringer and rib spacing. If the

spacings are arbitrarily set too large for the compression cover,
"The leader in each discipline must have enough experience in an effort to reduce part cournt and subsequently cost. a severe

to know what input data is needed from other disciplines, how wVCight penally can occur uhich will ultimately jeopardize the
to complete his own analysis and what output data is needed number of aircraft sold due to inadequate performance when
for the next step in the operation. Most of the time, different compared to competitor aircraft. Therefore, to assure least

models of the aircraft structure and aerodynamics are devel- weight, the following optimization procedure is performed:
oped at each step of the process. TIhis is done for several rea-
sons: I) different assumptions and model fidelity are required. I' Define wing comnpression cover loads (elastic axis) --
2) computer code formats are different and. 3) each discipline I lie average in-plane load intensity (Plhbs/in) in the com-
wants to get started without waiting for someone else's model. pression cover. shown iFig. 2, is determined along the wing
[Ite drawbacks. of course, are that: I) data input is sometimes elastic axis (defined half way between spars) using the wing
duplicated, 2) errors and inconsistencies can develop among bending moments, wing box chord (rear spar to front spar
models, and 3) accuracy levels are not consistent among the normal to elastic axis), and average box depth.
various disciplines.

2) Determine cover allowable compression stress -- for the
During the initial design process, as opposed to the final compression surface, Douglas Aircraft Company has developed

check out, only preliminary data is available and, therefore, a compression panel optimization program [I] based on the
used. Every discipline is working with whatever data is avail- classical optimizalion assumption that minimum compression
able to that discipline at a particular point in time. Many times panel weight is obtained when the applied stress (tr = P/A) is
new data arrives midway through an analysis for a particular equal to the general iiistability stress 0 = 1172 E,/(LIp)2 and the
discipline but usually this new data is put on hold until the next individual plate element instability stress a = knI r(trb)2. The
iteration. The items that influence data changes are: 1) program optimizes the stringer cross-sectional shape for a given
updated input from other disciplines, 2) configuration changes stringer spacing, rib spacing, and stiffening ratio, A,,/A,k. A
due to changes of mission or airline customer feedback, 3) cost practical stringer depth (between 2"-3') is employed to avoid
and performance enhancements, 4) and completion of wind torsionil instability, keep the section neutral axis as close to the
tunnel an,' structural tests. Obtaining the data necessary to skin as possible, and mn1ximize stringer extrusion strength
complete an analysis or design in a particular area is usually the valhes. The program is used to develop a family ol panel

!Presented a an AGARD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe De.sign Technologi ..Ipil, 1993.
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weights versus load intensity curves for defined skin striinger approximately to tile oplirnim rib spacing Stitngers are Iheir

material, stringer spacing, rib spacing, arid stiffening ratio. spaced near tie oplinurim pacing.

lhe stiffening ratio is set at 0.50 in the early design phase len'on Surface Design for Damage Tolerance
to assure that sufficient skin thickness and subsequently torque
box G] is available to prevent wing flutter and to assure sufli-
cieat stringer area is available for damage tolerance. Irom a [lic wing structure is required by the IAA to he d;amage

pure compression panel weight optimization, lighter weight can tolerant to insure that if fatigue, corrosion, or actidental

be obtained at higher Ftlffening ratios (minimum weight at I to damage occur within the operational life of the airplane, the

1.5 depending on tihe stringer shape) if stringer depth is not remaining structure will withstand reasonable loads Aithout

constrained. hlowever, this can lead to flutter problems deter- failure or excessi,,e deformation until the damage is detected

mined at a later time and may produce stringer depths that lead Although not strictly required by I AA regulations, the wing

to non-optimum designs when all factors are considered, should be designed for two-hay crack capability [ 2J so that the
critical crack sites are large enough to allow an inspection

The future optimizations process, AI)OP, will allow the program that requires detecting these cracks safely with corn-

skin-stringer stiffening ratio to vary to maximize the com- ftrtahle repetilive inspection intervals. Srpecifically, the lower

pression allowable while still maintaining the proper flutter wing surface must he ahle to arrest a two bay crack (broken

safety margin arid stringer depths. "there is more than one way stringer and two adjacent skin bays) at limit load. I his means

to prevent flutter and setting this ratio to 0.5 may not always that tire two bay crack is rendered non-critical and will not fast

be tire most efficient way to do it. lhius, although a very good fracture.

rule of thumb, some improvement may be made and this
improvement will he available early in the design. M)iring prelimintary design, the lower surface stringCr

spacing and shape are set nearly the same as that for the upper

3) Determine upper cover weight -- lire process is simply sirface and the ratio of stringer area to skin area is set at 0 t5

to divide tile wing into spanwise sections or panels, say six of to assume maxintuor allowable stress is obtained. A two bay

them, calculate the average running load, Pt, per panel from crack residual strength analysis is then performed to (,btain the

Iigure 2. and determine the incremental panel weight, W, from allowable stress level. Usually this level is the most critical

Fig. 3. compared to crack growth life, negative I -g buckling, or mate-
rial allowables.

4) Determine lower cover weight -- For the tension sur-
face, the allowable stress is limited hy damage tolerance lihe future design method AI)OP accounts for tire two-hay
requirement (discussed below). For preliminary design, crack allowable in tire oplimnization process as the ratio of

F, = 52,100 psi is used for aluminum alloys. Panel weight cart stringer area and skin area changes and will not fix the ratio

be incrementally determined from the weight per unit area of strinrger to skirt area to a specific ituber.

based on stress and the average running load,
94', = 144p P, / F, (lbs/f

2 ). Fatigue and crack growth life is also analysed for the
lower wing surface but usually after the design is complete.

5) D)etermine rib weight -- Rib weight is generally about Tihis analysis determines tile inspection threshold and interval.

30 percent of the total cover weight (not including spar caps)- Ie threshold is half"ofthe life determined by it est or a third of

This high weight ratio is due to the fact that a large percentage tcre life lbtained y analysis p io int greater than half of the air-

of transport aircrail rib weight is driven by externally applied craft life. ire inspection interval is equal to half tie tittl

forces such as flap arid control surface loads. When these fac- interval between when a detectable crack appears arid when it

tors are discounted, rib weight required to support the cover is becomes unstable. In some instances, unacceptable values of
tire threshold and interval dictate an allowable stress that isabout 5 percent of the total cover weight. Rib strength aridlowrttdiersda tegh au nwihcs iedsg

stifnes reuirmens mst e acouned or n te fnaldesgn, lower than file residual strength value in which case file designstiffness requirements must be accounrted for in the Final design. is infc -p

bilt in practice, mininum gauge will usually satisfy the require-

ments for ribs. Based on this assumption, rib weight is obtained
as follows: ('ompression-Bending-Shear-|nteraction

- ire margin-s of safety are calculated using an interaction
A4'Ri = ra,, inp (I) equation that conihbires tite various stress or huckling states.

I or instance, tile compression surface margins are calculated
where A,.. is the average surface area of ribs T is the rib thick form tire following semiri-empirical eqration
ness; n is the number of ribs; and p is tire weight density.

6) i)etermine panel/rib weight -- lihe overall weight is (R, + R,)" + R' = 1.0 (2)

determined by suimminig the cover weights and rib weights. [Iris
weight can be plotted for various panel length arid stringer where n and tn are determined empirically and R,. R1, and R,

spacings (F-ig. 4). From the figure. 6-inch stringer spacing is tire are tie ratio of actual stress over the allowable stress for com-
lightest weight at a rib spacing of about 35 in. Actually stringer pressiori, bending (modunits of rupture) and shear respectively.

spacings less than 6-inch are more optimum (about 5.3 inch).
Ilowever. this spacing is too small for shear clip installation. Ihe compressionr allowable Po is usually found by com-

bining panel test results with the Johnson-Euler formula. Mhe
Based on the optimum values for rib and stringer spacings, column fixity factor c (1.0 for simple support, 4.0 for built in)

a wing structural arrangement drawing (fur example, see ligure is usually taken as no more than 1.5 for this' formula. The
5) is created that first defines hardpoints for control surface optimum stringer rib design discussed above usually places the

hinges, flap hinges, pylon attach structure, and slat track stringer (plus effective skin) in the short-column range of the
location. Based on these fixed rib locations, ribs are spaced Johnsotn-luler formula.



This compression surface interaction formula is semi- I he entire flight envelop is cleared for flutter with a margin
empirical but has proven successful for the l)C-9, and l)C-10 of 15'. If a flutter deficiency exists anywhere, a stiffness
aircraft that have millions of safe flight hours. The tension increase requirement for wing or pylon is obtained (usually by
surface uses principal stresses since buckling is not involved, the trial and error method) and sent to the designer who rede-
The future design method, ADOP, can use these formulas or signs the wing to produce the required stiffness. Sometimes, if
others, such as von Mises as the designer wishes. only a small corner of the flight envelope or fuel state causes a

problem the aircraft can be 'placarded" to reduce V, and I'd

Load Definitions and thus eliminate the problem, without changing the structured
design.

Internal structural loads are required to size the structure. (;enerally for high aspect ratio wings, a beam stick struc-
Ilowever, these loads are a direct function of the aeroelastic tural model is used. Modes p re easy to obtain once estimates
external loads which are, themselves, a function of the struc- of El, WJ mass and inertia along the span arc made. Making
tural stiffness. these estimates from finite-element models, however, can be

time consuming. IFor low aspect ratio wings, plate theory must
The structural model used for loads (arid flutter) is usually he used. In the fiture design method, ADOP. only one struc-

a beam stick elastic axis for subsonic transport wings. linear lural model is used for all analysis and design. This can cause
Doublet lattice aerodynamics [3,4], corrected using wind an increase in cycle time because the finite-element model may
tunnel data, are used for the gust loads and flutter analysis. A be detailed and require more ,-me in the modal analysis. But
nonlinear semi-empirical model is used for maneuver loads it is felt that this inconvenience is more than compensated for
which incorporates wind tunnel data. As slated in the overview, by the benefits obtained using one accurate structural model.
drawing sign-out loads are usually not available at the time of
design, and thus preliminary or advanced design loads must he
used. These loads may not be based on up-to-date wind tunnel
data. FUTIU ;RE I)F-SIG;N PROCESS IESCRIPTION

The process to obtain drawing sign-out loads is outlined Because the current structural design procedure (Fig.
as follows. First, compute the elastic-to-rigid ratios for the sta- I -a) does not simiiltanseously consider all disciplines such as
bility and control aerodynamics coefficients. The rigid coeffi- stress, sizing, flutter, loads, etc. it requires a large amount of
cients are usually obtained from wind tunnel tests. 1lhese time and man-power to complete. Specifically, each design
elasticity corrected coefficients are then used to obtain trimmed cycle Likes longer, more cycles are needed to reach an
conditions for static maneuver loads cases which range over the optimum, and numerous meetings and discussions are required.
entire flight envelope of velocity, load factor, altitude, e.g. and An acr,oelastic design optimization program, ADOP, is being
weight. ['hey are also used for abrupt pitch, roll and yaw developed at the McDonnell Douglas Corporation to reduce
maneuvers. The rigid wing tunnel data are also used to correct cycle tinie, improve the quality and accuracy of the final design
the unsteady doublet lattice method for use in PN) and discrete and reduce the number of design cycles (Fig. I -b). This pro-
gust analysis as was mentioned above, gram will reduce the elapsed time required for drawing sign-out

and rework of designs and their associated delays. Ultimately,
A first pass at critical load selection is made at this time cost, schedule, performance and quality will be improved.

where obvious cases are eliminated reducing the number of
cases to several thousand.

AI1)OI PROGRAM STRIUCTUI|RE
The second step is to perform distributed maneuver loads

analyses for the various aircraft components and to perform a AIO)(P integrates different analysis and design disci-
second pass at critical load selection based, for the most part, plines, uses one analysis model, and optimizes the model to
on interaction diagrams (Bending!lorque, SheaVf!orque, achieve a minimum weight while simultaneously satisfying
Bending/Shear). The cases that lie on the outer extremities are structural perforrmance requirements. Compared with different
selected as candidate critical cases reducing the number of cases models used by diverse disciplines anid incomplete weight min-
to about a hundred. imization in the current design process, the advantages of using

AI)O)P arc already seern.
Gust loading and taxi analyses are also performed and

produce an additional set of candidate critical load cases using AI)OP is developed for efficient static, dynamic, and
the interaction diagram approach. aeroelastic optimization of large finite element structural

models. The program is modularized by discipline and logical
The final candidate load cases are then used to calculate tasks. Current modules include:

internal loads. At this point the actual critical cases for all wing o lHinite element bulk data translation;
parts can be identified and used to check the design and resize o Matrix abstraction computations;
the structure if needed. o Static strength;

o Large order cigenvalue and eigenvector extraction;
Flutter Analysis o [Fully stressed design;

o k and p-k method flutter analysis;
A V-g method is generally employed using empirically o Dynamic transient response;

corrected Doublet ILattice aerodynamics and a beam elastic o D)esign sensitivity calculation;
axis structural model. Mass, inertia and cross products of o Design variable linking;
inertia are employed in the model analysis. Uhese modes are o Multidisciplinary optimization.
eventually corrected using Ground Vibration Test (GVT) The modules are then linked together through a mnaster control
results after aircraft roll-out. Obviously, the GVT does not program (ACI.; AI)OP control language) [5] and data base
impact the aircraft design but is used only as a safety check after management system ADACS (ADOP disk and core system)
the fact. [6]. ADACS uses a dynamic memory and file allocation
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scheme to store and retrieve data to allow for the manipulation o User input variations for high order functions.
of very large arrays associated with large structural models.
AC. is developed to access discipline modules, perform matrix A global design variable linking is installed to complement
operations, and establish logical looping and branching. A tfie basic design variable linking. lhe technique allows users
graphical interface program is also implemented to perform to define the relationship between design variables, so that, for
intermediate and post processing associated with the analysis example, a composite wing skin divided into several panels has
and design optimization. Case control logic is established to ply thickness as design variables for each individual panel but
guide analysis and design flow in optimization and access has only one global orientation. "lherefore, during optinii7ation
appropriate discipline modules. the ply thickness of each panel varies independently hut all

panels on the wing skin have to rotate together like a rigid sur-
Presently, multidisciplinary design in AD)OP optimizes face. Ibis can he resolved by equating the orientations of all

aircraft structures subject to: panels to a representative orientation through the global design
"o Stress and strain constraints: variable linking.
"o Displacement constraints;
"o Modal frequency constraints;
"o Flutter constraints. STATIC DESIGN TECIHNOLOGIES

Static strength optimization ensures that the stresses and AI)OP uses the *fully stressed design' technique (FSI)) to
strains are below the allowable values and the structural resize finite elements and obtain a nearly optimum solution for
stiffness meets the deformation requirements subject to the static strength before starting numerical optimization. Ihis
design loads. Frequency constrainL prevent the structural reduces the number of iterations in the optimization. The
vibration modes from falling into a specific range of frequen- AD)OP static design and analysis technologies include:
cies. Flutter requirements sometimes dictate the structure's o Point (aeroelaslic), pressure, thermal, inertia, and combined
stiffness. Thus, the aircraft structural size needs to be distrib- loads;
uted properly to avoid flutter. In an ADOP optimization iter- o Fully stressed design (I'SI)) with design variable linking;
ation, structural response such as stress, displacement, vibration o Compression panel buckling criterion;
frequency and flutter speed will be evaluated. Violated con- o Coesion 2-bay crack criterion in durability and damage tol-
straints are identified and the structure is resized with those erance;
response sensitivities. The program then selects a new structure o Stress; and strain design criteria:
which tries to minimize weight and satisfy the violated con- Misestfill stress,
straints. The iteration continues until all constraints are satis- i-lPrincipal stress and strain,
fled and the weight variation is stationary. -- Maximum shear stress and strain,

-- 'sai-Wu stress, and

FINITE EILEMENIS AND DESIGN VARIABLE LINKING (runcated maximum shear strain;
o Displacement arid stiffness design criteria; and
o Analytic design sensitivity calculation.

The finite elements that can be designed in AI)OP and

their design variables are: Compression panel buckling [I] and tension two-bay
"o Area of 2-node rod; crack criteria [2] are used for metallic structures in both fully
"o Area and moments of inertias or real dimensions of beam; stressed design and strength optimization. All possible buckling
"o Stiffness of linear and torsional springs; conditions including skin buckling between stringers, overall
"o Thickness of TRI3 orthotropic membrane and plate-shell; stringer buckling, stringer crippling, and the torsional stability
"o Thickness of QUAD4 orthotropic membrane and plate-shell; of a skiii-siringer combination are checked. [he two-bay crack
"o Thickness of quadrilateral shear panel; criterion requires that if a stringer and the skin in adjacent bays
"o Ply thickness and one orientation of composite membranes; are broken, the crack be arrested by the stringers at both ends
"o Mass and offset of lumped mass element; and of' the two bays to mnaintain the structural integrity. In the
"o Stiffness of general flexibility/stiffness element (GENEI.). optimization procedure, the design sensitivities of panel
Rigid elements and multiple point constraint capabilities are buckling arid two-bay crack stress allowables are included and
also implemented to provide modelling flexibility. the allowables are updated according to the new element sizes

n the optimization process the number of design variables in each iteration. The panel buckling and two-bay crack stress
In tallowables are also used in the interaction equation (Eq. 2) and

is limited by computer resources. It is impractical and unnec- damage tolerance design in thie current design process as dis-
essary to retain each element in a large structural model as an cussed previously. I lowever, there is no update of these allow-
independent design variable, since in portions of a structure a ables ii the current process until all disciplines are checked out
simple relationship of structural properties can be defined using arid a new iteration begins.
the previous design experience and manufacturing constraints.
Design variable linking [7] is accomplished by representing The stress, strain and displacement constraints can be used
finite element sizes by a few design variables and a shape func- in the optimization. They are written as
tion as follows:

x

=RD (3) 2,, o I S (4)

where t is the element size vector, R is the ratio between I and in whicih x may be the normalized von Mises equivalent stress,
the independent design variables D. strain in a particular direction or a specific displacement com-

ponent. x0 is the corresponding allowable value.
In ADOP, the features in design variable linking include:

o Free and fixed design variables for the same group, The displacement design sensitivities are computed using
o Constant, linear and bilinear shape functions; and thie direct gradient method as
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in which J/, and fi, are the tipper and lower hounds of the
where au/aI)i anid a•p/i3Di arc the displaccment and load sen- frequenc-y and 4, is the corresponding eigenvalue.
sitivity vectors, respectively. The load design sensitivities are
only present for loads associated with structural sizes such as For eigenvalue ), with m multiple roots the designt sensi-
thermal, inertia and static aeroelastic loads. (Aeroelastic loads tivilies are solved using
design sensitivities are being developed and will be discussed
later.) rK/laD, is the design sensitivity of stiffness matrix.

(p 7  --K 7 m ) L OA(a g
The constraint gradient of the Mises-Ilill criterion, for M--, ' -' , m - -l)

example, is expressed asI

where aKlal), arid (IM/aID are the design sensitivities of the

217X I_ ) acrx global sliffness and mass matrices, respectively; and (IA/ii), is
S2DI 2 . 1)/) a diagonal matrix with diagonal terms equal to the design sen-

sitivities of the eigenvalue A,. (, are the vibration modes andS) 1 (6) r"1 are the cigenvectors of Fq. 8.S2-,, a-Y ,a 2,., Orxy 'r

2 1l 12 ItUTER D)ESIGN lEC INIOIOGIES

where (T, at, and T, are the element normal and shear "lie corrsplexity of modern aircraft structures makes
stresses- and St. S2 and S;2 are their corresponding stress automation of the flutter design cycle essential. An aircrall has
allowables. 'o be designed flutter-free for all payloads and altitudes. In

AI)OP, flutter analysis is performed with the modal approach,
The generalized interaction failure criterion for the coin- i.e. structural characteristics are simulated hy a number of

pression surfaces (FE*q. 2) and its constraint gr:dient can also selected vihration modes. Both the k (V-g) and p-k flutterbe written in the forms of Eqs. 4 and 6, respectively. analysis methods are available in ,Dl)OP. The k metlhod flutter
equation is written as

MODAL DISIGN TECIINOLOGIFS [+ - ,(M±A)] I,=Q (9)

An accurate and efficient modal analysis is essential to where K and M are the generalized, or modal, stiffness and
various dynamic evaluations of structures. Compared with mass matrices, respectively. ,A is the generalized aerodynamic
using the beam-stick representation of aircraft for modal and influence coefficient matrix. ('he discrete aerodynamic inflit-
flutter analysis, a ftll finite element aircraft model is more ence coefficient matrix is computed using tile D)oublet-L.attice
appropriate because it can address the chordwise deformation, method L3,4]). ,i, and •f• are the complex eigenvalue and
accurately represent the structural stiffness, and eliminate arty eigenve(lor of the aeroelastic system, respectively, and
confusion in model conversion between the finite element and , = mll/(l + ig,,), where g,. is the damping of the system
beam models. Today, analysis of large unreduced structural and (jm is the circular frequency. The above equation is solved
models is possible with powerful computers and advanced step-by-step along the reduced velocity axis, I/k, and the
computing techniques. ADOP has two large-order modal AI)01I ftutter analysis module directly computes the flutter
analysis methods, the block Lanczos method [8,9] and accel- velocity and frequency.
erated subspace iteration [10). Both methods are designed to
directly extract eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large structural In the ADOP flutter optimization, a constraint is imposed
models. The numerical problem caused by the return of con- with art allowable flutter speed. Flutter for all boundary con-
verged eigenvectors is resolved by using a selective Gram- dilions (-,mmetric arid antisymmetric), payloads and Mach
Schmidt orthogonalization. numbers can be designed simultaneously. This is much more

preferable over the current design process which designs one
The full modal analysis methods require better modelling boundary, payload and Mach number combination at a time.

practices than the simple beam model. ADOP automatically
diagnoses and restrains most singular degrees of freedom due The velocity constraint is written as
to the use of rank deficient elements. [lowever, singularities
(unrestrained by ADOP and ignored its the static analysis) due V
to improper modelling need time to correct. [he benefits of ( 1.0-- (10)
using the full finite element model far exceed the additional time Vq
paid for this correction because model conversion required in
the current design process is not needed and higher quality where Vq is the design flulter speed with a 15% safely margin.
results are generated.

If the constraint is not satisfied, the structural finite ele-
The frequency constraints allow engineers to restrain the ments have to be resized to increase the flutter speed to meet

structural vibration modes from railing into a specified range the design requtirentent. The flutter design sensitivity can be
of frequencies. The constraints can he written as expressed as
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0 V _ b Ok flutter design requirements are assumed and this study focuses
S k m1 (II) on designing the primary wing structure, i.e. the wing box I lie

compression panel buckling allowables for tire tipper wing and

tension two-bay crack allowables for the lowver wing are used

where b is the half reference chord length; dto,]lDi arid along with the von %fises criterion for materials.

lkltoD, are the design sensitivities of frequency and reduced
frequency at flutter, respectively. In the k-method, the two Ihe aircraft wing is modelled by 9636 finite elements
design sensitivities are computed by including rods, membranes, shear panels, lumped masses and

generalized stiffness elements (('1NII.). Ilowever, only the

SI T OK T M- elements composed of the wing box were designed. [~he

2 . , tUi ) 2) fuselage and tail are modelled with simple beams and their
Ok m presence is required for the flutter analysis and optimization.

aDn Im( f'Tm _(k) U) (1 1 he model has a total of (5)0 degrees of freedom.

and 'he upper and lowt. wing panels and stringers contained
3 within the wing box indlude nearl. 10301 finite 1.' )cign
M m[[ VT( variable linking is necessary to reduce the size of the problem.

Re1  2 tl- -(+ Ihe wing box is divided into two chordwise design groups for2 i0 the skins and stringers separately on the lower arid upper sur

t a. OM I T K . faces since chordwise sizing variation is important for this wing
Re !',,, U, -.• -m U2-n Additionally, tihe wing box is divided into five spanwise design

an, groups with the boundaries corresponding to span breaks (I ig.
14). 1lhe four corner elements of each group are specified to

where Re(.) and Ira(.) are the real and imaginary parts of the be the independent design variables; a linear variation of'
enclosed quantity. YT is the left eigenvector of Eq. 9. aK/laI) thickness arid. area are defined between each corner variable.
and OýMI$D, are the design sensitivities of the generalized With 10 hilinear design groups on the lower and upper wing
stiffness and mass matrices, respectively, defincd for both skins and stringers, there are 160 design vari

ables.

OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY Figures 8 and 9 present the flutter speed and weight versus
iteration for the ADOP optimization process. Iwo fully

Case control logic is implemented to guide the analysis stressed design iterations were performed before the numerical
and design flow and access appropriate discipline modules. optimization. ihe optimization with stress criteria and a
ADOP allows for different boundary conaditions of the same required flutter speed converged in five iterations with tfie final
structure (symmetric and anti-symmetric) along with multiple flutter speed 4% higher than die required speed. Thus, this case
load cases, payloads and flight conditions (Mach and altitude). is stress critical but not flutter critical. In order to test AJ)OIP
Case control is used to establish which analysis disciplines, anti for a flutter critical case the flutter speed requirement was
their related loads, payloads, boundary and flight conditions are arbitrarily increased anti a new optimization preformed.
required during an optimization iteration.

Iwelve iterations were used before all design constraints
'Tite ADOP multidisciplinary design optimization flow were satisfied. the iteration history clearly indicates that tile

chart is shown in Figure 6. The static strength, modal fre- design in the second case was flutter-critical because the final
quency and flutter analyses are performed between major iter- speed converged toward the required speed. In tire flutter speed
ations with the updated structure. I he loads and aerodynamic history (lig. 8), four optimization iterations were performed
data are generated before the optimization iteration. Active before the required speed was exceeded. The remaining iler-
and violated constraints from the analyses along with their afions (7 - 13), prior to convergence, were used to reduce weight
design sensitivities are then collected for optimization. 'he while maintaining the stress constraints. An unexpected result
method of modified feasible directions [I I ] is used in AI)OP was obtainied as shown in the weight-iteration plot (Fig. 9), i.e.
for numerical search. If all constraints are satisfied and the the final weight from the second optimization run nearly equals
weight variation between iterations is within a tolerance, the to that from the first one. This means that very little weight
optimization procedure stops and tie results are reported. penalty was paid for a substantial increase in flutter speed.
Otherwise, the iteration continues until it exceeds the allowable
number of iterations. Jo investigate this phenomenon. the skiii thickness arid

stringer area distributions for both optimization runs are
Including all active and violated constrainnts i-' tlee opti- examined (Jigs. ID and II). lhe skin distribution shows a

mization procedure can be too expensive [ I I]; therefore, in increasing thickness near the wing root at the trailing edge for
each design iteration only a subset of these constraints is the second optimization run compared to that of the first run.
selected. The constraints are evenly distributed among all The change of thickness in other areas is insignificant. fig. II
design variable groups. Results from all boundary, payload shows that the stringer areas in the same location are reduced
and flight conditions and load cases are examined and inactive for the second run. This indicates that to increase the flutter
(very feasible) conditions are neglected in the next iteration to speed the torsional stiffness of the wing is increased by thicken
reduce computation. the skin near the root at the trailing edge. Meanwhile, in the

same area the stringer areas are reduced to offset the additional
weight and bending stiffness due to the increased skin thickness.

NUMERICAL STUII)JFS 'IThese results are very reasonable since an increase in torsional
stiffness will separate thie bending and torsional modes and thus

A 3-D finite element model of a large subsonic transport benefit flitter. 'life reduction of stringer area and increase of
aircraft, as shown in Fig. 7, is used to demonstrate the multi- skin thickness changes the sliffening ratio (0.5 preferred by the
disciplinary optimization capability in AJ)OP. Both stress and current design process) and slightly decreases the stress allow-
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ables for the two-bay crack. Ihis change in allowables design procedure arid the subsequent allowables passed on to
accounts for the slight weight increase. Thus, the flutter the global optimizer in AI)OP.
requirement was met using only a slight change in allowables
and weight. Acroservoelaslicity -- A module for aeroservoelastic sta

bility analysis with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
Fig. 12 and 13 show the final panel buckling allowables feedback control systems is currently being developed in

and two-bay crack allowables on the upper and lower wing AI)OP. The purpose is to be able to suppress flutter with both
surfaces, respectively. The panel buckling allowables are finite element sizes and control law variables as design %ari
reduced in the spanwise direction in accordance with the ables. In the optimization procedure, the flutter design sensi-
tapered element sizes. Only a slight variation of two bay crack tivities for both structural sizes and control variables will he
allowables is observed, because the stiffening ratio (Fig. 14) is evaluated and flutter conslrainLs will he satisfied with a min-
nearly constant along the wing span. imum %eight increase. I low to set ip a control desig, criterion.

for example, by imposing constraints on gain and phase for
The CPU time (on an IBM 3090) used for the first opti- optiznitalion is still to he determined.

mization run was 6 hours (or $700. in batch mode) and the
second cost 10 hours (or $1,100.), which would be much more

Uricie~t than ire weeks or nionths required for 'tress, sizing :nsd CON(CIUSIONS
flutter iterations in the current design process. In addition, the
design generated by AI)OP is generally superior to that from Current arid future design methods for large subsonic
the current approach due to the simultaneous consideration of transport wing boxes has been described. Current nmethod•
all disciplines. produce high quality, safe and affordable structure, however,

fiuture multidisciplinary integrated methods offer the potential
to significantly reduce cost and cycle time.

FIJT'IJRE. I)FVEIOPMENTS IN A()OP

The current I)ouglas Aircraft Company design philosophy
Loads -- A major reduction of cycle time will be realized arid procedure has been outlined arid an example given. A

when distributed aeroelastic loads are brought into the auto- future design system, A)OP (Acroelastic D)esignr Optimization
mated sizing procedure in AI)OP. An interfaced procedure for Program), has also been described arid an example of flutter
updating these loads as the structure changes will allow rapid optimization with buckling arid two-bay crack allowable- was
convergence of the aeroelastic loads and structural sizing. Such given.
a procedure is the Advanced Integrated I oads System (AIlS)
which as being constructed to fit into ADOP (see Fig. 15 anid Great potential of using AI)OP to reduce weight is also
Ref. 13). expected since stress, flutter, buckling, two-hay crack,

aeroelaslic loads aid active control systems cart he siniultane-
Currently, trimmed and balanced maneuver and gust onsly optimized.

loads are produced using a modal approach. Sensitivities of the
maneuver loads to design variables have also been included so REFEREN('ES
that aeroelastic load optimiz:ation can be undertaken.
Aeroelastic load optimization is very important since large 1. BI i1. Schofield. 'Computer-Aided D)esign of Skin-Stiffened
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Fig. 1. Schemnatic of Current(a) and Future (b) Design Processes
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Fig. 7. 3-D Finite Element Model for Stress and Flutter Design
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MO-12 Lower Surface 2-Bay Crack Stress, Allowabies
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THE INTEGRATION OF DESIGN AND MANUFA(1URING
PROCESSES AT ALENIA DVD

by
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INTRODUCTION 2. ALN COMPUTATION CAPABILITY

In Aeronautics the pioneers era, or, if you prefer, the The first step has been to operate on the computing side

age of high creativity like the one in the fifties with the to rationalise the architelture of the system

introduction of the jet engines, or the one of the

aero/structural revolution in the thirties which started The logic followed has been to have a common Data

the age of the monoplanes with metallic shell structure Base for lofts, loads, aerodN namics data and other from

and ended the biplanes period, is passed- which, to allow flexibility, each department can take

and introduce data with their own special software (of

Nowaday, we are in a stall situation where the final course following appropriate procedures to assure that

increment in the basic performances (max speed, the date are not corrupted) and usintg defined

manouver capability) is usually excessively expensive. exchanging data protocols,

It is niow the time when it is necessary to look to The functionil connections between tile different

marginal areas to gain improvements in the computers and the main r,oft% are tools used by the

performances, to use new materials like carbon fibers to different departm•c•ts andi t(ie main data hank are hokkwn

tailor the structure to :he needs and to simplify, with the in fiL. 2. 1.

help of electronics and servomechanism, complicate

mechanical systems to obtain aircraft architectures Each office ha. %ýork-stations for the interoctive (3D)

otherwise impossible to be flown, graphics and work-stations as servers for Xterminal,

mainly used for editing work or plotting graphics.

But this is not enough and is absolutely necessary to A server is dedicated to the scalar analyses and share

improve also the costeffectivity ratio both increasing data bases.

the reliability, availability and supportability of the The Crav Y-MP i, for intensise computing W(Fl),

%%capon system to reduce the usage cost and to reduce (SI,..

the production cost of the aircrafts.
A detail on how structures and aerodynamics interfaces

[his is not any more achievable using the single man is shown in fig. 2.2.

capabilities on a single discipline but it is required a Both start, and finish, at geometrical model (i.e. CATIA

new type of working organisation which uses on one model).

side sophisticated means of calculation integrated in Then, for structural analysis, a structural mesh is

order to optimize tile overall design and on the other defined on tlte geometrical model, by means of

compresses the time of the process trying to exploit the specialised code like SDRC. IDEAS.

synergism of the interdisciplinary couplings, The highly intcractive wvork like the visualisation of the

overlapping as much as possible the design and analysis results where standard and ad hoc code may be

manufacturing phases. used, is performed on work-stations.
The FEM analysis run on the Cray where

Alenia Defence Aircraft Division being involved in MSC/NASTRAN, MSC/DYNA or dedicated code are

several programmes both individual and in international available.

cooperation has followed this evolution and is actively The Aerodynamic analysis is nearly based on in-house

pursuing the adequacy of its operative structure to the development computer codes. For the codes based on

new requirements by adopting advanced technology Euler equation a dedicated step of grid generation is

processes, necessary.

P'resented at an AGARD Meeting on "Integrated A irJfrae IDesign Ie/chnologi", Aprili, 1W3.
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All the interactive graphics is carried out on the work- In order to allow an easy series production an automatic

stations while the aerodynamic analysis take advantage tape laying machine (10 axes c.n.c. controlled) capable
of the vectorisation speed-up of the Cray. to make parts up to 9 mneters lung and 5 ineters wide has

been implemented in ALN-DVI) plants (fig. 3.6), fully
The hardware resources available to support the integrated in the CAD CAM system.

CAE/CAD(CAM system are shown in fig. 2.3 and
consist mainly of a Cray Y-MP and an IBM 570 Both during the design and the numerical control

connected between them and to the IBM RISC 6000- programming phase, a software tool called

980 user as data bank via an high speed fibre optic ACRAPATH is usefully employed (fig. 3.7-3.8) by

channel, manufacturing as a production tool, in order to create

All the Working Station or Xterminals in the officies the numerical control instructions for the tape laying

are connected to this channel together with the machine t,,tiln aid by desigtt office as a simulation
Numerical Control stations. tool to control in advance the design tolerance.

The available loft data base has also been used to derive

3. COMPOSITE WING DESIGN AND the design of the surface of the moulds on which the
MANUFACTURE wing skin layers have been laid d,-,n and to check

them.
This is one of the most complex example of integration

achieved in ALN between design and manufacturing. The strict interaction achieved during the definiton

phase between design and manufacturing has also
This wing has many interesting design innovations, but allowed to approach the problem of the assembly line in

the most interesting feature is that the spares are cured an integrated way. The result is an intuitive mounting

and bonded in one shot with the precured lower skin as sequence with parts designed with forms and tolerances

shown in fig. 3.1 in order to reduce to the minimum the favourable for an easy assembly and a minimum
total weight of the wing and the assembly operations. number of tools and jigs to complete the assembly

sequence (fig. 3.121.
After a first optimisation cicle at AXC level, a more

detailed aerodynamic/flight mechanics/load~structure

iteration was made in order to optimize the manouvre

loads for the required roll rate capability and therefore 4. DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING

minimize the trailing edge hinge moment and the
associated actuators size and define the skin minimum The wing is a good example of the effort made in order

thickness distribution according to the preselected fiber to obtain a design not only compatible but also

orientation, optimized for the facilities available and for the
automatic manufacturing of the parts but is not the only

The typical grid used to simulate the box skin for the one.

optimisation calculation is shown in fig. 3.2 while a

typical isothickness plot obtained for the upper skin is All designs and most industrialisation activities are

shown in fig. 3.3. performed using CAE/CAD. CAM tools in an integrated

managed manner, supported by appropriate procedures

A further optimisation cicle, this time purely structural (see fig. 4.1).

was then performed in order to take care of the local

conditions like bucklings and local deformation (fig. The data generated in the design department are directly
3.9). available to engineering and production in the required

form (see fig. 4.2). The results are shortened processing

The optimal skin thickness distribution, obtained in this times for the product, enhanced quality and higher

way, after an exercise of design for manufacture in efficency due to the better form ofdata exchange.

strict cooperation between the design office andstrit copertio beteenthe esin oficeandAs an example it is possible to follow one machined
manufacturing, is than transferred in a more realistic, as an exampe it isupossible rto fol one in ed

from a manufacturing point of view, layer distribution part (an engine aft mount support) from the initial lay-out to the NASTRAN schematisation (fig. 4.3) to the
(see fig. 3.4) that may be different in details for a
compoenfig.3.4)that difo r et m nu or tomatics fcoloured stress distributions (fig. 4.4), the stressed lay-
lamination (fig. 3.5). out, the tooling drawings (fig. 4.5), the preparation oftapes for the N/C machine milling tool, the check for
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quality control inspection machine and finally the parts A fall-out of this way of operating are the drawings of

list for product support pubblications (fig. 4.6). the cable looms and pipeb, including the bills of
materials obtained automatically and also the possibility
to transfer directly the information in the data base to

5. SYSTEM INSTALLATION OPTIMISATION the special machine in the shop to automatically bend,
cut and finish the pipes.

Another area in which there have been some

development in ALN is that of the use of 3D models to A tool at the moment in the experimental stage at ALN

build up an electronic mock-up for complex that is expected to provide big advantages is ALEX (fig.

installations. 6.1).

The construction of mock-ups, although they are made ALEX is an expert system developed in ALN that on

of easily available and not expensive materials which the basis of the 3D design of bay structure, of

are not subject to stress or fatigue, requires costs and established design criteria like minimum distance

realisation times, often heavily impacting on the total between lines, aggregations and separation rules
cost of the project. provides automatically the optimal cables routing, loom

aggregation and connector selection.

The introduction of CAD tools and the following

evolution of design methodologies to the 3D modelling,

has made possible an analytical approach to the test of

design.

The checks performed on the physical mock-ups are

now performed using specific analysis software on

digital models, which are available since the first phases

of design.

The example shown is the design of a bay in the rear

fuselage, very difficult because of its shape and the

complexity of the equipment installation and the cables

and pipes routing.

The design route followed in ALN is shown in the flow

chart (fig. 5.0).

The other pictures show the structure the systems

designed in 3D and the total installation of all the

systems.

Each figure is related to the relevant level of the above

flow chart.

The benefits gained can be summari7ed as follows:

- lower costs du:- to the elimination of physical

models-

- greater accuracy and time reduction, bacause the

digital mock-up is built using the 3D models created

by designers and soon available in the design cycle;

- possibility to perform a digital preassembly of all the

components in a bay to decide the best installation

sequence and design the assembly jigs in advance

with perfect reference points reducing the risk of

errors during final assembly.
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FIG 5.1 CLASS 1 STRUCTURE

FIG 5.2: FUEL SYSTEM - CLASS 1
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FIG 5.3: HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - CLASS 1

FIG 5.4 : DMU INTEGRATION CLASS 1



F1G55ý CLASS3STRUCTURE

FIG 5.6: ELECTRIC SYSTEM - CLASS 3
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FIG 5.7: ENVIRONMENT CONTROL SYSTEM - CLASS 3

FIG 5.8. DMU INTEGRATION CLASS 3
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MULTI-DISCIPLINARY COUPLING FOR INTEGRATED DESIGN OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS

C. C. Chamis
NASA Lewis Research Center (M/S 49-8)

21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135, U.S.A.

and

S. N. Singhal
Sverdrup Technology, Inc.

2001 Aerospace Parkway
Brookpark, Ohio 44142, U.S.A.

SUMMARY disciplinary interaction on the
component response (Figure 1).

Effective computational simulation Further, the integrated system response
procedures are described for modeling depends on the progressive and
the inherent multi-disciplinary interacting influence of the coupled
interactions for determining the true service loads/ environments at all
response of propulsion systems. levels from sub-component, to
Results are presented for propulsion component, to sub-system, to system.
system responses including multi- Interaction phenomena of interest
discipline coupling effects via (1) include flutter, rotor instability,
coupled multi-discipline tailoring, fatigue, flow separation, nonuniform
(2) an integrated system of multi- combustion, blade containment, and
disciplinary simulators,(3) coupled noise suppression. The determination
material-behavior/fabrication-process of aerothermodynamic system performance
tailoring, (4) sensitivities using a has traditionally relied on prototype
probabilistic simulator, and (5) tests while structural reliability has
coupled materials/structures/ been calculated from field data.
fracture/probabilistic behavior
simulator. The results show that the The analysis of propulsion phenomena
best designs can be determined if the involves a combination of disciplines
analysis/tailoring methods account for including fluid mechanics, thermal
the multi-disciplinary coupling sciences, structural mechanics,
effects. The coupling across material sciences, acoustics,
disciplines can be used to develop an electromagnetics, and control theory.
integrated interactive multi- The degree of resolution within a
discipline numerical propulsion system specific discipline is determined by
simulator. the magnitude of local effects and the

extent of their region of influence.
1. INTRODUCTION In order to credibly quantify these

local effects, coupled multi-
Propulsion phenomena are inherently disciplinary methods are needed.
multi-disciplinary, i.e., the true Therefore, the objective of this paper
system response is the coupled effect is to describe formal coupled multi-
of all the participating disciplines disciplinary methods for evaluating the
and the aggregate of the responses and inherent multi-disciplinary interaction
interactions of the system components. in propulsion systems.
Present analyses tend to focus on
single-discipline aspects of the 2. Multi-disciplinary Coupling Methods
phenomena within a local region, e.g.,
a single component. Suitable Recent advances in the computational
approximations are then used to extend simulation of fluids, thermal,
these analyses to subsystems and structural, material, acoustic, and
systems. electromagnetic response and

computational controls make it timely
The performance and reliability of to consider the development of coupled
propulsion systems depend on the multi-disciplinary computational
interaction of their subsystems which, simulation methods. These coupling
in-turn, depend on the interaction of methods provide the formalism to
their respective components (ref. 1). generate the terms shown in the array
And, the performance of a specific in Table 1, as would be described
component depends on the coupling extensively in section 2.7. Single
effects of the system multi- discipline simulations produce the

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Integrated Airframe Design Technology. April, 1993.
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diagonal sub arrays while coupled provides a wealth of information such
multi-disciplines produce the off- as the laminate configurations required
diagonal terms. Considerable for tailored responses of different
infrastructure is available for single disciplines, which can sometimes be
disciplines as was mentioned opposite to each other, as is evident
previously. In this section, we from Figure 5. The off-diagonal terms
describe how available (existing) in Table 1 can be developed by
infrastructure is used to simulate the evaluating the other disciplines at the
multi-discipline coupled response of optimum design.
various propulsion components which
are subjected to a multitude of 2.2 Multi-Objective Optimization - This
simultaneous loads, example demonstrates the c~pability to

optimize the structure response due to
2.1 Coupled Multi-discipline Tailoring several disciplines simultaneously.
- A coupled multi-disciplinary Figure 6 (ref. 4) shows a candidate
composite-materials/hygral/thermal/ composite structure optimized for
structural/acoustic/electromagnetic single and multi-objective functions.
analysis/tailoring code, CSTEM (ref. The best design is obtained when the
2) can be used to tailor the single or multi-objective function is used.
multi-discipline responses of
propulsion structures. CSTEM was used 2.3 Integrated System of Multi-
for tailoring a multi-layered disciplinary Analysis - A nonlinear
composite fan blade subjected to materials behavior simulator (ref. 3)
multi-discipline loads (Figure 2). and a specialty finite element code
The composite materials behavior was (ref. 5), and the coupled multi-
analyzed via an integrated composite discipline code CSTEM (ref. 2) were
analyzer (ref. 3) starting from the integrated for simulating the fatigue
lowest composite scale (fiber/matrix behavior of a multi-layered hot and wet
constituents) to higher scales (ply, composite panel acoustically excited by
laminate) using composite micro- an adjacent vibrating hot panel (Figure
mechanics and laminate theories 7), typical of aircraft components.
(Figure 3). The laminate scale Figure 8 shows that the fatigue life of
materials behavior is used to the acoustically excited panel can be
determine global structural response increased substantially by keeping the
using finite element analysis. The off-axis plies on the outer surface of
global structural response is then the laminate. The important point is
decomposed to the lower composite that the coupled multi-disciplinary
scales using laminate theories and response of composite structures can be
composite micro-mechanics. A computed for best designs, with no
nonlinear material characterization surprises when operating in real-life
model (Figure 4) is used at the service environments since the analysis
constituents scale to account for the captures the various multi-disciplinary
effect of service environments. The coupling effects (interactions).
results of the tailcring of the fan
blade for individual disciplines are 2.4 Coupled Material-Behavior/
shown in Figure 5. Two cases, also Fabrication-Process Tailoring - The
shown at the bottom of Figure 5, are fabrication process of a composite
for the coupled multi-disciplines: (1) laminate can be tailored for desired
coupled composite-mechanics/heat- optimum single discipline or multi-
transfer/vibrations case - the effect discipline objective value via a Metal
of heat transfer loads is carried Matrix Laminate tailoring code, MMLT
through the temperature profiles at (ref. 6). The results in Figure 9 show
all composite scales that in-turn the correct laminate characteristics
affect the materials behavior and thus (extensional stiffness, compressive
the vibration response of the blade, load capacity, bending stiffness, and
and (2) coupled composite-mechanics/ bending load capacity) that can be
heat-transfer/vibrations/acoustic attained for individual stiffness or
responses - the effect of heat load maxima as well as for concurrent
transfer loads is carried through the stiffness/load maxima.
temperature profiles at all composite
scales that in-turn affect the 2.5 Sensitivities via Probabilistic
materials behavior including acoustic Methods - The sensitivities of the
characteristics and the vibration effective stress for a second stage
response of the blade. Thus, the turbine blade at two different blade
acoustic response includes all the locations were assessed via a
interaction effects, namely: (i) heat- probabilistic structural behavior
transfer loads, (ii)thermal, simulation (ref. 7). The importance
mechanical, and acoustic resistance of factors for five dominant variables at
the material, and (iii) blade different blade locations were found to
vibration characteristics. This be different and with different
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importance ranking (Figure 10). These traditional single discipline
are respective off-diagonal terms in approaches and expert opinion, (2)
the array, Table 1. multi-discipline sequential

optimization - based on determining the
2.6 Coupled Materials/Structures/ primitive variables for optimum
Fracture/probabilistic behavior response within a single discipline,
simulator - A progressively more determining the response for optimized
inclusive integration of the various primitive variables for all coupling
discipline-specific simulators is made disciplines, and repeating the process
possible with the existing for each discipline of interest, (3)
infrastructure at the NASA Lewis probabilistic evaluation - based on
Research Center. The results of a determining the sensitivities of multi-
coupled materials/structures/fracture disciplinary response to interrelated
behavior of a rotor blade including primitive variables, and (4)
interactions due to uncertainties in fundamental coupled formulation - based
various design variables at their on mixed-field finite elements coupling
lowest levels (called primitive the primitive equations. The results
variables) are shown in Figure 11. for the multi-discipline coupling of
The true direction of the fracture the propulsion component responses
path is decided, not by a specific using these techniques are being
analysis, but by the above-mentioned acquired. These results will then be
coupled effects. processed to compute the coupling

coefficients of the specialty multi-
2.7 Multi-discipline Sequential disciplinary matrices.
optimization - An integrated simulator
for pro~pulsion systems will entail 3. Use of Multi-Parallel Processor
potentially very large number of Computers
coupled (interrelated) variables.
Clearly, in addition to coupled multi- The examples discussed above are
discipline simulators discussed above, currently scientifically/technically
innovative approaches are needed to feasible using the existing computer
reduce the dimensionality of the hardware. The computer systems are
system description while still becoming more sophisticated and more
retaining the essential system powerful with continually increasing
behavior. The viable approaches processing speeds through
include sequential iterations between parallelization. This concurrent
disciplines, specially-derived system development of the computer hardware
matrices, and coupling at the would reduce the turn-around time,
fundamental equation level. The necessary for modeling the whole
coupling across disciplines in a propulsion systems including all the
concurrent multi-disciplinary interactions. However, due emphasis
formulation can be represented by must be placed on innovative coupled
coupling relations. The coefficients inalysis/tailoring schemes to decipher
(elements) in these relations define the importance of the various
the coupling of a specific variable interactions for propulsion systems of
from one discipline with respective interest, as demonstrated in section 3
variables from interacting disciplines above. Figure 12 (ref. 8) shows the
(Table 1 ). architecture of the multi-discipline

coupling of structural-analysis and
Perturbation of the variables in the reliability methods.
coupling relations provide a measure
of the sensitivity of the interacting 4. Numerical Propulsion System
disciplines to this perturbation. A Simulator
priori description of this sensitivity
relationship enhances the The existing infrastructure can be used
computational simulation in several to develop an integrated interactive
respects: (1) scoping the degree of multi-disciplinary computational
coupling, (2) identifying the simulator. Such a system is under
interacting disciplines, (3) resolving development and it is called Numerical
time/space scales, (4) selecting time/ Propulsion System Simulator (NPSS)
space scale for loosely coupled shown schematically in Figure 13 (ref.
interacting discipline intervention 1). NPSS would allow comprehensive
during the solution processes, (5) simulation of the entire propulsion
deciding on a solution strategy, and concepts and designs before committing
(6) imposing convuzgence criteria, to hardware. It would include recent

multi-disciplinary c.'mputational
Four different methods are being tailoring models to allow the selection
pursued for defining and deriving of better, cheaper, and faster
sensitivity relations. These are: (1) propulsion designs for desired
heuristic - based on available performance. Also, reliability-based
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propulsion design would be possible approaches, and coupled fundamental
with the recent progress in formulations. The results show that
probabilistic methods that account for coupling effects can be modeled using
all the uncertainties inherent at existing codes. The coupling methods
various levels of the propulsion combined with other suitable
systems. This will greatly reduce (1) infrastructure are being used for
the design space for new systems, (2) developing a numerical propulsion
our dependence on extensive hardware system simulator for designing/
testing for proof-of-concept and analyzing propulsion systems.
system integration demonstrations, and
(3) the need for testing and REFERENCES
identifying potential operational
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Table 1 - Coupled Multi-discipline Represenation for
Aerospace Propulstion Systems
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Figure 1 - Engine Components Under Service-Environment Loadings
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TENDANCES DANS LA MIE HODE D)E CONCEP lION'
DES (ELLLILES D'AVION NIILITAIRE

[-REND)S OF DESIGN ME [IIODI-)LOY OF- AIRl-HAMsI

liar

C. Petiau
Dassault Aiiation

78 Quai Marcel Dassault
92214 St. Cloud

France

RESUME As a conclusion we insist on the fact that aircraft
manufacturers, CAD suppliers and scientific sear

Nous rappelons que l'organisation de la conception chers will be well advised to create a dialogue as
des cel iies d'avion est like aux performances des to future design methodology.
outils dont on dispose. Ces performances condition-
nent le nombre et la nature des iterations du pro- 1-ITOUTO
jet. 1-ITOUTO

Nous pr~sentons et analysons 1 'organisation d'au- La m~thode de conception est 1 'art de mettre en
jourd'hui qui est construite autour des moyens de oeuvre l'ensemble des travaux sp~cialis~s condui
CAD, de calcul et d'optimisation math~matique dis- sant 6 la d~finition, la r~aisation et la quali-
ponibles. fication d'un produit. Elle determine la nature

exacte et l'enchainement des taches A mener. Elle
La conception se fait par une premi~re definition, est directement d~pendante des moyens disponibles
suivi d'une v~rification exp~rimentale, avec un (outils de CAD, Moyens de calcul, Technologie,
role clef pour les essais en vol. On en d~duit la etc ...)
d~finition d~finitive qui est v~rifi~e A 1 aide des L edneetsuetd atce adcm

mod~s decalul rcale su le essis.position des taches d'6tude A celle du produit

Nous examinons ensuite les facteurs d'6volution de mat~riel ; ce qui aboutirait pour une cellule
cette organisation dans le futur que sont :d'avion A la d~composition suivante
-. ]a disposition d"Historiques- de l'ensemble des

donn~es du processus de conception, System ae o
- la CAD param~tr~e et l'optimisation de forme, / \
- l'optimisation multidisciplinallre, 5ous systme C1e
- la conception par -Feature', ele
- le progr~s des m~thodes de cailcul. / 4 \Na.1 ,

octuipeas
Nous concluons en soulignant l'int~rkt qu'auraient / I \,
les industriels de I'a~ronautique, les fournisseurs PikceFarcto
de logiciel et les chercheurs A se concerter pour 016nentaire - arct~
d~velopper les m~thodes de conception du futur.

ABSTACTDans une situation Wdale, ]a d~finition de chaque
We shall first remind that organization of airframe niveau de sous-produits se ferait A partir des sp6-
design is directly linked to the performances of cifications re~ues du niveau sup~rieur, et en fonc-
available tools. As a matter of fact, they condi- tion des potentialit~s des niveaux inf~rieurs sup-
ticn the number and nature of project it~rations. pos~es connues.

We present and analyse the organization vhich La fabrication du produit et sa v~rification A
should nowadays be recommended in view of the means chaque niveau de sous-produit se ferait en ordre
of CAD, computation and mathematical optimization inverse de la conception.
at our disposal. En pratique cette organisation ne peut fonctionner

This leads to a first design, followed by experi- qu'avec des it~rations de deux types
mental verifications with a key role for flight
tests. The final design is checked with the help of lt~rations d'6tudes entre un niveau et ses
calculations models calibrated on tests. niveaux inferieurs pour appr~hender la pertinence

des sp~cifications et pouvoir d~finir les
Then we shall examine the new tools which are the interfaces entre les sous-.produits de meme
factors of future evolution of design methodology niveau.
- To dispose of -Design History- corresponding to I~tosd ~iiain x~ietls le

the whole data of the process trtosd ricams 27 al.Ele
- Parametric CAD and Shape optimization n~cessitent la fabrication et 'ss~ai e.
- multidisciplinary optimization prototypes' de sous-produits et de 1 avion
- Feature" Design lui--meme.

- Imroveentof cmputtio metodsLe nombre et la nature de ces iterations est etroi--
tement d~pendant:

- du degr6 d'innovation demand6 au produit,

P'resented at an A(;ARI) Meeting on 'Integrated Airfrarne D~esign TýhhnoloWy< ..1l7rl, 19V3
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du contexte technologique dlans lequel on se trou* de la bonne precision, en principe, des calculs
ye, en particulier del'asticit6 (calcul des champs de contrainte en

fonction des charges) avec la possibilit6 de
] a flexibilite des outils de d~finition CCAO) faire des -zoom- d'analyse locale non lineaire

dont on dispose, aussi pr~cis qu'il est n~cessaire, mais avec un
risque omnipr~sent d'erreur humaine:

*la fiabilite et de la flexibilite des outils de . dlans les mail lages, et dlans leur repr~sentati-
simulation nu"~-rique, vit6 de ]a structure r~elle,

d Cans IVanalyse des r~sultats,
*la disponibilit6 de moyen d'essais, . dlans la gestion des impasses sur les calculs

ratfin~s.
]a disponibilite d'outil d'optimisation mathe-

matique. -de la faiblesse des crit~res theoriques de con
traintes admissibles (en statique pour les compo

Nous allons illustrer ce propos en analysant 1cor-- sites, en fatigue pour les m~talliques). Ils n6--
ganisation de la conception de la cellule d'un cessitent one calibration exp~rimentale extensive
avion de combat avec les moyens disponibles aujour- couvrant 1 ensemble des configurations autoris~es
d'hui. par le Standard de Conception.

On examinera ensuite quelles sont les evolutions Dans ce contexte, V'organisation de la conception
possibles de ces moyens qui influencerors l'orga- des structures est men~e avec l'enchainement
nisation de la conception des cellules cans le fu-- prksent6 planche 1.
tur.

Les grandes lignes de chaque 6tape sont les sui-
2 - ANALYSE D'UNE ORGANISATION ACTUELLE DES ETUDES vantes
DE STRUCTURE

- AVANT PROJET
Cette organisation correspond au developpement d'un
avion de combat -classiqoe- aujourd'hui (Enploi des Dans cette phase la d~finition de la structure est
materlaux composites & grande echelle, commandes de implicite, son influence est prise en compte par
vol -6lectriques-l. des formoles empiriques.

Parmi les moyens dont on dispose, ceux qui condi- - CONCEPTION GENERALE DE LA CELLULE EQULPEE

tionentle lus 'oraniatio sot :A partir d'une forme ext~rieure donn&e on d~finit
-un outil de CFAO efficace (CATIA) capable d'ali- plus pr~cis~ment ]'imnplantation des principaux
menter une base de donn~e g~ompktrique commune 6 quipements, do poste de pilotage, des r~servoirs,
toos les niveaux (y compris la fabrication) etc..., cela en association 6troite avec un dessin

g~n~ral de structure (dit -Voiles et Planchers-),
on outil d'analyse et d'optimisation do dimen-- donnant le maillaqe g~n~ral et les grands choix
sionnement (ELFINI), couplant directement les technologiques (dont les mat~riaux).
calculs dla~roelasticit6, des charyes, de la res-
istance des mat~riaux, etc... (voir r~f~rence 1). Le dimensionnement g~n~ral de ]a structure est r~a*-
Cet outil est directement connect& au syst~me lis6 en parall~le do dessin g~n~ral, il comporte
CATIA par son mailleur -topologique-. 11 permet
d'analyser A faible cout et d~lais on tres grand - la r6alisation d'un mod~le 616ment fini global
nombre de variantes de la definition, grace A (Figure 1) qui sert de base 6 tous les types
I association :d'analyse qui suivent:
*de Poptimisation structurale qui fait qlue les . les calculs Clakro~asticit6 statique et de
6chantillonnages deviennent les sorties des flutter,
calculs au lieu detkre des donn~es 6 foornir, le calcul des charges,
*do mailleur topologique qui rend les donndes du l'analyse globale de la r~sistance m~canique en
maillage relativement peu sensible aux statique et en fatigue.
variations de g~ometrie,

*de lexistence d'un 'iHistorique- de 1'ensemble
des donn~es des maillages et des calculs, ce
qol permet de les rejouer Clans les it~rations
en ne modifiant que celles qoi changent.

-La maitrise globale des technologies qu-on se
propose d'utiliser ; ce qoi implique la
disponibilit6 d'un Standard de conception (Design
Handbook) valide, avec les r~gles de calcul
associ~es.

La logique de developpement de la structure doit
aussi tenir compte do niveaux de fiabilit6 des
m~thodes de calcul et des moyens d'essais dispo-
nibles, entre autre:

-de la pr~cision moyenne des calcols thdoriques
cla~ro~lasticit6 et de charges ;elle ne devient
bonne qu'apr~s on recalage sur les essais en Figure 1 MAILLAGE GENERAL WUM AVION DE COMBAT
Vol
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PLANCHE 1

A ARANT-PROJET

CONCEPTION DE L'AVION

CONCEPTION GENERALE

DE LA CELLULE EQUIPEE (AVION DEM.

I I I
Dessin

d'am~nagement
g~n~ral

GradsDessin Oinensionnement

Grnd 9nkra I O~n~rale structure
volumes de laMdVeE.G.

strucure IAdro~lasticitk - charges~*Calcul ROM
-optimisation Mdtheanitique

CONCEPTION DES
TRONCONS EQUIPES

Calculs dktaill~s

De ssin d'ensemble 4-- tronton
de structure 4i

irV et d'amnsagement * ~ Essalstpartiels
Maquettes I
num~riques

physiques Calul pikce

Dessin de t 4
pioce 61&mentaire

© ~FABRICATION PROTOTYPE
(ESSAIS PARTIE

&AVION DE DEVELOPPEMENT)

ESSAI SUR AVION DE DEVELOPPEMENT

* iise en oeuvre de lavion

*Calibration stutique des jauges de ccntrainte
*Essais de vibrations au sol
*Mesure en vol (charges, flutter)

fEssais statiques

MISE A JOUR LIASSE

*Charges, flutter
*Dessins ;:± dossier de calcul

d~tail1lks

FABRICATION CELLULES
DE SERIE

Etudes sersines
medifites

Dhrngation, r~paratinv,
incidents dluers

Et udes des prolngaiova ns
nu retrait de service
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Une optimisation mathkInatique g9re directement L3i conception de d~tailI aenke 6 consid~rer des
l'ensemble de ces analyses, elle fournit 1'6chan- situations plus complexes que celles envisag~es
tillonnage (6paisseur de peau, section de raidis- dans les standards de dessins disponibles ini-
seur, noinbre de plis de chaque direction pour les tidlernent. Il en resulte la n~cessit6 de valider
panneaux composites), le r~sultat correspondant A ces configurations par des essais partiels. 11 faut
la masse minimale tout en satisfaisant simultan6- faire des calculs comparatifs pour valider les
ment des crit~res d'a~ro~lasticit6 statique, de conditions de chargement des 6prouvettes de ces
vitesse de flutter, de r~sistance des mat~riaux, essais partiels par rapport S celle de l'avion.
etc ... (Voir Rif~rence 1).

Les moyens utilisables aujourd'hui pour la jus--
C'est dans cette phase de conception gdn~rale que tification de la definition d~taill~e (calculs et
se r~ussit un avion. 11 en r~sulte la n~cessit6 essais) sont dans ]'ensemble trop lourds pour per-
d'it~rer sur un grand nombre de configurations du mettre plus de 1 ou 2 it~rations ; Poutil d'opti-
dessin g~n~ral de I'avion et de la structure. misation mathkiatique de ELFINI n'est pas actuel-
Le dimensionnement correspondant A chacune des con- lement op~rationnel A ce niveau (Analyses non line-
figurations peut ktre extremenent rapide et V'opti- aires, dominante des paramitres de forme).
misation math~matique garantit lVobjectivit6 des
comparal sons. Il en r~sulte que la fabrication d'un avion de

d~veloppement peut ktre lanc~e sur une d~finition
-CONCEPTION DES TRONCONS EQUIPES qu'on salt pertinenilent optimisable.

Les dessins de 1 am~nagement des tron~ons et ceux - ESSAIS SUR LES AVIONS DE DEVELOPPEMENT (Au sol et
de la structure (dessins d'ensembles et dessins de en 'eoT)
pikces) se font en compldte int~raction, ils sont
soutenus par les analyses :On v4rifie 1A 1'ensemble du fonctionnement de

de la r~sistance structurale, l'avion et son aptitude au soutien logistique
de l'aptitude A la fabrication, pour valider les mod~les structuraux on effectue en
de l'aptitude au soutien logistique (et autres plus les 4 types d'essais suivants

6tudes "RAMS-)
Etalonnage statique de 1 'avion au so] (R~ponse

Ceci n~cessite de quelques centaines de jauges de contrainte
- lPorganisation de la concertation entre les sous P'influence de quelques dizaines de

divers intervenants (Concurrent Engineering), chargements ind~pendants),
- un syst~me de base de donn~e informatique coinmun
f~d~rant toutes les activit6s ; c'est la .Essais de vibration au so],
Maquette num~rique- construite A partir des
mod~les CATIA. .Identification des charges en vol au travers de

]a r~ponse de jauges de contraintes pendant
Le calcul de la resistance m~canique du tron~on divers types de mnanoeuvres,
s'appuie sur des mod~les raffin~s (voir Figure 2)
ils sont g~n~ralement non lin6aires (post-flambage, .Essais de vibration en vol pour la v~rification
plasticit6, contact). Les conditions aux limites de du mod~le de flutter.
ces calculs locaux sont prises dans le Mod~le
G6n0ral par une technique de -Super 616ment-. -CELLULE D'ESSAIS STATIQUES ET DE FATIGUE

C'est elle qui fonde la qualification de la struc-
ture pour la r~sistance mkanique, elle permet de
d~montrer les marges 6ventuelles. L'essai statique
d'une cellule compl~te reste n~cessaire car on ne
peut garantir qu'aucun d~faut de -dessin- ne passe
le filtre des calculs et des essais partiels.

On limite le risque de rupture pr~matur~e de 1l6-
prouvette en menant les essais statiques progres-
sivement et en recalant constarmment les mod~les de
calcul.

Pour r~duire les risques de d~couverte trop tardive
/ des difficult6s, ces essais se font sur ]a ddfini-

tion de d~veloppement. La justification de ]a
definition s~rie est extrapolde ensuite par analy-
se.

-MISE A JOUR DE LA LIASSE POUR L'AVION DE SERIE

Les mod~les g~n6raux (E~astique, Dynamiques,
A~ro~lastique, Charges) sont recal~s A partir

Figure 2 - ACL ctCAUstaX. des essais des avions de d~veloppement,

La pertinence de l'am~nagement est v~rifi~e Ala .des mod~lisations fines des tron~ons.
fois avec la maquette nums6rique et des rnaquettes
physiques. On repasse ensuite sur la definition et la v~ri-

fication du dimensionnenient des tron~ons avec des
charges locales actualis6es.



On reprend en compte Pour satisfaire tout ou partie de ces ambitions
nous voyons poindre les techniques suivantes

*les le~ons tir~es des vols et de la mise en
oeuvre de lVavion de developpement, -L aiuaindHsoiusGnrlss d

I Tenseble 61desi donnHestodu poes Gus7Te~ s d

*les contraintes likes A l'organisation de ]a concption. dneSd rcsu

production industrielle qui sont alors mieux _L'idýedirectrice est que i'ensemble des travaux
analysees, de d~finition et de justification se mat~riali

sent aujourd'hui par des donn~es entrees par des
*1 ensemble des remords, et des modifications de hoimes dans des systemes informatiques (donn~es
specification qui seraient arrivees entre des outils de CAO et de calcul, 6ditions des
temps. dossiers de justification, etc..). Pour effectuer

les mises A jour necessit~es par les iterations
-OPER~ATIONS ULTERIEURES de projet ii dolt suffire de rejouer ces donn~es

qui ont W stock~es A la premi~re it~ration avec
Nous y trouvons leurs motivations, en n'introduisant que les

- les 6tudes des versions modifi~es de lPavion df~ecsae adfnto rcdne

-La d~finition des pargm~tejýsij'pITiisajipn
-les etudes de d~rogations, reparations et de structurale di rectement au nveau de .1 otI de
r~ponses aux incidents divers d~finition CAO, et la possibilite d'effecttiie-77es

analyses de sensibilit& directement A partir de
- les mesures des spectres de charge en service ces -paramk~res CAO-.

Aujourd'hui un des freins pour 61argir le champ
- 1'6tude des prolongations ou des retraits de d'application de l'Optimisation Structurale de la
services. version actuelle de ELFINI, et des outils de mkee

type, est que les Variables de Conception sont
La methode de conception initiale west pas indif.- d~finies seulement au niveau du maillage 616ments
f~rente pour ces travaux, qui devraient id~alement finis. 11 est maintenant n~cessaire de faire
se mener en rkup~rant et en actualisant les l'effort:
mod~les mis au point initialement. .de d~finir ces param~tres A la source de ]a

REMAQUES: CEVAUHEMNT DS OERATONSd~finition (cest-A--dire le mod~le CAOL,
* - EMAQUE CHVAICHE~NT ES PERTIOS .de d~velopper les outils permettant le calcul

des d~riv~es partiefles du maillage E.F. par
Le processus r~el est momns sequenciel que nous rapport A ces parivmkres, (au-delA lPoutil

*l'avons sch~matis6, ainsi existe vuir ref. 1),
de d~finir les nouvelles contraintes -topo

On n'attend pas que soit fig~e la definition logiques- de conception.
g~n~rale pour lancer : d'adapter l'optimiseur math~matique A ces

- 1'&tude des d~tails critiques faisant P'objet nuelscnrits
d'essais partiels ;Cet outil permettra aussi de pratiquer l'opti-

misation avec les analyses non lindaires des
- les travaux de preparation de ]a fabrication dessins de d~tail qui font pratiquement toujours
d~marrent d~s qu'une dffinition pr~liminaire intervenir des param~tres g~om~triques.
des pikces est connue;

la efiitin d deail cotine ase erfc- - Optimisation multidisciplinaire
- adfnto edtiscniu epre- Disposant d'une CAU manipulant les parametres de
tionner pendant la fabrication et les essais de forme on peut envisager de fagon r~aliste de pra-
l'avion de odveloppement. tiquer une optimisation math~matin~iie analysant

simultan~ment I'a~rodynamique, les performances,
3 - FACTELIRS DEVOLUTIONS POSSIBLES les qualit~s de vol, la structure, et si besoin

Les d~veloppements de nos outils ont A satisfaire des aspects de furtivit6.

plusieurs types d'ambitions, quelquefois contra- Cette optimisation multidisciplinaire pourrait
dictoires, par exemple etre men&e A partir d'une technique de -conden-

sation' des sous-probl~mes d'optimisation de cha-
reduire la duree des cycles et du cout des opera- que discipline, comme de celle expos~e dans la
ti ons, r~f~rence 2

- tenter la reussite du ler coup (pas de prototype) - Conceetion par -Feature-
quand on n'a pas d'innovation technologique Les pieces sont decrites par une suite de traits
majeure, g~n~riques dits -Features- (Exemples :Tole,

Soyage, Bord tomb6, Trou,.... ). A ces -Features-
-diminuer les risques progranmmatiques, sont rattach~es des caract~ristiques de toutes

natures dont les relations avec la g~om~trie.
- une meilleure optimisation des performances du L'ensemble peut etre d~crit dans un langage
produit :-naturel -.

- faciliter la prise en ccxnpte de nouvelles sp~ci- Le mod~1e g~om~trique nWest qu'un des r~sultats
fications qui obligent A innover par rapport aux de la definition par Feature.
solutions de I-ssin standardis6

- etc ...
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On peut attacher A la description de la pikce 4 - CONCLUSION
elle-4meme, celle de son processus de fabrication
en allant jusqu'A la definition des outillages. L'arriv~e de ces nouveaux outils peut reduire si--
Un processus similaire peut s'appliquer au mail- gnificativement les couts et les d~lais de6tude A
lage et au calcul de r~sistance. tous les niveaux ; la standardisation impliqu~e par

ces nouvelles procedures sera un facteur de qua--
Les standards de conception sont introduits dans lit6.
la prograimmation des Features, leurs r~gles peu-
vent y etre manipul~es par des techniques d'in- L'optimisation de ]a solution devrait etre bien
telligence artificielle. meill eure grace A la facilit6 d'it~rer a faible

cout dans les 6tudes et grice 6 ]'aide des opti
En d~pit des apparences un certain degr6 d'inno- miseurs math~matiques.
vation peut rester avec la conception par Fea-
ture, en concevant des combinaisons originales de Ind~pendaomment des besoins de v~rification venant
'Features- 616mentaires. des autres domaines et du Soutien Logistique, le

manque de fiabilit6 des calculs continuerait 6 n6--
La conception par Feature n'est pas exclusive des cessiter ]a grande it~ration : 0finition -D~velop-
techniques pr~c~dentes (hitorique des donn~es, pement- - DWinition -S~rie-.
CAO paramktr~e, optimisation) auxquelles sa
progranination peut faire appel. Actuellement sur beaucoup de points cette faiblesse

n'est pas due A l'inexistance d'outils appropri~s
La conception par Feature est potentiellement un mais A celui du coat de leur emploi syst~matique.
facteur de r~duction consid~rable des couts et Ce facteur devrait diminuer avec le temps, A la
des d~lais de la d~finition et de la preparation fois par I'augmentation -naturelle- de la puissance
des fabrications des structures. Elle mat~rialise informatique disponible, et par la simplification
un veritable 'Concurrent Engineering- entre Bu- de la mise en oeuvre des calculs, conne celle
reau d'Etude et Bureau de Fabrication. Elle est esp~r~e du 'Feature Modeling'. Les mod~les de
un facteur de fiabilitý par la standardisation calcul standardis~s g~n~r~s par les nouveaux outils
qu'elle implique. diminueront aussi les risques d'erreur humaine A la

fois dans les donn~es et les r~sultats des calculs.

Le prfetionemet ds mthods d caculAu d~marrage d'un projtt d'avion en coop~ration les
II joue potentiellement partenaires doivent s'etre entendus sur la m~thode

de conception qu'ils veulent pratiquer car c'est
*pour r~duire le nombre d'essais, elle qui d~termine ]a liste des taches A effectuer

donc A sie partager ;elle d~termine aussi les in--
*pour p~uvoir env'isa.ge.- des dessins s'6cartant terfaces entre ces taches. Les partenaires doivent
du Standard sans multiplier les essais par- aussi disposer des outils, des Standards et du sa-
tiels, et ainsi faciliter l'innovation en g~n6- voir faire correspondant A rette m~thode.
ral.

Il en r~sulte que 1'6tude de la m~thode de con-
Parmi les domaines o6i des progr~s sont A esp~rer et ception doit etre corinenc~e tr~s en amont des pro-
qui contraignent actuellement le plus grammies:
l'organisation de la conception, on peut citer -pu dniirlsmtoe oetelse

*les calculs 61astoplastiques tridimensionnels 6mettre la sp~cification des outils logiciels
des assemblages ; ils devront permettre 1'6va- qu'elles impliquent vers leurs fournisseurs,
luation en fatigue et en tol6rance au doimnage
des 616ments non standardis~s, pour lesquels on - pour d~velopper et tester ces outils,

ne dspoe ps d don~esexprimntaes,- pour mettre en place et valider les Standards de
-le calcul des r~ponses aux impacts (oiseaux) Conception informatis6s associ~s aux m~thodes
qui doivent devenir fiables et ainsi mieux sup- (surtout avec le Feature Modeling), aux techno-
porter ]a recherche d'un dessin acceptable, logies et aux mat~riaux propos~s.

*les mod~les dynamiques moyenne fr~quence qui Pour etre efficaces et momns couteux ces travaux
interviennent :doivent faire l'objet d'une large concertation
- pour le syst~me de contr~le du vol quand on entre les industriels de V'a~onautique, les four-

veut augmenter sa bande de fr~quence et lui nisseurs de logiciel de CAD et le monde de la
donner une fontion de controle du flutter, Recherche Scientifique.

- pour l'analyse des probldmes de fatigue
a~roacoustique et de vibration des 6quipe-
ments. REFERENCES

*Les calculs d'airodynamiques stationnaires et
instationnaires qui interviennent dans le
calcul des charges et l'analyse du flutter, 1 - C. PETIAU

Structural optimization of aircraft
*les techniques de calibration des mod~les sur Thin-Walled Structures 11 (1991) 43-64
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